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Epidemics of leaf, stripe and stem rust on wheat have induced significant losses in the past during the early 
nineteenth century and would continue to be a major threat to future wheat production. Constant threat of leaf 
and stripe rust in Pakistan and stem rust throughout the world would prevail due to evolution of new rust races 
and favorable environments. Chemical control of these ailments remained unaffordable for poor farmers; hence  
the only effective strategy to avert the losses is the development of rust resistant varieties. Therefore, the 
hypothesis was to explore high yield and rust resistance potential through combining lines with high yield + 
durable rust resistance genes among the existing germplasm. So the current study was designed to combine genes 
for enhancing rust resistance and high yield potential in wheat. The parents’ lines were selected on the basis of 
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slow rusting history, phenotypic characters for durable rust resistance genes by the selection of desirable parents 
used in filial generations (F1 to F5). Total 750 head rows were planted in F6 from selected heads among F5 
generation. Among these 750 single head rows planted in Kaghan, 345 lines were selected on the basis of 
agronomic traits and rust resistance performance. These 345 lines were put in yield testing study to select the 
high yielding and rust resistance lines. Among 345 lines, two hundred and twenty lines were selected on the 
basis of high yield rust resistance which was evaluated for the presence of durable rust resistant genes through 
phenotypic and molecular markers. It was confirmed that the lines showing durable, rust resistance possess 
Lr34/Yr18, Lr46/Yr29 and Sr2/Yr30 genes in combination or individuals from these lines. They are associated 
with several traits like pseudo black chaff (Pbc), leaf tip necrosis (Ltn) and adult plant resistance (APR) 
contributing to near immunity to leaf, stripe and stem rust infection. So these studies confirm the presence of 
durable rust resistant genes in finally selected lines on the basis of yield and rust resistance supported by 
phenotypic and molecular markers. The most prominent crosses yielded lines with  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3 / 
Wblli 2*/Kiritati (V-11211), Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling (V11212,V-11218 and 
V-11227) Luan/Kohistan/ Pak81/3/Kiritati (V-11262), Wattan/ 2*ERA/ 
2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq06/4/Kingbird (V-11288), SH88/90A204//MH97//PRL/2*Pastor (V-11296), 
Shafaq06/Luan//MH97 (V-11304, V-11308 and V-11319), Uqab-2000/Wattan  
/Lr28//Yecora (V-11338), Wattan/2*ERA//V-04178 (V-11353), Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 (V11365) and Lasani-
2008/Iqbal-2000 (V-11396). These are the most brilliant lines which have derived from the above crosses and 
showed the combination of three designated slow rusting /durable genes. These lines were high yielding with 
better resistance than all existing approved wheat varieties of the country. None of these lines had complete 
resistance, but were of slow rusting type and were suitable for commercial cultivation. The resistance is most 
probably by the additive effect of partial resistance genes accumulated from the diversified parents crossed with 
each other. Monitoring of the rust virulence pattern was conducted to monitor the virulent pattern in the country 
through avirulence/virulence formula. The survey was carried out on the rust trap nurseries planted at different 
agroecological condition in Pakistan. The rust trap nursery consisted of 40 Lr differentials and 24 Yr differentia ls. 
The studies revealed that there were no virulence observed for Lr9, Lr19, Lr25, Lr28, Lr27+31, Lr32, Lr34, 
Lr36, Lr23+Gaza and Lr37, and Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8, Yr10,  
Yr15, Yr18,Yrcv and Yrsp during the study period. Among the varieties Iqbal-2000, Uqab2000, Lasani-2008, 
Faisalabad-2008, AARI-2011, Millat-2011 and Pb-2011 exhibited resistance both for LR and YR. Moderate YR 



















CHAPTER1                                                                           INTRODUCTION  
 
  
 Agriculture is the main source of basic necessities of life which include food, fiber and shelter. 
Like most of other agricultural countries, agriculture ranks first as a profession in  
Pakistan. More than 70% of the country‟s population directly or indirectly depends upon 
agriculture for their livelihood. The trade of Pakistan is also totally dependent on agriculture.  
So it will not be wrong to entitle Pakistan as an “Agricultural country.” Pakistan is blessed with 
favorable environmental conditions, but unfortunately, agriculture in the country suffers from 
under-production of various crops in terms of yield ha-1   
  Wheat is the main cheapest staple food of Pakistani people. In Pakistan wheat is grown on 
8.80 million hectares with 25.09 million tons grain production (Pakistan Bureau of Statistics, 
2011). Its production sustainability is closely linked to social and political stability and peace 
in the country. The country cannot afford even a slight fall in the flow of wheat grain to the 
flour mills and subsequent supply of flour in the retail market. The flour shortage even for one 
day may cause great panic and unrest in the normal life of the country (Khan  et al., 2005). 
Therefore, continuous supply of flour at the required level of demand remained the top priority 
of every Government of the Pakistan.   
  The production of wheat is low as compared with the developed countries in the world. To 
meet its shortage, in years of low wheat yields requires valuable foreign exchange on the import 
to maintain sustainable supply.Wheat crop is hit by many biotic and a-biotic maladies, causes 
reduction in its produce. Jellis (2009). Leaf rust caused by Puccinia recondita Rob. ex desm. 
f. sp. tritici also called as brown rust, stripe rust caused by Puccinia striiformis Westend f. sp. 
tritici also called as yellow rust and stem rust caused by Puccinia graminis Pers. f. sp. tritici 
also called as black rust, smuts, bunts and aphids as biotic stresses (Hussain et al., 2006) and 
terminal heat, drought, salinity, winds, hailstorms, fogs and excessive cloudy weather during 
crop season are the salient a-biotic stresses. (Hussain et al., 2011). At this time stem rust is the 
most important, because before the introduction of semi dwarf wheat variety Maxipak-65, the 
stem rust was common in the Indian subcontinent and the Middle East. Yield losses due to 
cereal rusts have also been reported from the Indian subcontinent and the Middle East. Severe 
epidemics have been reported since the early 1800s in India (Joshi, 1976). But stem rust was 
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almost under control through genetic resistance. In wheat cultivars, stem rust resistance with 
Sr31 remained effective for more than 40 years owing to the global popularity of the 
germplasm with 1B-1R translocation created monoculture situation. This leads to the evolut ion 
of some new devastating rust races resulting a severe danger to global wheat production. Since 
1965-2005; it has reappeared in Kaghan, Sindh and Punjab during the year 2005-2006 , 2006-
2007, 2007- 2008 and 20082009, respectively. Stem rust is a constant threat to sustainab le 
wheat production and any time may appear in epidemic form in the country. (Iqbal et al., 2010). 
Traditionally, stem rust has been important in Australia, North Africa, North America, South 
Africa and to some extent in Europe.  
The occurrence of rust diseases in cultivated cereals have significantly influenced the 
development of human civilization reported by Large, 1940; Roelf et al., 1992 described that 
Urediospores of Puccinia graminis taken from excavations in Israel were dated at about 1300 
B.C., Kislev, 1982; biblical accounts, are about 1870 B.C., indicate that rust epidemics forced 
the family of Patriarch Jacob to seek refuge in Egypt, and the scourge of rust is recorded in the 
early Greek and Roman literature where, in about 500 B.C., the ceremonial details indicate 
liturgies to appease Robigus, the Corn God, in an attempt to prevent the loss of crops.  
 According to Chester (1946), the first person to recognize that the rust was caused by a funga l 
parasite was Felice Fontana in 1767.However, it was not until well into the 19th century that a 
distinction was made between the rusts and smuts. This was noted by de Candolle, who 
described the leaf rust pathogen as Uredo rubigo-vera and there by distinguished it from 
Persons Puccinia graminis (Chester, 1946). De Bary in the 1860s provided proof of 
heteroecism of Puccinia graminis on cereal and barberry. (Walker, 1950).  
Eriksson (1894) in Sweden defined formae speciales to describe “special forms” (f. sp.) of the 
wheat stem rust and stripe rust pathogen that showed specialization on different host species 
(Walker, 1950). Thus, in the early 20th century, it is generally accepted that the various rusts, 
also described as rust or explosion in some publications, were caused by species of fungi 
distinctive contrast with the host range. The massive effort directed at cereal rusts and their 
control since 1880s, both in terms of basic science and in practical efforts to reduce losses, Led 
Large (1940) observed that “the greatest single undertaking in the history of plant pathology 
was to be the attack on rust in cereals”.  
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The economic and social disorders (McIntosh et al., 1995) as a result of crop losses 
after epidemics have been the dominant influences in research and advisory activities directed 
at wheat rusts. Although cereal rusts were clearly of great historical importance, yield estimates 
of actual losses received attention in the 20th century due to better understanding of the biology 
of the disease and a greater need to economically justify the financial investment in control 
programs.   
  Emergence of new virulence like Yr9, Yr27, Ug99 are serious issues to be considered. In order 
to sustain wheat production and consequently food security, these rust virulences must be 
controlled, otherwise, we may have a severe wheat deficiency as it happened in 1978 in 
Pakistan (Hassan et al., 1979). Roelfs et al. (1978) compiled an overview of losses due to the 
cereal rust in the United States of America (USA) from 1918 to 1976, noting the state wide 
yield reduction of 50% or more in epidemic years due to stem rust and leaf rust. Although 
stripe rust was more restricted in distribution losses were recorded up to 70% in commercia l 
fields. During the 1960s rusts conservatively estimated to have reduced wheat yields in North 
America by more than one million tonnes (2%) per year (Wiese, 1977).    An epidemic of 
severe leaf rust in 1978 resulted in an estimated national loss of US $ 86 million in Pakistan 
(Hussain et al., 1980). Studies in Egypt estimated crop losses up to 50% due to leaf rust (Abdel 
Hak et al., 1980). In 1993, the epidemic of stripe rust in the selection of the International Maize 
and Wheat improvement center (Centro International de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Ttigo, 
CIMMYT) wheat line generates, Veery, caused significant yield losses in Yemen, Ethiopia and 
Iran (McIntosh et al., 1995).   
  Cereal rust losses in Europe are mainly associated with leaf and stripe rust. The effective 
barberry eradication campaign in the early 20th century and the infrequent occurrence of 
favorable temperatures have resulted in a decline in importance of stem rust. Economic 
evaluations in United Kingdom (UK) by Priestly and Bayles (1988) provided estimates of 
losses in susceptible winter wheats of £ 83 million, due to yellow rust and leaf rust. Winter 
wheat in China is affected by recurring stripe rust epidemics (Stubbs,1985).   In 1880s, stem 
and leaf rust epidemics in Australia resulted in adequate public concern and subsequent 
political pressure to establish the State Department of Agriculture in New South Wales (NWW) 
and Victoria. Several attempts have been made to assess yield losses of wheat due to epidemics 
of rust in Australia. Assessments of crop losses varied from 30% in leaf rust susceptible 
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varieties (Rees and Platz, 1975) to 55% in wheat vulnerable to both stem and leaf rust (Keed 
and White, 1971). Field plots of commercial cultivars with relatively low levels of natural leaf 
rust infection were shown to sustain up to 15% yield loss in NSW (Wellings et al., 1985). In 
1992, up to 37% yield loss in susceptible cultivars with average losses of 15% occurred in 
Western Australia due to widespread leaf rust epidemic (McIntosh et al., 1995).   
  Varying regional significances have been indicated by overviewing the worldwide crop losses 
by rusts (Saari and Prescott, 1985). Stripe rust assumed more importance in the Far East 
(China), Southern Africa, West Asia, Northern Europe and South America. Most serious losses 
have been reported from leaf rust in Asia, Southeast Asia, North Africa and South America.   
 Leaf and yellow rusts are currently the most important diseases of wheat worldwide, which 
threaten global food security (Hovmøller et al., 2010). Major wheat growing areas of the world 
is facing repeated severe yellow rust epidemics since 2000, when two highly aggressive and 
high temperature tolerant Pst strains appeared (Hovmøller et al., 2008).   Leaf and yellow rusts 
of wheat are common in the country, occurring every year. But due to genetic resistance losses 
are negligible. However, during 1978 leaf rust epidemic was widespread and very severe, 
causing a 10% reduction in grain yield. (Hassan et al., 1979). Pakistan harvested record wheat 
grain production in 1965 with the introduction of semi dwarf wheat variety Maxipak-65. The 
glorious green revolution era started from this year. Although many varieties were released 
after 1965 green revolution, after 3-5 years new rust races rendered their resistance ineffect ive 
(Khan, 1987). This resistance was mainly by major rust resistance genes in these varieties, was 
unable to provide durable resistance. Like all over the world, it was felt to start breeding for 
durable rust resistance, because it provides production sustainability and economic returns are 
very high as compared to race specific resistance (Brennan et al., 1994; Caldwell, 1968; Flores, 
1997; Gittinger, 1982).    Rusts are major threat for sustainable wheat production in Pakistan. 
Although no severe leaf rust epidemic after 1978 occurred in the country; mainly because of 
release of rust resistant varieties, but the average life of a variety was about 5 years, except, 
Inqilab-91. The reason for the early collapse of varieties to rust was the evolution of new rust 
races, rendering resistance in the varieties ineffective based on major genes. The latest and 
current trend of genetic resistance in wheat is “the resistance based on the additive effects of 




  The most efficient and economical management of wheat rusts is the evolution of rust resistant 
varieties and their on-farm cultivation (Chaudhary et al., 1998; Hussain et al., 1999; 
Kalappanava et al., 2008). In the present era of scientific advancement, the wheat research is 
focused to achieve durable rust resistance through incorporation of multiple minor genes or 
adult plant resistance genes (Singh et al., 2005). The worst yellow rust epidemic in 2005 has 
wiped out almost all the commercial wheat varieties of Pakistan (Khan et al., 2005). Yellow 
rust (Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici) can reduce wheat yields by as much as 84% (Murray et 
al., 1995).   
  According to Singh and Rajaram (1991) rusted plots yielded 4% less crops, compared to 
fungicide-protected plots for cultivar with hypersensitive resistance. Yield and kernel weight 
average of rusted plots are 8% less for cultivars with partial resistance, but depending on 
cultivar, varied from 2 to 20% less. Yield losses in wheat caused by leaf rust in cultivar trials 
were estimated at five locations in Mississippi from 1986 to 1989 (Khan et al., 1997).  
At present country is facing critical shortage of appropriate wheat varieties having both 
features of high yield and rust resistance to (Hussain et al., 2006) leaf, yellow and stem rust. 
The present study has been designed to screen wheat germplasm for higher yield and rust 
resistance. Newly available DNA markers (Sharp et al., 2001; Suenaga et al., 2003; William 
et al., 2003) were used to assist the selection of wheat germplasm with desirable genes. In order 
to accomplish these objectives, following line of work was followed:  
1. Selection of breeding material on the basis of parental genes for durable rust resistance.  
2. Screening of 750 lines at Summer Agricultural Research Station Kaghan to do selection 
on the basis of rusts (Lr, Yr, and Sr).  
3. Yield testing of 345 advanced lines at Wheat Research Institute (WRI), Faisalabad.  
4. Monitoring of rusts (Lr, Yr) virulences pattern (through avirulence/virulence formula ) 
in different agro-ecological zones.  
5. Phenotypic and molecular characterization of 220 selected lines through markers 
applications.  
6. Yield testing of 220 outstanding lines at Wheat Research Institute (WRI), Faisalabad 








CHAPTER 2                                                     REVIEW OF LITERATURE  
  
2.1. Origin and geographical distribution of wheat  
Wheat is an annual grass that is widely cultivated as a small grain cereal crop from sea 
level to altitudes over 3000 m. It is best adapted to well drained, clay-loam soils and to arid or 
semi arid environments in the temperate zone. Wheat plants may reach over 2 m in height, but 
most cultivated types are about 1 m tall. Mature wheat roots are fibrous and typically 1-2 m 
deep. Wheat is a nutritious, convenient and economical source of food. Although wheat is 
grown primarily as a food crop, the plant and seed also find use in industrial products. Fossil 
records date wheat like kernels to 15000 B.C. Early humans in the Near and Middle East (along 
the Fertile Crescent) found seeds of native wheat like grasses a reliable and palatable food 
source. These plants were the first to be cultivated, and they eventually influenced human 
longevity, distribution and lifestyle (Wiese, 1987).   
  Botanically, wheat belongs to the genus Triticum in the tribe Hordeae of the grass family 
Gramineae. This genus is distinguished by one to several spikelets separately and alternate ly 
attached on opposite sides of the rachis. Modern Triticum species probably originated in the 
Near East. A chance mating between a wild Einkorn and a grass could have produced Einkorn, 
a diploid European wheat ally with seven chromosome pairs (n=7). Einkorn seeds trace to 6700 
B.C. and the river valleys between the Mediterranean and Red seas. Current wheat appears to 
be descendants of crosses between Einkorn and Emmer (Wiese, 1987).  
  
200 have been described. All diseases, noninfectious as well as infectious, are injurious in some 
years, and on some plant part. All especially rust diseases draw attention because of symptoms 
and signs generate concern as well as their detrimental effects on the quality and quantity of 
plants, straw, or grain (Wiese, 1987).   
  Wheat rusts had been known since ancient times (715-672 B.C.). From classification point of 
view, the rust pathogens belong to class Basidiomycetes, order Uredinales, Family 
Pucciniaceae and genus Puccinia having narrow host ranges. In 1767, first detailed reports of 
wheat stem rust were provided by Italians Fontana and Tozzetti independently (Fontana, 1932; 
Tozzetti, 1952). In 1797, Persoon names the causal organism of stem rust of wheat as Puccinia 
graminis. Chester provided one of the first detailed histories of the literature on the rust of 
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wheat and stem rust was not distinguished from leaf rust during early times (Chester, 1946). 
While the first distinct causal organism reports of leaf rust as Uredo rubigo-vera was testified 
by de  
 Candole (1815).    
  Leaf rust pathogen experienced a plethora of changing names until 1956, when Puccinia 
recondita was suggested by Cummins and Caldwell (1956) as a valid name. Recent genetic 
and morphological studies revealed that P. recondita is not incidence of leaf rust by Anikster 
et al. (1997) while now a day it is the preferred name as suggested by Savile (1984) and 
Anikster et al. (1997). Here, P. triticina has been preferred for leaf rust in this chapter. Though 
stripe rust of wheat was firstly described by Gadd in 1777 and it was not until 1896. Eriksson 
and Henning (1896) named its pathogen separately as P. glumarum while Hylander et al. 
(1953) revived the name P. striiformis. All types rusts are distinguished from each other on the 
basis of their symptoms. In case of leaf/brown rust, the pustules are circular or slightly 
elliptical, smaller than those of stem rust, do not usually coalesce, and contain masses of orange 
to orange-brown urediospores. Infection sites are found primarily on the upper surfaces of 
leaves and leaf sheaths and occasionally on the neck and awns (Duveiller et al., 2012). While 
in case of strip/yellow rust, the pustules contains yellow to orange-yellow urediospores, usually 
form narrow stripes on the leaves. Pustules also can be found on leaf sheaths, necks, and glumes 
(Duveiller et al., 2012). However, stem/black rust pustules are dark reddish brown, and may 
occur on both sides of the leaves, on the stems, and on the spikes. With light infections the 
pustules are usually separate and scattered, but with heavy infections they may coalesce. Prior 
to pustule formation, “flecks” may appear. Before the spore masses break through the 
epidermis, the infection sites feel rough to the touch; as the spore masses break through, surface 
tissues take on a ragged and torn appearance (Duveiller et al., 2012).   
  
2.3. Selection of breeding material on the basis of parental genes for durable rust 
resistance in wheat   
No serious effort was made in wheat improvement until the early years of the 19th 
century. The land races evolved as a result of natural selection and sometimes by farmers own 
selection of healthier heads for the seed of next year's crop were grown. Isolation of pure lines 
from local land races was the main breeding method used by the breeders of the nineteenth 
century. Most important part of the research work is hybridization which was started by the 
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end of the nineteenth century. In hybrid varieties some crosses had also been reported to make 
to combine contrasting characters of the parents.   
  
2.3.1. Breeding for rust resistance in pre-green revolution era  
In Australia, Farrer, (1898) gave due consideration for breeding rust resistant wheat 
varieties. He mainly concentrated on the development of early maturing varieties to avoid rust 
and carefully selected the parents for hybridization work. Early maturing germplasm was also 
imported from India and crossed with Australian material. Back cross approach was used for 
introgression of rust resistance in to Australian material. A list including the different 
components of rust resistance, leaf wax presence, size of stomata, leaf angle (erect leaves 
offering a less suitable site for spore deposition), and thickness of the cuticle and leaf width 
was prepared. These characteristics were remarkably similar to those one which are now 
considered likely to determine durable disease resistance.   
  Interspecific crosses of wheat with T. monococcum (Einkorn) were also developed for 
transferring rust resistance in wheat these crosses were imported in India during 1896-1901 but 
could not adapt to Indian conditions and land races or their derivatives mostly predominated. 
Few varieties belong to subcontinent i.e., Mundia, Pissi, Bansi, Nagpur hybrid, Bakhshi, Majhi 
was found somewhat resistant but not immune (Howard and Howard, 1909) and it indicated 
that they may possess few minor genes for rust resistance. As an isolation of pure lines was the 
main breeding method used for the development of wheat varieties of land races in those days, 
therefore it can be deduced that these minor genes were coevolved with the bread wheat.    
  In Russia, a scientific breeding date back to 1902 but early work was confined to the selection 
from local or introduced populations. For introgression of alien alleles, hybridization with 
collected wild and cultivated forms from areas of primitive agriculture was also conducted in 
this part of the world. Their interest is clearly shown in wide crosses by the parentage of famous 
variety Besostaja and its derivatives Aurora and Kavkaz. Wide adaptability in different 
climatic conditions was shown by the variety Kavkaz and it was widely used as a donor of rust 
resistance genes all over the world (Lupton, 1987).   
  In North America areas of spring wheat, varieties released since the early days of breeding 
have an adult plant resistance or combination of adult plant resistance and seedling resistance. 
Typical examples of adult plant resistance are the varieties Webster, Ceres and several Hope 
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and H-44 derivatives. At that time the other varieties which were released were combinations 
of adult plant resistance of one parent and seedling resistance of the other parent like new 
Thatcher. Analytical method was used in those days, which targets combining partial resistance 
of two or more varieties to develop rust resistant varieties (Knott 1958).    
In Germany, a few varieties like early winter wheat hybrid varieties such as Strube 56 
and Carstens 5 were developed with a good level of field resistance in 1934. It was felt that no 
further improvement was possible in the Indian subcontinent, hybridization and pure line 
selection was started for better varieties‟ establishment in 1926 (Aziz, 1966). In this manner, 
with the usage of exotic and local germplasm, a number of crosses were attempted. These 
varieties C-217, C-250, C-271, C-273, C-518 and C-591 were developed from these crosses. 
In all aspects, these varieties were superior to pre-existing stock. The variety C-271 contains 
Lr34 (Kolmer et al., 2009), a durable rust resistance gene. It has been shown that, this gene 
was used in wheat breeding consciously.   
  So it can be deduced that, in the early days of wheat breeding, while the knowledge 
concerning the genetics of rust resistance was not much advance, but due consideration was 
given for the selection of varieties having better resistance. Many selections from land races 
also possessed a certain level of resistance. After the establishment of hybridization programs, 
varieties with adult plant resistance and race specific type of resistance were developed. The 
varieties, developed with the race specific type of resistance, were not long living; therefore 
development of varieties with APR remained the effective breeding strategy. Sometime 
breeders intentionally accumulated adult plant resistance genes, while targeting a major gene, 
which gave their varieties long life. Some inter-specific crosses were also developed for 
introgression of alien genes in wheat genome.  
  
2.3.2. Disease control measures   
It cannot be overemphasized that it is essential to understand the epidemiology of a 
disease before starting any control strategy, especially one involving cultural or chemica l 
control measures. Without doubt, a combination of cultural control practices with disease 
resistance and perhaps fungicide applications will be the most effective means of controlling 
the cereal rusts. Because of the airborne nature of the inoculum of cereal rusts, quarantine 
measures against the pathogen only delay, and do not prevent, entry of the disease. Chemica l 
control has been successfully used in Europe. Permitting high yields (6 to 7 tons/ha) and where 
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prices for wheat are supported (Buchenauer, 1982; Stubbs and de Bruin, 1970). Chemicals 
were also used to control a leaf rust epidemic in 1977 in the irrigated Yaqui and Mayo Valleys 
of Mexico (Dubin and Torres, 1981). Elsewhere, chemicals have had limited use on high-
yielding wheats in the Pacific Northwest of the United States for stripe and leaf rust control. 
Chemical control of leaf rust in the eastern and southern United States has been practised when 
expected yields exceed 2 tons/ha. In Brazil and Paraguay, chemicals are used on wheat with 
expected yields of 1 ton/ha and above to control a may of other diseases.  
Cultural practices provide another method for at least partial control of wheat rust 
epidemics. No single practice is effective under all conditions, but using a series of cultura l 
practices greatly enhances the existing resistances. Farrer's development and use of early 
maturing cultivars marked initial successes in controlling stem rust in Australia (McIntosh, 
1976). Zadoks and Bouwman (1985) emphasized the importance of the green-bridge in 
carrying the disease from one crop to the next. The green-bridge can be lengthened when some 
growers plant early and others late. Removing the green-bridge with tillage is an effective 
control measure for epidemics that would result from endogenous inoculum. In some areas, 
volunteer plants must be controlled several times during the season when wheat is not grown. 
The most efficient and economical management of wheat rusts is the development of rust 
resistant varieties and their on-farm cultivation (Chaudhary et al., 1998).      
The principle mechanism of control of the cereal rusts has been through the use of resistant 
cultivars (Johnson, 1981). A few historical cultivars, such as Thatcher and Hope (Hare and 
McIntosh, 1979) for stem rust, Frontana ( Roelfs, 1988) for leaf rust, and Manella, (Stubbs, 
1985) for stripe rust, have maintained some resistance for many years. Most cultivars have 
remained resistant for five years or more, which is about the agronomic lifetime of a cultivar 
where an active breeding programme exists. Therefore, the varieties having durable, partial 
rust resistance should be planted on farmers, fields i.e. Uqab-2000, Iqbal-2000, Fareed-06, 
Lasani-2008, Faisalabad-2008, AARI-2011, Millat-2011, Pb-2011 & Galaxy-2013, under the 
changing pattern of rust virulence in the country.  
  
2.3.3. Breeding for rust resistance in the green revolution era  
At CIMMYT, the semi dwarf and dwarf varieties developed the initial days of green 
revolution (Penjamo 62, Lerma Rojo 64, and Sanora 64 etc.) had been responsible for yield 
breakthrough in Pakistan, India, Turkey, Afghanistan and many other parts of the world. The 
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lifetime of most of these Mexican varieties was short as the appearance of new stem rust race 
has terminated their useful lifetime; however there were some exceptions also. The variety 
Lerma Rojo 64 had a lifetime of eleven years, while others like Yaqui 50, Champingo 52 and 
Champingo 53 retained their resistance until they were displaced from commercial cultivat ion 
of new high yielding varieties (Borlaug, 1968). The long life of these varieties is attributable 
to their genetic background. They had combination of Hope and Thatcher type and Kenya type 
resistance (Borlaug, 1958). During the period 1965-85, the CMMYT breeding program has 
incorporated diversity of genes. Most of the material distributed during this period contains 
Sr2 and two to four additional genes for stem rust resistance. (Rajaram et al., 1988; Knott, 
1988). The parallel strategy was also adopted by many national programs.  The importance of 
Lr13 gene for brown rust resistance was recognized in the early 1970s, when it was transferred  
along with other genes into many wheat varieties. Some varieties contain Lr13 in combination 
with other genes developed in Mexico, India and Pakistan. The gene, Lr13 itself does not 
provide the desired level of resistance but on combining to other genes it provides a degree of 
resistance of high probability of being durable. The mode of action of Lr13 complex in 
CIMMYT program is a nonspecific type of resistance. Its presence in combination with Lr34 
in some members of Bluebird series gave them long life. Another example of this combination 
is a Pakistani variety Lyalpur-73 which, although replaced in the farmer's field with the 
introduction of new high yielding varieties, but even after 36 years of release, it still has very 
good resistance to leaf rust (20MRMS) in screening nurseries.   
The material developed during the mid -1960s had acquired resistance to yellow rust 
from Andean regional varieties which possessed a high level of resistance. The Anza was 
derived from cross LR/N10B//3*ANE and released in North Africa, Sudan, South Africa and 
New Zeeland. It was regarded as durable resistance to yellow rust by Johnson (1988) and may 
have derived durable resistance from Anderson (Rajaram et al., 1988). Durable resistance of 
Anza is widely deployed in spring wheat and in some winter wheat varieties. This durable 
resistance was attributed to the presence of gene Yr18 by Singh (1992b).    The varietie s, 
developed in the early days of green revolution, carrying Yr18. The gene, Yr7 is also exists in 
an array of winter and spring wheat varieties and it is frequently associated with Sr9g. It is 
reported in a number of varieties such as Barani-83, PBW-12, WL2265, Seri-82 (Yr2, Yr7, 
Yr9), Pavon-76 (Yr6, Yr7, Yr29), Pak-81(Yr7, Yr9) (Welling 1986; Badebo et al., 1990). It is 
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usually present in many cultivars as a combination. Veery and Pavon-76 containing Yr7 had 
been released in 31 and 16 countries, respectively with different names which show the wide 
use of Yr7 gene.    
  
2.3.4. Resistance against brown rust  
Of the rust diseases of wheat, the most common these days is called leaf or brown rust 
and is caused by P. triticina Eriks. It occurs on the leaf blade although leaf sheaths can also be 
infected under favorable conditions, high inoculums densities and extremely susceptible 
cultivars. It frequently lacks the abundant teliospores production at the end of the season, 
resulting in a brown leaf lesion rather than a black stem lesion that occurs with stem rust. When 
leaf rust teliospores are produced they usually emanate from tilia on the lower leaf surface, 
which remain covered by the epidermal cells .The disease develops rapidly at temperatures 
between 10 and 30°C. Leaf rust occurs to some extent wherever wheat is grown. Losses in 
grain yields are primarily attributed to reduced floret set and grain shriveling .In highly 
susceptible genotypes, florets, tillers and plants can be killed by early (pre-heading) epidemics. 
Losses due to leaf rust are usually small (less than 10 percent) but can be severe (30 percent or 
more).   
Puccinia triticina can endure the similar environment that the wheat leaf survives, 
providing infection whilst no sporulation has took place. The pathogen is capable to infect in 
3 hours or less dew periods at 20°C air temperature, since more disease occurs with long dew 
periods (Singh et al., 1992). At low temperatures, long dew periods are necessary, for instance 
12-hour dew period is prerequisite for 10°C. Fewer infections occur where temperatures with 
dew period are above 32°C or below 2°C (Stubbs et al., 1986) when uredinia survives the 
winter on wheat plants at some threshold or where spring wheat attacked during earlier dates 
generally before heading it results in more severe outbreaks.  
Flag leaf infection before anthesis leads to heavy infection along with substantial yield losses 
(Chester, 1946).    
  Virulence, or the capability of a pathogen to overcome an explicit gene for resistance, 
probably exists in almost all major Lr genes numbered globally. It is obligatory to familiar ize 
with virulence combinations rather than studying combined resistance because different 
resistance genes confer virulence for combinations of two or more genes. A systematic 
pathogenic study required by which different when cultivar samples will be obtained from 
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different ecological and geographical locations. Rust can survive in the asexual cycle all the 
year in most of the global areas. In the uredinial stage, survival of P. tritici – duri is not known 
for more than a season while in a single growing season, the occurrence of virulence genetic 
recombination is known (Ezzahiri et al., 1992).  
  
2.3.5. Resistance against yellow rust  
Stripe or yellow rust of wheat can be as damaging as stem rust. However, stripe rust has a 
lower optimum temperature for development that limits it as a major disease in many areas of 
the world. Stripe rust is principally an important disease of wheat during the winter or early 
spring or at high elevations. In 1988 Manners reviewed the genetics of virulence and resistance 
of cereals and grasses. Stripe is principally a disease of wheat grown in a cooler climates (2 to 
15°C ), which are generally associated with higher elevations, northern latitudes or cooler 
years. It takes its name from the characteristic stripe of uredinia  that produce yellow colored 
urediniospores. Losses can be severe (50 percent) due to the shriveled grain and damaged 
tillers. In extreme situations, stripe rust can cause 100 percent losses.   
Among three wheat rust pathogens, Puccinia striiformis has the lowest temperature 
requirements ranging from 0-23°C for stripe rust infection (Hogg et al., 1969). Frequently, 
Puccinia striiformis can actively overwinter on wheat sown in autumn. Optimal conditions are 
most likely found at during the night and therefore night time conditions are more for 
determination of epidemics (Wan et al., 2004). Because of the temperature and moist 
requirements yellow rust has mainly been a problem in temperate areas with a relatively cool 
environment and with regular precipitation and dew formation during the cropping season 
(Hovmoller et al., 2011).The most efficient methodology to control disease is to grow resistant 
varieties, but globally, resistance at all stages against current pathogen population is conferred 
by only a few genes. To attain a high level of durable resistance, identification of genes 
conferring diverse resistance and gene pyramiding for different types of resistance     
(Li et al., 2011).        
Seedling resistance and adult plant resistance are two major components of stripe rust 
resistance which are also named as all stage resistance and high temperature resistance 
respectively. (Qayoum and Line, 1985; Milus and Line, 1986; Chen and Line, 1995; Chen, 
2005). Single genes are involved in Seedling resistance and usually race specific which is 
expressed in all stages of growth, but principally can be detected at seedling stage. However, 
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all stages resistance is conferred by a single gene, but due to the emergence of pathogen virulent 
it does not remain for a long time else average of 3 years of resistance (Chen, 2005). On the 
other hand, adult plant resistance developed in warm weathers at later stages of plant growth. 
Generally, such kind of resistance is durable, often quantitatively inherited and nonrace specific 
(Line, 2002; Chen, 2005). At low temperature, adult plant resistance is inadequate because it 
is partial resistance and does not express fully. The efficient approach is to combine both 
seedling resistance and adult plant resistance genes to attain broad and long lasting defense of 
wheat varieties from stripe rust.   
  
2.3.6. Resistance against black rust  
 The world map shows that at one time wheat stem rust was a most feared disease in major 
wheat growing regions of the world, due to hefty losses of wheat production. The fear of stem 
rust was understandable because an apparently healthy crop three weeks before harvest could 
be reduced to a black tangle of broken stems and shriveled grain by harvest. Stem rust is also 
known as black rust or summer rust due to the abundant production of shiny black teliospores, 
which form in the uredinium at the end of the season or with unfavorable conditions. Stem rust 
is favored by humid conditions and warmer temperatures of 15 to 35°C. It is the most 
devastating of the rust diseases and can cause losses 50 percent in one month when conditions 
for its development are favorable. Losses of 100 percent can occur with susceptible cultiva rs. 
Temperatures of 2°, 15° to 24°, and 30°C are the minimum, optimum and maximum 
temperatures respectively for spore germination  (Hogg et al., 1969) while 5°, 30° and 40°C 
for sporulation respectively which is 5.5°C higher in every category than for P. triticina. With 
the availability of inoculum source in warm humid climates, stem rust can be severe due to 
longevity of conducive conditions for development of disease. On the requisition of long dew 
epoch of 6-8 hours, stem rust significantly differs from leaf rust. Light also plays a crucial role 
in the pegs penetrations as at 10000 Lux of light for 3 hour period, pegs stimulated to develop . 
Moreover, maximum infection is obtained at 10000 Lux along with 18°C and 8 to 12 hours of 
dew (Rowell, 1984).  
  
2.4. Screening of wheat germplasm against rusts  
"Diversity" refers to the presence in the variety of more than one gene, each with a 
partial effect, as compared to the presence of a single gene with a major effect. The number of 
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genes may still be relatively few. The magnitude of yield reserves accompanying with non-
specific resistance is grounded on the differences in losses of yield that occur as a meaning of 
the field life of the cultivar in the 2 types of resistance. Disease causing yield losses often taken 
insignificant with specific resistance till the resistance overcome by pathogen evolution. Yield 
losses are large due to this phenomenon. With non-specific resistance established on partially 
active genes, disease result in minor yield losses even just after the variety is released.   
  The search for sources of resistance to diseases is a primary and most eminent research for 
most of the work carried out in the past and also is continuing presently (Shankar et al., 2013). 
Most of the resistance genes in the cultivated crops have been searched through screening of 
the breeding material/lines, germplasms etc. for getting the resistance against several dreaded 
pathogens of crop plants. Production of resistant varieties of wheat was the foundation of 
integrated management of leaf and stripe rust of wheat (Sohail et al., 2013).   Twenty three 
wheat varieties were screened for resistance against leaf and stripe rust of wheat, and 
consequently short duration varieties HUW 234 and UP 2121, medium duration varieties PBW 
154, UP 2338 and HD 2009 and long duration varieties UP 2113, DL 802-3, WH 542 and 
Sangam were found susceptible (Kumar and Tewari, 1997). Thirty six wheat genotypes were 
screened against stripe rust of wheat out of which 5 remained resistant, 18 found susceptible, 
7 were moderately susceptible while 6 remained susceptible (Ahmad et al., 2010). Wheat 
germplasm consisting of 85 advanced lines, 20 Chinese cultivars and 95 synthetic hexaploids 
were screened at two hot spot locations under field conditions in Pakistan during 2007-09 
wheat growing seasons. Adult plant resistance was revealed by advanced lines and Chinese 
cultivars while at seedling stage most of the genotypes remained susceptible (Bux et al., 
2012a). Both kinds of adult and seedling resistance identified offering potential genetic stocks 
for building both resistances to obtain long lasting control and durable resistance against the 
stripe rust pathogen in Pakistan.  
  
2.4.1. Area under disease progress curve (AUDPC)  
Resistance against leaf rust in 50 Mexican bread wheat varieties released from 1960 to 
1988.  Thirteen genes were assumed to be existing singly or in combinations: Lr1 (in two 
cultivars), Lr3 (1), Lr3bg (2), Lr10 (12), Lr13 (25), Lr14a (5), Lr16 (5), Lr17 (8), Lr19 (1), 
Lr23 (3), Lr26 (9) and Lr27+31 (7). Additional temperature sensitive seedling genes occurred 
in 25 cultivars (Singh and Rajaram, 1991).   
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  The impact of initial pathogen inoculum level and growth stages in the development of leaf 
rust was studied by Rao et al. (1989). Due to leaf rust 30-40% extreme losses along with yield 
losses were correlated with AUDPC during 500 to 1700 variations in wheat cultivars from 250 
to 1700 in Coker-762 and McNair-1003. Reduction of grain weight was a chief causal 
component of reduction in yield. Hong and Singh, (1996) categorized some wheat cultivars as 
highly resistant HD-2258 and PBW-65 with relative AUDPC less than or equal to 5% of 
Morocco, acceptably resistant varieties Pavon-76 and Mexico-82 with AUDPC less than or 
equal to 20% and moderately resistant varieties Jupateco, Apache-81, Anahuac-75 and Ciano-
79 with a value of AUDPC 30 to 50%.  
Ahmad et al. (2010) screened 50 varieties against leaf rust. Forty five varieties/lines 
showed response adjacent to leaf rust whereas, five varieties/lines not showed any symptom of 
leaf rust. Due to leaf rust, losses of yield losses were determined by calculating AUDPC in 
different wheat varieties/lines. By increasing the area under disease of leaf rust the losses in 
yield was also amplified. The varieties/lines which showed AUDPC values 100-200, 55-100 
and 1-50 exhibit 11.70, 6.74 and 3.43 percent yield loss, correspondingly. On the other hand, 
the varieties/lines which have maximum AUDPC of leaf rust 1000-1500 and 1500-2000 
suffered from 33 and 38 percent losses, while the optimum range of AUDPC of leaf rust 
5001000 cause from 21.50 percent losses in different wheat varieties/lines.  
  
2.5. Monitoring of rusts virulences pattern for durable rust resistance   
 Application of new technologies may increase the efficiency of Global Cereal Rust Monitoring 
System (GCRMS), with mobile devices. Rust reference center into the stem rust monitor ing 
network is seen as a positive development and existing GCRMC is a good foundation for stem 
rust (Hodson et al., 2011). To date, identification of various stripe rust resistance genes has 
been completed and categorized into 2 classes further. As 70 Yr resistance genes have been 
reported with provisional and official designations in wheat till now (Chen, 2005; McIntosh et 
al., 2009; Cheng and Chen, 2010). In various parts of the world, virulence to these genes were 
detected and found that most of  the genes were race specific, but few genes such as Yr5 and 
Yr15 were resistant against all kinds of races in the United states which have been identified 
so far (Chen, 2007).   
 The problem of ever changing races of rusts forces the breeders to evolve substitute of 
resistance that would be more long-lasting like partial resistance or slow rusters (Singh et al., 
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2000). Caldwell (1968) gave the first idea of slow rusting wheat cultivars. Experiments proved 
that durable rust resistance is similar to adult plant resistance, then seedling resistance and the 
genes involved hypersensitive reaction are not linked to it (McIntosh, 1992; Bariana et al., 
2001). Durable resistance against rust is a mechanism conferring resistance to a cultivar for a 
long period of time during its widespread cultivation in a favorable environment for a disease 
(Johnson, 1988). Minor genes are mainly involved in conferring such kind of resistance which 
are also known as slow rusting genes.   
 Many researchers have emphasized the prerequisite to identify and deed of durable 
resistance. A general perception of a durable resistance source for cereal rusts is that it is 
polygenic and expressed on plant adult stage, non-race-specific and reveal non-hypersensit ive 
reaction to infection. For instance, typical resistance to stem rust transferred from tetraploid 
Emmer to North American bread wheat cultivars Hope and H-44 (Hare and McIntosh (1979) 
and resistance to leaf rust in the South American wheat cultivar Frontana (Rajaram et al., 1988).  
  
2.5.1 Genetics of rust resistance   
Genetic diversity to Puccinia recondita in 59 wheat lines were studied at CIMMYT- El 
Batan. The Lr genes postulated in varieties and lines were as: Inqilab-91 (Lr10, 13), Parwaz 
(Lr13), Chakwal-86 (Lr10, 13 and 17) and Attila (Lr23, 26). These cultivars showed field 
resistance in spite of seedling susceptibility in greenhouse studies, which was probably due to 
the additive effects of adult plant or partial resistant genes. Most of the lines carried Lr26 in 
different combinations, i.e., Lr1, 26;  Lr13, 26; Lr16, 26; Lr13, 17, 26; Lr23, 26; Lr3, 23, 26; 
Lr17, 23, 26. The second common gene was Lr13 and also found mostly in combinations with 
other genes (Hussain et al., 1998).   
  Genes conferring slow rusting can be utilized to achieve durable resistance by combining viz. 
Lr34 and Lr46 for leaf rust and Yr18, Yr29 for yellow rust resistance. This indicates that the 
constituents of slow rusting are underneath pleiotropic genetic control: hence a single 
mechanism at the cellular level; formation of cell wall depositions must be affecting all 
components. A single slow rusting gene confers only a small to moderate reduction in disease 
progression. But gene combinations result in additive effects with improved resistance. 
Between 3 to 4 genes for leaf rust and 4 to 5 for yellow rust must be combined to reduce disease 
progress to a level that only tackle severity is seen at maturity under high disease pressure. 
Such resistance has been developed in CIMMYT wheats and is considered to be durable and 
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race-nonspecific. Cultivars with slow rusting resistance must be released and promoted to 
permit long term rust control (Singh et al., 1998).   
  Leaf rust resistance gene Lr34 is notorious to confer slow rusting resistance in wheat. A 
greenhouse experiment was conducted to evaluate the effect of uredinium size, latent period 
and receptivity of slow rusting resistance at 7 growth stages of plants having Lr34 near-
isogenic lines Jupateco 73R and Jupateco 73S at three temperatures (13, 18 and 23°C).  
The presence of Lr34 increased the latent period and reduced uredinium size and receptivity. 
Although effects of Lr34 could be seen at each growth stage, differences in latent period and 
receptivity between the isolines increased dramatically from the 4-leaf stage onwards and 
stabilized by the 5-leaf stage. The relative effect of the Lr34 gene on the latent period decreased 
and the receptivity increased with increasing temperature. Uredinium size was least affected 
by temperature and growth stage (Singh and Huerta-Espino, 2003).  
  
2.5.2. Genetic basis of durable resistance   
The durable rust resistance is grounded on the additive effect of partial resistant minor 
genes, usually polygenic in nature and active in adult plant stage. Genetic studies conducted at 
CIMMYT, Mexico has demonstrated that at least 10-12 dissimilar genes are tangled in a group 
of CIMMYT germplasm, and by gathering four to five minor gene resistance level near to 
resistance can be achieved. However 2-3 genes in a line provide a moderate level of resistance 
(Singh et al., 2005). Most of these genes are undesignated only the genes Lr46/Yr29, Lr34/Yr18 
and Sr2/Yr30 have been specified names and nominated to definite chromosomes. Each of 
these gene pairs are tightly linked.  
 The varieties possessing a minor gene based resistance show almost same level of resistance 
over space and time. For example Lyalpur-73 which was among major varieties of Pakistan in 
1970‟s still show a very good level of resistance in screening nurseries. Whereas, the varieties 
having the major gene based race specific resistance did not have a long life and collapsed 
usually after 4-5 years. Varieties having a durable type of resistance show almost same level 
of reaction against different races and their resistance remained effective in different climatic 
conditions. The leaf rust and yellow rust reaction of some varieties having durable rust 
resistance are same at CIMMYT, El Batan, Mexico and Faisalabad, Pakistan.   The variety 
Fontana being released about a half century ago still has effective rust resistance almost 
everywhere. There are very rare examples that resistance based on major genes had been 
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operational for a longer time. William et al. (2006) identified 6 independent loci, contributing 
to APR or slow rusting contributing to two rusts in a population derivative from fertilizat ion 
of Avocet S and Pavon-76. The putative loci influencing resistance to stripe rust were identified 
on chromosomes 1BL, 6AL and 4BL. The loci on chromosome 6BL and  
3BS had a substantial effect on yellow rust.                                                                                                          
 In one more population, a locus on the distal area of chromosome 1BL was identified with 
extremely noteworthy effects on stripe rust resistance (Bariana et al., 2001; Suenaga et al., 
2003). Even Morocco and Avocet S have certain genetic features that contain some slow 
rusting resistance genes which outcomes in an important delay in suitable totally vulnerab le 
(William et al., 2006). The material has minor gene centered confrontation near to immunity 
for the leaf and stripe rust was developed and distributed worldwide in 1990‟s by CIMMYT 
(Singh et al., 2000a).  
  
2.5.3. Sr2/Yr30 gene  
Sr2 gene was transmitted from tetraploid emmer wheat cultivar Yaroslav to hexaplo id 
wheat in 1920. It is present on 3BS chromosome (Hare and McIntosh, 1979) and is also 
reported to be associated with Lr27 (Singh and McIntosh, 1984). It is completely linked with 
pseudo black chaff (Pbc), and used as a morphological marker to identify the lines carrying 
this gene. The genotypes with Pbc have shown varying level of stem rust infection. The 
maximum severity level of 60-70% has been noted as compared to 100% severity of susceptible 
check in disease screening nurseries in Kenya. It does not provide sufficient levels of resistance 
when present alone, but the desirable level of resistance can be achieved in combination with 
other genes.   
  Not much information is available about the interaction of Sr2 and other genes in Sr2 
complex. The adequate resistance level can be achieved by accumulating 4-5 minor genes 
(Knott, 1988). In several tall, old and resistant Kenyan cultivars Sr2 was detected such as  
Kenya plume (Singh and McIntosh, 1984) and semi dwarf CIMMYT, cultivars Pavon F 76, 
Parula, Kingbird, Dollarbird etc. These cultivars show maximum disease severity of 10-15% 
with moderately resistant reactions. The gene Sr2 is tightly linked with Yr30 or has pleotropic 
effects (Singh et al., 2000b). A microsatellite (SSR) marker Xgwm 533 is tightly linked and 
associated with the presence of this gene, which can be used to score the gene (Spielmayer et 




2.5.4. Lr34/Yr18 gene  
Cultivars with the Lr34 rust resistance gene like Fontana had effective durable rust 
resistance to leaf rust (P. triticina). It has been found that soft red winter wheat having Lr34 in 
combination with seedling resistant Lr2a, Lr9, Lr26 were highly resistant while in combination 
with Lr10, Lr11, Lr18 were moderate to low resistivity in USA (Kolmer et al, 2008). Lr34 
gene was firstly described in 1977 and 1987 by Dyck (German and Kolmer., 1992), it increases 
resistance against leaf rust and remained genetically inseparable from Yr18 gene, which confers 
APR (McIntosh, 1992). Durable resistance against leaf rust has been demonstrated by Lr34 
globally and its specific character is leaf tip necrosis which is usually utilized as genetic 
markers. One example of durability is the Lr34 gene, which has remained effective globally 
since it was first described in 1966, and no P. triticina isolates with complete virulence to Lr34 
have yet been found in North America (Kolmer et al., 2009).  In the present strategy of breeding 
new cultivars resistant to leaf rust has shifted from a selection for single race-specific genes to 
pyramiding of several genes (non-specific or nonrace-specific), which might provide additiona l 
durable resistance against multiple races of wheat rust fungi (Krattinger et al., 2009). About 60 
leaf rust-resistance genes have been identified in wheat and its wild relatives (Sun et al., 2009). 
Qualitative Trait Loci (QTL) analyses were used for the mapping of genetic loci for leaf rust 
in various populations (William et al., 1997; Suenaga et al., 2003; Navabi et al., 2005; 
Rosewarne et al., 2008).   
In order to obtain sufficient levels of protection under high disease pressure, wheat 
cultivars require the presence of 4/5 slow rusting genes in combination with other genes. This 
gene co-segregates with leaf tip necrosis (Ltn1), powdery mildew resistance (Pm38), Barley 
yellow dwarf virus (Bydv1) genes (Singh et al., 1992a, 1992b, McIntosh, 1992, Spielmeyer et 
al., 2005, Liang et al., 2006). If Lr34/Yr18 complex is present, alone, the disease level may go 
higher, but in combination with other genes it could give effective control (Ma and Singh, 
1996). At low temperature the resistance level conferred by plants with Lr34 is higher under 
growth chamber and greenhouse condition. The gene seems to be effective under field 
conditions at average daily temp 0-20°C and helps in reducing disease progress (McIntosh et 
al., 1995). Environment has a significant influence on terminal disease intensity for leaf rust. 
Singh, (1992b) showed that Yr18 may display inadequate resistance under some environmenta l 
conditions. It is present in many sub-continental varieties including some released in pre green 
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revolution era. A marker associated with csLV34 locus on chromosome 7D was found 
associated with Lr34/Yr18 gene.  
  
2.5.5. Lr46/Yr29 gene  
A slow rusting gene identified in the cultivar Pavon was found located on chromosome 
1B by crossing with a leaf rust susceptible cultivar Lal Bahadur through a monosomic series 
of adult plants (Singh et al., 1998). This is the 2nd minor gene conferring slow rusting. The leaf 
rust Lr46 resistance gene and Yr29 resistance gene of yellow rust are tightly linked or 
pleotropic (William et al., 2003). Its effect is similar to Lr34/Yr18 as it does not provide 
complete immunity to plants. Infected adult plants carrying Lr46 have a long latency period as 
compared to control without this gene (Martinez et al., 2001). The plants with this gene also 
show higher rates of fungal colonies abortion without any chlorotic or necrotic effects and also 
decrease the colony size. The resistance conferred by this gene is not of hypersensitivity. 
Microsatellite locus Xwmc44 is located 5.6-cM proximal to the putative QTL for Lr46. Leaf 
tip necrosis (Ltn) described to be highly correlated with the presence of Lr46/Yr29 
(Rosenwarne et al., 2010). Efforts are underway to clone this gene.  
  
2.5.6. Combining minor genes for durable rust resistance  
Accumulating minor genes for attaining the desired level of resistance in a variety is a 
challenging task (Singh and Trethewan, 2007), as it requires the identification of parents with 
minor genes, crossing them in specific schemes following back cross or top cross approach, 
maintaining the desirable population size and selection of desirable genotypes from segregating 
populations. The crossing schemes and selection strategies used for breeding major genes 
based resistance are not suitable for breeding minor gene resistance. The modified pedigree 
method used for breeding major gene based resistance cannot give any progress for minor gene 
based resistance (Singh et al., 1998).   
  An example of breeding for durable rust resistance outside CIMMYT is the wheat breeding 
program of Ayub Agricultural Research Institute, Faisalabad-Pakistan. Under artific ia l 
inoculations, germplasm comprising 1200 accessions was screened with a mixture of leaf rust 
(TKT/RN, TKT/PR, KSR/JS, PGRTB, PHTTL and FHTTL) and Yellow rust (80E85) races 
and the parents demonstrating partial resistance to leaf/stripe rust were carefully chosen 
(Hussain et al., 2006) to construct double cross, top cross and back cross as described by Singh 
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et al. (2005). Two cultivars Lasani-2008 and Shafaq-2006 having a durable type of resistance 
were permitted for general farming in the Punjab-Pakistan (Hussain et al., 2007; Hussain et 
al., 2009). The attributes of these varieties are high yield and durable resistance against leaf 
and stripe rust. Lasani-2008 was also found resistant against stem rust race (Ug99) in the year 
2007 in Kenya. In disease screening nurseries it had shown good disease resistance against leaf 
rust, yellow rust and stem rust. It was also evaluated against stem rust race (Ug99) at Kenya 
and Sindh where it showed acceptable resistance (Hussain et al., 2011). Breeding for yellow 
rust resistance was initiated during 1992-93 development of wheat cultivar having resistance 
based on miner genes against yellow rust and the lines having high yield potential than the 
parent lines were selected (Hussain et al., 2011). It was found that Lr34/Yr18/Pm38 and 
Lr46/Yr29/Pm39 pleiotropic resistance genes conferring adult plant resistance to stem rust in 
addition to brown rust, stripe rust and powdery mildew (Bhavani et al., 2011). Brown rust is a 
widespread foliar wheat disease in South America. The most important challenge of breeding 
programs in southern cone is to incorporate durable rust resistance in high yielding cultiva rs. 
Leaf rust resistance in wheat varieties lies mostly in combination of seedling resistance genes 
or combinations of these with APR, including Lr34 (German et al., 2011).   
  Adult plant resistance (APR), which expresses when the weather becomes warm and plants 
grow old has been demonstrated to be durable at all stages. Yr5-mediated associated with race 
specific and Yr39-mediated race non-specific adult plant resistance (Chen et al., 2011). It has 
been indicated that targeted crossing and shuttle breeding are powerful tools for a simultaneous 
improvement of grain yield potential and resistance against rusts (Singh et al., 2011). The 
southern cone of South America, Norway and China Lr34 showed resistance to all three 
diseases. Combinations of Lr34 and Lr46 resulted in only slight improvements in resistance 
over Lr34 alone. It can be concluded that partial resistance genes with different mechanisms 
need to be combined to achieve a stable resistance performance across different environments 
(Lillemo et al., 2011).   
  
2.5.7. Gene pyramiding  
The process of incorporation of several genes in a single variety is required to develop 
a durable disease resistance cultivar. Most scientists in the world use this approach for three 
wheat rusts. Many gene pyramids have been successful, although some have quickly been 
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rendered ineffective. At least in a few cases, Lr13 and Lr16 (Samborski and  Dyck, 1962); and 
undesignated genes for yellow rust (Sharp and Volin, 1970; Grama et al.,  
1984) Lr27 and Lr31 (Singh and McIntoch, 1984), Lr13and Lr34 (Ezzahiri and Roelfs, 1989); Lr2a 
and Lr16 (German and Kolmer, 1990); seem to have an additive effect in combination.   
  Some resistance gene combinations, such as the „Sr2 complex‟ for black rust resistance 
(McIntosh, 1988; Rajaram et al., 1988), the „Frontana complex‟ for leaf rust resistance (Roelfs, 
1988), a resistance of Anza and Little Joss varieties for yellow rust (Johnson, 1988), have 
shown long time durability. These complexes provide the basic resistance in the emerging 
bread wheat germplasm at CIMMYT. Such durable resistance can be combined with other 
genes to provide diversity (Roelfs et al., 1992). The breeding methodology for developing gene 
pyramids involves the identification of genetically different sources of resistance, followed by 
the incorporation of these resistances into a high yielding and adapted background.   
The resistance in at least 15 cultivars appeared to be due to Lr34 (Singh and Gupta, 
1992) AUDPC of 15 cultivars indicated variable level of adult plant resistance. Several other 
cultivars with high seedling infection types to one or more of the predominant field prototypes 
were also partially resistant in the field. High level of adult plant resistance occurred in some 
cultivars even in the absence of known seedling resistance genes in major APR and slow 
rusting to brown rust have been reported in various cultivars of Mexican origin (Singh and 
Rajaram, 1991) Indian origin (Saini et al., 1988) and other origins (Shaner and Finney, 1980; 
Ezzahiri and Roelfs, 1989). According to Rajaram (1972) adult plant resistance can be defined 
as resistance absent in seedlings, but expressed in the adult stage of the plant. Similarly, durable 
rust resistance may also be defined as a source that remained effective after the widespread 
deployment over a considerable period (Johnson and Law, 1975).   
  
2.5.8. Emergence of new rust races    
The wide spread global popularity of the germplasm with 1B-1R translocation created 
monoculture situation. This leads to the evolution of some new devastating rust races resulting 
a severe danger to worldwide wheat production. A race of P. striiformis, Yr9 was 1st observed 
in East Africa in 1986 and subsequently migrated to North Africa and South Asia.  
In 1991, it appeared in Yemen once, to reach wheat fields in South Asia it took just four years 
(Singh and Huerta-Espino, 2000). It caused major yield losses on its way in Syria, Egypt, 
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Turkey, Iraq, Iran Afghanistan and Pakistan exceeds US $1billion. Similarly Yr27 emergence 
and its movement following the same pathway posed chief hazard to wheat production in India 
and Pakistan, where mega cultivars PBW343 and Inqilab-91 were having Yr27 gene based 
resistance. In 2005, the wheat crop in Northern Pakistan was severely hit by this race of Yellow 
rust where most of the area was under Inqilab-91.   
  Stem rust resistance in wheat cultivars with Sr31 remained effective for further than thirty 
years. In 1990‟s, wheat varieties were having 1B-1R translocation which created a 
monoculture situation in Asia, Africa and other world areas. Isolates of Pgt, which were 
virulent on Sr31 were collected for the 1st time in Uganda during 1999 and then spread 
throughout East Africa (Pretorius et al., 2000). It subsequently extent to Kenya and Ethiopia 
in 2005 (Waynera et al., 2006).  The race, named as TTKS (Ug99), is virulent on majority of 
mega wheat varieties and can cause 100% yield loss, whereas, up to 80% yield losses have 
been reported in Kenya.   
A new variant of this stem rust race has been found in Kenya since 2006, which is 
virulent on Sr24 (Jin et al., 2008). It ultimately jumped the red sea and its presence has been 
reported in Yemen since 2006 and was also found in Sudan in the same year. In March 2007, 
isolates of Pgt were attained from different locations in Iran and the collections from Borujerd 
and Hamadan were identified as TTKSK (Nazari et al., 2009). The race identified, produced a 
high infection type (IT), is about 3 to 4 on wheat genotypes carrying a 1BL-1Rs translocat ion 
(Falat and PBW343). Subsequently, FAO announced its existence in Iran and alarmed a threat 
for, the bread basket zone of the world, South Asia and other neighboring regions.   
A new race of stem rust virulent on Sr25gene has been detected in India (Jin et al., 
2009). This isolate collected from Karnataka, has shown IT, s 3+ to 4 on primary leaves of 
differential types with Sr25 gene. This race is named as RRTTF according to the North 
American system. The detection of Sr25 virulent race alarmed the breeders that they should 
breed for adult plant resistance or pyramid 2 or 3 major genes to enhance the field life of wheat 
cultivars.  
  
2.5.9. Rust virulence pattern in Pakistan  
The rust survey in Pakistan during 1994-95 revealed that wheat varieties Inqilab-91, 
Parwaz-94, and Chakwal-l86 were resistant to leaf rust and yellow rust in Punjab as well as 
Khyber Pakhtoon Khwa (KPK). Faisalabad-85 and Rawal-87 were resistant to yellow rust and 
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moderately susceptible to leaf rust. Pak-81, Pirsabak-85 and Mehran-89 became highly 
susceptible to leaf and yellow rust. Punjab-85 being susceptible reaction to yellow rust, 
responded as slow rusting as final disease rating was only 5-10% (Chaudhary et al., 1996).  
The virulence for gene Lr26 was dominant during 1991-1994, which is present in Pak-81, 
widely cultivated in the country (Chaudhary et al., 1995). Recent virulence surveys in the 
country indicated that new leaf rust virulence for Lr24 was detected for the first time (Khan et 
al., 2002). The virulence surveys confirmed that in Pakistan changing virulence pattern is a 
constant feature, evidently proved by ITs on monogenic rust differential lines planted in mult i-
locations. (Chaudhary et al., 1995; Khan et al., 2002). Yellow rust of wheat was widespread 
during 1997-98 in the Punjab, even at Bahawalpur and Bakhar regions. These areas are 
normally warm, not suitable for yellow rust development. This year frequent rains helped high 
infections of yellow rust at Bahawalpur and Bakhar on many varieties. The new wheat variety 
Drawar developed by the Regional Agriculture Research Institute, Bahawalpur was hit badly 
by yellow rust at Bahawalpur.    
 Flath and Bartels, (2002) during 1998-2002, studied different virulences of stripe rust against 
the resistance genes Sd, Su, Yr4, Yr3, Yr2, Yr1, Yr17 and Yr9 which were responsible for partial 
resistance upto1998. Afterward, in 1999 and 2000, epidemics induce a resistance collapse of 
genes Yr17 and Yr9 in addition to Yr8 and Yr7, correspondingly. The majority of effective 
resistance genes missing in Germany and Australia were Yr5, YrA, Yr10, YrSp and Yr15. The 
majority of the common rust pathotype was originated in Australia that was 8% and in 
Germany that was 34% stripe rust population in which they enclosed a joint virulence against 
Sd, Su, Yr1, Yr17, Yr2, Yr9, Yr3 and Yr4.   
  The studies conducted in Faisalabad and Kaghan for five years on leaf rust virulences 
indicated that at both locations, general virulences predominated for Lr22b, Lr3, Lr26, Lr3k, 
Lr23, Lr18, Lr3bg, Lr14a, Lr32, Lr11, Lr10, Lr15, Lr-13, Lr16, Lr20, LrB and Lr33. At 
Kaghan and at the plains, virulence Lr9 and Lr24 was there respectively. Genes Lr37, Lr36,  
Lr27, Lr25, Lr24 and Lr19 were resistant. During the last year, virulence was observed for 
Lr24 at some locations (Khan et al., 2002; Hussain et al., 2004) during 1997 and 1998 in 
Pakistan, due to the progressive increase in virulence of pathotypes that is attacked to cultiva rs 
having Yr22 (WL-711, Blue silver and Sonalika), YrA (Chenab-79, Bahawalpur-79 and Nuri-
70) and Yr6 and YrA (Lyallpur-73, Lu-26, Pari-73, Yecora, Sandal-73 etc.) heavy losses of 
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rupees two billion were estimated. Ultimately, in the past, heavy losses inflicted due to rust on 
wheat, which disturb the financial system of the country thus, give a serious shock to planners.   
  Rattu et al. (2009) reported that from different wheat growing areas of Pakistan leaf rust 
samples were collected and for virulence study single spore culture was multiplied. The 
resistance genes Lr3, Lr1, Lr3bg, Lr2a, Lr2c,  Lr35, Lr2b, Lr33, Lr3ka, Lr10, Lr14a, LrB, 
Lr15, Lr17, Lr21, Lr18, Lr23, Lr25, Lr30, Lr26, Lr32, Lr11, Lr37, 14b showed very high 
virulence frequencies (75-100%). Resistance genes Lr9, Lr28, Lr34 and Lr19 verified success 
of pathogen population of Puccinia triticina. Resistance genes Lr16, Lr29, Lr24 and Lr13 in 
the virulence frequency range of 51-75% and the genes Lr36 and Lr23 lie in the range of 26 to 
50%. Fayyaz et al. (2008) determined the virulence distribution within Pakistan during 2004-
05 and 2005-06 at five locations, At all locations the entries with leaf rust genes Lr9, Lr19 and 
Lr28 were resistant and at most of the locations the genes of leaf rust Lr26, Lr2a, Lr1, Lr2c, 
Lr3, Lr23, Lr3ka, Lr10, Lr3bg, Lr11, Lr14b, Lr12, Lr15, Lr17, Lr25, Lr16, Lr18, Lr21, Lr20, 
Lr24, Lr2b, Lr29, Lr30, Lr32, Gatcher (31+27, 10), Lr33, LrB and Lr23 indicated presence of 
virulence. In Karachi and Nawabshah the genes Lr22a, Lr35, Lr13, and Lr34 overcome 
virulence. Partial virulence was observed in genes Lr36 and Lr37 at three locations.   
  Afzal et al. (2010) conducted an experiment during 2005-06 and 2006-07 to examine the 
resistance of wheat varieties which are the emerging problem of stripe rust northern Punjab 
and KPK and screened 57 Pakistani varieties against stripe rust. Only the three varieties 
Soorab-96, Tatara and GA-2002 were resistant. At six hot spots only the 5 cultivars i.e., 
Kohsar-93, Pavon-76, Fakhr-e-Sarhad, Durum-97 and Iqbal-2000 showed a partial resistance 
response. Bux et al. (2011) observed the virulence patterns of stripe rust of tester lines under 
field conditions at different locations: Pirsabak (KPK), Quaid-i-Azam University Sakrand and 
Faisalabad. From the results Yr5, Yr26, Yr3, Yr15, Yr10, Yrcv and Yrsp genes were resistant 
while at all locations Yr18 genes exhibited moderate susceptibility. The genes Yr2, YrA, Yr7, 
Yr9, Yr27, Yr6, Yr8, Yr17 and combination of genes Super Kauz (Yr18, Yr9, Yr27) and Opata 
(Yr27+Yr18) were susceptible. Kolmer (1992) examined the diversity and prevalence of 
virulence phenotypes collected from resistant and susceptible cultivars in the Prairie Province 
and from winter and spring wheats in the eastern province. There were no significant 
differences between collections sampled from susceptible and resistant wheats in the prairie 
region from nurseries and commercial wheat fields.   
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  Leonard et al. (1992) conducted survey of pathogenic races of P. triticina from 198890. The 
data were analyzed to compare phenotypic diversity within and among pathogenic populations 
in eight areas of the United States. Collection from nurseries were significantly more diverse 
than those from commercial fields in five of the seven areas. The population from California 
and other southern states was different from population from all other areas.   Rust pathogens 
exhibit two major characteristics that make continual monitoring an absolute requirement . 
Firstly, they are highly mobile trans-boundary diseases capable of rapid, long distance 
movements, either by wind-assisted or accidental human-mediated transmission. Secondly, 
rust pathogens have an inordinate ability to change and evolve new races through mutation or 
sexual recombination (Knott, 1988; Park, 2007).  
  
2.6. Marker assisted resistance diagnosis   
In bread wheat, microsatellite markers for genes Lr34/Yr18 and other quantitative trait 
loci for stripe and leaf rust resistance were found. Fukuhokomugi x Israeli wheat oligoculm 
cross and Japanese CV containing double haploid population was used in field trials. Joint 
and/or single year analyses by composite interval mapping identified two Quantitative Trait 
Loci (QTL) that reduced the leaf rust severity and might have influenced the stripe rust severity 
and infection type, respectively. Four common QTLs reduced stripe rust severity and infection. 
In continuation of a previous study by Suenaga et al. (2003), on the Microsatellite Markers for 
Genes Lr34/Yr18 and other quantitative trait loci for leaf rust and stripe rust resistance in bread 
wheat. Except for a QTL on chromosome 7DS, no common QTL for leaf rust and stripe rust 
was detected. QTL- 7DS derived from  
'Fukuhokomugi' had the largest effect on both leaf rust and stripe rust severities, possibly due 
to linked resistance genes Lr34/Yr18. The microsatellite locus Xgvm295, located almost at the 
peak of the likelihood ratio contours for both leaf and stripe rust severity, was closest to 
Lr34/Yr18. QTLs  located on lBL for leaf rust severity and 3BS for the stripe rust infect ion 
type were derived from 'oligoculm' and considered to be due to genes Lr46 and Yr30, 
respectively. Most of the remaining QTLs for stripe rust severity or infection type had smaller 
effects. The results that indicate there is significant diversity of genes that have minor effects 
on stripe rust resistance, and that successful detection of these QTLs of molecular markers 
should be helpful both for characterizing wheat genotypes effectively and combining such 
resistance genes (Suenaga et al., 2003).    
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  Molecular marker mapping of leaf rust resistance gene Lr46 and its association with stripe 
rust resistance gene Yr29 in wheat were developed and classified for leaf rust and stripe rust 
severity for three seasons. Using patterns of segregation of the two diseases, it was estimated 
that at least two genes with additive effects conferred resistance to leaf rust and three to four 
genes conferred resistance to stripe rust. Bulked segregant analysis and linkage mapping using 
amplified fragment length polymorphisms with the' Avocet' x 'Pavon 76' population, F3 
progeny lines of a single chromosome recombinant line population from the cross 'Lalbahadur' 
x 'Lalbahadur (Pavon)', and the International Triticeae Mapping Initiative population 
established the genomic location of Lr46 at the distal end of the long arm of   wheat 
chromosome lab. A gene that is closely linked to Lr46 and confers moderate levels of adult 
plant resistance to stripe rust is identified and designated as Yr29.  A gene that confers slow 
rusting resistance to leaf rust, designated as Lr46, has recently been located on wheat 
chromosome lB. (William et al., 2003).   
  Five sets of markers were assessed for their usefulness in breeding, two linked to wheat stem 
rust gene Sr2, several markers linked to a chromosomal segment conferring  
Yr17/Lr37/Sr38 resistance, two reported markers for the linked genes Lr35 and Sr39, one for 
Lr28. The gene for Sr2 confers adult plant resistance to stem rust and was originally transferred 
to bread wheat from the tetraploid emmer ('Yaroslav') to the cultivars Hope and H-44. The 
gene is located on the short arm of chromosome 3BS and confers a durable adult plant 
resistance to stem rust usually expressed only in the field (Sharp et al., 2001).  
    
 
CHAPTER 3                                                  MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
  
  The research work was carried out at the Wheat Research Institute (WRI) and the Agricultura l 
Biotechnological Research Institute (ABRI) Faisalabad for the selection of breeding materia l 
and its molecular characterization, respectively.   
  
3.1. Selection of breeding material on the basis of parental genes for durable rust 
resistance in wheat  
 The material used for the crossing was selected on the basis of higher grain yield among 
wheat lines from the gene pool of WRI. The 6-10 year rust history of the lines was also 
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considered for final selection of the parents. The lines with low terminal rust reactions up to 
20MRMS in slow rusting response were selected to make desirable crossing combinations. The 
detail of the parents is given below in Table 3.1. Table 3.1. Detail of parents utilized in the 
gene combining crosses  
Sr.  
No.  
Name of cultivar/ line  





resistance status  
Acceptable 
yield kg/ha  
Maximum  
yield kg/ha  
1  Shafaq-06  Partially 
resistant  
Partially resistant  4100  6400  
2  Waxwing  Slow rusting  Susceptible  4000  6150  
3  MH-97  Partially 
resistant  
Partial resistant  4500  6750  
4  Kiritati  Resistant  Resistant  4050  6050  
5  Juchi-F2000  Resistant  Resistant  2450  3550  
6  Khawaki  Resistant  Resistant  3900  4800  
7  Dollarbird  Resistant  Susceptible  4100  6700  
8  Kingbird  Slow rusting  Resistant  4000  6450  
9  Yecora-73  Susceptible  Susceptible  3860  6125  
10  Lasani-08  Resistant  Resistant  4100  6500  
11  V03007  Resistant  Resistant  4050  6450  
12  V04179  Resistant  Resistant  4250  6600  
13  Seher-06  Susceptible  Resistant  4500  6800  
14  V04178  Resistant  Resistant  4400  6750  
15  V02192  Resistant  Resistant  4050  6200  
16  Lr19/V02192  Resistant  Resistant  3300  4900  
17  Iqbal-2000  Resistant  Resistant  3750  5500  
18  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42  Resistant  Resistant  3700  4800  
Sr.  
No.  






resistance status  
Acceptable 
yield kg/ha  
Maximum  
yield kg/ha  
19  Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  Resistant  Resistant  3800  4900  
20  Wblli2*/Brambling  Resistant  Resistant  4250  6850  
21  Wattan/2*ERA/2/pak- 
81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06  Resistant  Resistant  4300  6950  
22  Wattan/Fsd-08  Resistant  Resistant  4150  7000  
23  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06  Resistant  Resistant  4100  6750  
24  Kambi/2*Khawaki  Resistant  Resistant  4550  6041  
25  Luan/Kohistan//Pak81  Resistant  Resistant  4000  6400  
26  SH88/90A204//MH97  Resistant  Resistant  3950  6300  
27  PRL/2*Pastor  Resistant  Resistant  3800  6450  
28  Wattan/2*ERA  Resistant  Resistant  3500  5500  
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29  Shafaq-06/Luan  Resistant  Resistant  4100  6300  
30  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28  Resistant  Resistant  3900  5300  
31  SH88/Pak-81//MH97  Resistant  Resistant  4200  6750  
32  Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  Resistant  Resistant  4000  6200  
  
 The crosses were advanced in the next generation from F1 to F5 by the following procedure: 
F1 was planted by dibbler with 50 to 100 plants per cross, each F1 row was planted adjacent to 









Fig. 3.1. Sowing of wheat genotypes with   dibbler by the researcher and his colleagues    
1. Crosses were verified by comparing the females plant types and suspected self-plants 
were removed from the F1 lines.  
2. 100 heads were selected from the F2 generation to achieve maximum genetic variability 
in the next generation and availing the high probability of selecting the desirable plants.   
3. The wheat breeding material was advanced in the next generations i.e. F3, F4 and F5 by 
the following criteria :  
• Physical appearance of plants in the field (plant vigor)  
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• Plant architecture   
• Plant height  
• Head size and structure (compact heads)  
• Grain color and size (amber and bold)  
• Lodging response  
• Rust reaction in the field  
 The breeding material comprising 25 crosses of wheat varieties/lines was planted on 25th 
November 2009. Each cross was sown in a plot size of 1.7x5m2 length with 27 cm row to row 
distance planted in by the power (Norvigion) planters in the wheat experimental area of the 




Fig. 3.2. Sowing of elite lines by power (Norvigion) Planter at wheat experimental area  
Wheat Research Institute Faisalabad (After completion of wheat sowing)  
At early dough stage mentioned as 8.3 stages according to Zadoks Growth Scale (Roelfs 
et al., 1992), when the leaves were yet green, the desirable heads were tagged and at maturity 
100 heads were harvested and threshed. The final selections were made from these heads, each 
cross was retained on the basis of grain size color and shape as well as rust reaction. Total 750 
heads were selected from 25 crosses, grains were packed in brown paper envelopes 3-5 inches. 
Most of the crosses selected in these studies were top cross, back cross or double cross, instead 
of the simple straight cross (Table 3.2). The reason for this strategy was to transfer and 
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incorporate multi gene resistance, preferably minor genes to achieve durable/nonspecific 
resistance.  
    
Table 3.2. The detail of crosses and heads selected from F5 generation during 2009-10 at WRI, 
Faisalabad  
Sr. 




1  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/SERI.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  double cross  20  
2  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  straight cross  22  
3  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  double cross  24  
4  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  straight cross  37  
5  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling  straight cross  21  
6  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  top cross  29  
7  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  top cross  35  
8  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Juchi F2000  straight cross  21  
9  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  straight cross  24  
10  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  straight cross  23  
11  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  straight cross  42  
12  Wattan/2*ERA/2/PAK-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  double cross  26  
13  Wattan/2*ERA/2/PAK-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  straight cross  22  
14  SH88/90A204//MH97/3//PRL/2*Pastor  double cross  20  
15  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  top cross  22  
16  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97  top cross  34  
17  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora-70  straight cross  37  
18  SH88/Pak-81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  straight cross  27  
19  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178  top cross  35  
20  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  top cross  42  
21  Wattan/2*ERA//V04179  top cross  25  
22  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/ Lr28//Yecora-70  straight cross  28  
23  Lasani-08/Seher-06  straight cross  38  
24  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  straight cross  27  
25  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  top cross  56  
 Total   750  
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3.1.1. Screening of 750 advance lines at summer agricultural research station Kaghan to 
do selection on the basis of rusts (Lr, Yr and Sr) infection types  
 During the year 2010 seven hundred fifty head rows of 25 crosses (Table 3.2) were planted in 
the field in summer screening nursery Kaghan mountainous areas of Pakistan at an altitude of 
7000 feet from sea level, during 1st week of June. Each head rows were 2.5m long. Each entry 
was planted in a single 2.5 meter long, 30 cm apart row. The beds of rows were bordered with 
3 rows of Morocco i.e. a universal susceptible spreader. Data for rust reaction were recorded 
by following the modified Cobbs scale given in Table 3.12 (Peterson et al., 1948). Three 
hundred and forty five desirable lines were selected on the basis of rust reaction (Fig. 3.3).   
    
 
3.1.2.1. Application of artificial inoculum  
For artificial inoculation of brown and yellow rusts, the fresh as well as preserved 
inoculum which was collected and stored during the previous year of study (detail given in 
below).   
  
    
3. 1.2.  Procedures for rust inoculation   
Fig. 3.3.  Summer Agricultural Research Station, PARC, Kaghan (on right), the Ph.D.    
                research scholar and his colleagu e recording rust data (on left)  
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3.1.2.2. Collection of inoculum  
Inoculum of leaf rust and yellow rust, P. recondita f. sp. tritici and P. striiformis f. sp. 
tritici was collected from the previous wheat crop season at the Wheat Research Institute, 
Faisalabad area, Murree and Kaghan and from farmers fields of the Punjab. The  idea was to 
use diversified inoculum. (Fig. 3.4). Inoculum from these sources was used to create the rust 
epidemic.  
 A        B        C  
 
  
A. Brown rust inoculum               B. Yellow rust inoculum         C. Collection of rusts   
Fig. 3.4. Researcher collecting the rusts inoculum with vacuum rust collector at                 
WRI, Faisalabad  
  
3.1.2.3. Storage of inoculum  
 Inoculum of brown and yellow rusts, collected from field by using a vacuum rust collector and 
rust spores were desiccate for 4-5 days in calcium sulfate (CaSO4) in desiccator. Inoculum was 
stored for long term in gelatin capsules, glass vials, plastic bags and aluminum foil pouches at 
-800C freezer and liquid nitrogen in ABRI, Faisalabad for further study. According to Dhingra 
(1993), the fungi that survive cooling, freezing, and subsequent thawing can be stored 
indefinitely in liquid N2. The process consisted of aseptically dispensing the organism into 
ampoules, sealing, pre-freezing and dipping into liquid N2. Rust spores were stored without a 
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suspending medium. This inoculum was inoculated onto susceptible plants in order to generate 
large numbers of spores to be used on the experimental materials.  
  
3.1.2.4. Methods of inoculation  
   Three methods were used for artificial inoculations which are given below:  
   Hypodermic needle injection method  
 The susceptible spreader rows of variety Morocco were inoculated using a hypodermic needle 
injection method to elongating stem, with an aqueous suspension of uredospores @ of 106/ml 
of water (Rao et al., 1989) twice a week until a heavy inoculum developed (Roelfs et al., 1992). 
This inoculum consisted of mixture of leaf rust races collected from Faisalabad, Murree, and 
Kaghan. The inoculum from the three sources was highly diverse and caused a wider 
susceptibility to LR and YR genes as well as approved wheat varieties. This diversification was 
developed by spraying and dusting of this rust inoculum to spreader rows done three times 
during the month of January and February 2011/2012 as shown in (Fig .3.5).  
   Spraying method  
From spreader rows, fresh uredospores were collected and a rust suspension prepared 
containing 250 mg urediniospores per/liter of purified water plus two drops of Tween-20. 
Inoculum was applied with a pressure of 1.1kg/cm2, using a hand sprayer to experimental plots 
described by (Roelfs et al., 1992; Tarvit and Cassell (1951). Also a rust spore suspension was 
sprayed to the experimental plots in the morning time to ensure the successful infection. The 
inoculated plants were also sprayed with pure water to increase humidity. This methodology 
led to the development of abundant rust spores and repeated up to the anthesis stage all around 
the material under trial. Hence there was no chance of disease escape by susceptible lines, 
which showed 90-100% rusting in six weeks after inoculation as shown in (Fig. 3.6).  
    
   Dusting method  
 The fresh inoculum of the rust pathogen was mixed with talcum powder at the rate of 1:25 (v/ 
v was used for artificial inoculation according to the methods described by Tarvit and Cassell. 
(1951) and dusted onto the experimental plots in the morning  during the month of January and 
February, 2011/2012, ensuring that each plot was dusted as shown in (Fig. 3.6). This was done 




    
Fig. 3.5. Researcher performing rust inoculation by syringe method during his training at                   
Minnesota State University USDA, ARS, USA from 17-6-2011 to 27-6-2011.  
  
Fig. 3.6. Artificial rust inoculation by ultra-low volume sprayer method (Left) at Minnesota               
State University USDA ARS, USA and dusting method (Right) at WRI, Faisalabad.      
                                                
  
3.1.2.5. Data recording of leaf and yellow rust  
During the year 2010-11 and 2011-12 rusts data were recorded every at 10 days 
interval. The rust severity and field response were recorded according to modified Cobb‟s scale 




responses. Severity ratings were based upon visual observations recorded at 10 days  interva ls 
as Trace 5, 10, 20, 40, 60 and 100 percent infection, and field response as immune, resistant, 
moderately resistant, intermediate, moderately susceptible and susceptible by the scale given 
in (Table 3.3). At least three observations regarding rust severity were recorded before the 
physical maturity of the crop.   
  
3.2. Yield testing of 345 advanced lines at Wheat Research Institute (WRI), Faisalabad  
During the year 2010-11 the selected 345 lines were divided into 5 groups. Each group 
having 69 new selected lines and having 11 checks along with Morocco as a rust spreader were 
planted at WRI, Faisalabad. The trial was sown by hand drill (Fig. 3.7) in augmented design 
having plot size 1.2m x 2.5m during 1st week of December, 2010 in order to evaluate their yield 
and rust resistance basis. The material was surrounded by planting 3 rows of susceptible check 
Morocco all around the experimental field for creating rust epidemic. The Morocco (used as 
spreader) was inoculated artificially using a hypodermic needle injection method (Rao et al., 
1989) as well as spraying and dusting methods, twice in the month of January and February, 
until a heavy inoculum developed (Roelfs et al., 1992; Tarvit and Cassell (1951). During the 
growing period the applied rust inoculums consisted of mixture of leaf rust (TKTRN, TKTPR, 
KSR/JS, PGRTB and PHTTL) and Yellow rust (80E85) races collected from Faisalabad, 
Murree and Kaghan.   
  This facilitated the development of epidemic rust conditions and led to reliable evaluation of 
rust resistance of wheat lines under study. Rust severity (percentage) and responses of plants 
were assessed for three consecutive observations with 10 days intervals when Morocco was 
about 40-50% rust intensity. The rust severity and field response were recorded according to 
modified Cobb‟s and Roelfs scale as mentioned in Table 3.3. After harvesting of trial, the yield 
and grain color data were recorded. Highly rust susceptible as well as red grain lines were 
rejected while the entries showing the rust rating up to 30MRMS under stress conditions was 
selected for leaf rust but for yellow rust up to 20MRMS under stress conditions was promoted 
/ selected for the next study, as yellow rust appears earlier in the season and thus causes more 




Sowing of wheat elite material                                      Visit of the Supervisor along with Ph.D. scholars          
Fig. 3.7. Sowing of wheat elite material at experimental area of Wheat Research  Institute , 
Faisalabad on left and visit of the Supervisor along with Ph.D.  
scholars and other Ph.D. students in the Department of Plant Pathology, UAF.     
  
Table 3.3. Disease rating scale used to record rust severity and level of   
resistance/susceptibility of wheat varieties                             
Field Response  Symptoms   
0  Immune  No visible infection.   
R  Resistant  Visible chlorosis  or necrosis, no uredia are present.  
MR  Moderately 
Resistant  
Small uredia are present and surrounded by either chlorotic or 
necrotic areas.  
M  Intermediate 
(Mixed)  
Variable sized uredia are present some with chlorosis, necrosis or 
both  
MS  Moderately 
susceptible  
Medium sized uredia are present and possibly surrounded by some 
chlorotic areas.  
S  Susceptible  Large uredia are present, generally with little or no chlorosis  or 
necrosis.  
(Peterson et al., 1948).  
  
3.3. Monitoring of rusts (Lr, Yr) virulences pattern (through avirulence / virulence    
formula) in different agro-ecological zones  
The studies were conducted using 40 Lr and 24 Yr near isogenics lines from CIMMYT. 




isogenic lines for brown rust including Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr9, Lr10, 
Lr11, Lr12, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr19, Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a,  
Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr25, Lr26, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr29, Lr30, Lr32, Lr33, Lr34, Lr35, Lr36, 
Lr37, LrB, Lr13 (WL711), Lr23+Gaza (Fig. 3.8) as well as twenty yellow rusts near isogenic 
lines including Yr1, Yr2, Yr5, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr10, Yr15, Yr17, Yr18, Yr24, Yr26, Yr27, 
Yr28, Yr29, Yr31, Yrcv , Yrsp, Super Kauz, Pavan 76, SERI, PBW343, Opata (Fig. 3.9)   and 
also wheat varieties with known genes were planted at  several  locations in Punjab and KPK  
during 2009-10 and 2010-11. Two locations in Khyber Pakhtoon Khwa (KPK), Peshawar, 
Pirsabak (Nowshera) and three locations in Punjab- Faisalabad, Khanewal, Bahawalpur and 
one in Islamabad the capital territory was selected, representing different agro- ecologica l 
zones of Punjab and KPK Table 3.4. Each entry was planted in single 2- meter long, 30 cm 
apart rows. The beds of rows were border planted with Morocco, a universal susceptible 
spreader. The planting was done at different times at different places to encourage maximum 
infection. In Bahawalpur, Khanewal it was time during mid-December, at Faisalabad three 
sowings were done each year around 20 September and first week of November provided long 
time succulent tissue for rust multiplication. In Islamabad, Pirsabak and Peshawar, the sowing 
was done in mid-November. The rust observations were recorded during the last week of 
March at Bahawalpur and Khanewal. At Faisalabad observations were recorded during the first 
week to third week of March. At Islamabad, Pirsabak and Peshawar, the observations were 
recorded during the third week of March.  
 Faisalabad, by all measures can be considered an ideal location. It is the focal point of 
wheat breeding in Punjab and artificial inoculation is used to screen elite lines. There is usually 
a high inoculum pressure at this station. The data were recorded using the method described 
by Peterson et al. (1948) (Table 3.3). The rust data (infection type) of differential and wheat 
varieties were utilized to ascertain the rust virulence pattern in the country and observations 
were compared between the years as well as locations to find out the distribution of rust 
virulences.  
Table 3.4. Wheat-Producing agro-ecological zones of Pakistan  
Zone  Locality  Province  
Zone 1  Thatta  Sindh  
Zone 2  Hyderabad  Sindh  
Zone 3  Sukkur 3a  Punjab/Sindh  
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Multan-Khairpur 3b  Punjab/Sindh  
Jacobabad-Dadu  Sindh  
Zone 4  Faisalabad  Punjab  
Zone 5  Gujranwala  Punjab  
Zone 6  Peshawar  KPK  
Zone 7  Thal  Punjab  
Zone 8-W  
Piedmont  Various  
8a. Kachhi  Baluchistan  
8b. D.I.-D.G. Khan  Punjab/KPK  
Zone 9  Gujrat  Punjab  
Zone 10  Rawalpindi-Islamabad  Punjab/KPK  
Zone 11  Talagang  Punjab  
Zone 12  Murree-Swat  KPK/Punjab  
Zone 13  Chitral  KPK  
Zone 14  Quetta/Lorelai  Baluchistan  
Zone 15  Makran- Jhalawan  Baluchistan  
Zone16&17  Tharparkar/Cholistan  Punjab/Sindh  




   






Fig. 3.9. Showing yellow rust virulence pattern in Punjab and KPK.  
  
3.4. Phenotypic, molecular characterization and yield testing of 220 selected lines       
through markers applications  
For phenotypic characterization of selected material for rust resistance was done 
through three phenotypic markers i.e. leaf tip necrosis-1 (Ltn-1), leaf tip necrosis-2 (Ltn-2) and 
pseudo black chaff. While the combining rust resistance genes with high yield potential, the 
molecular characterization of selected lines were done by using three reliable molecula r 
markers i.e. Xgwm-533, X-barc-352 and XWMC-44 (Sharp et al., 2001; Suenaga et al., 2003; 
William et al., 2003). This research work was conducted at the Wheat Research Institute, 
Faisalabad as well as at the Agricultural Biotechnology Research Institute, Ayub Agricultura l 






3.4.1. Identification of durable resistance genes through phenotypic markers  
For the identification of durable rust resistant genes on the basis of phenotypic 
expressions on adult plant stage i.e. pseudo black chaff for Sr2/Yr30, leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-1) 
for Lr34/Yr18. Leaf tip necrosis are closely associated with this gene (Singh, 1992) and is being 
used as its phenotypic marker (Agarwal et al., 2003) and leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-2) for Lr46/Yr29, 
The planted material comprises of 220 selected lines along with Morocco as a rust spreader 
around each plot were planted at WRI, Faisalabad as mentioned earlier. The rust data for both 
types i.e. LR and YR were recorded keeping in view the phenotypic expressions. The genotypes 
showing symptoms of pseudo black chaff (Fig.3.10) and Leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-1) for 
Lr34/Yr18 as well as leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-2) for Lr46/Yr29 (Fig. 3.11 and 3.12) were 
considered as source of durable resistant genes.  





















3.4.2. Molecular characterization of 220 selected lines through markers applications.  
The following Reliable Markers for Sr2/Yr30 (Xgwm-533), Lr34/Yr18 (X-barc 352) 
and Lr46/Yr29 (XWMC-44) were used to identify these genes i.e. Sr2, Lr34 and Lr46 (Sharp 
et al., 2001; Suenaga et al., 2003; William et al., 2003). The names of genotypes along with 
their sample ID are given in Appendix 4.The rust data were recorded by following modified 
Cobb scale (Peterson et al., 1948) during 2011-12 crop seasons. The best lines were selected 
on the basis of rust rating, yield and marker results.  
  
3.4.2.1. Sample collection  
 For DNA extraction, fresh leaves from 220 genotypes of wheat were collected from the Wheat 
Research Institute, Ayub Agriculture Research Institute, Faisalabad Pakistan. The fresh leaves 
were collected for sufficient DNA yield. After tagging of samples, the leaves were washed 
with distilled water and transferred in liquid nitrogen chamber available in Agricultura l 
Biotechnology Research Institute (ABRI) and were kept on -80°C for avoiding degradation of 
leaf samples.  
  
3.4.2.2. DNA extraction  
 Grinding was given to plant samples in liquid nitrogen to break cell walls, CTAB (Table 3.6.) 
was added to release DNA from the cell and nuclear membranes & chloroform was added to make 
DNA sample protein free. For further purification of the DNA sample, other reagents like RNase, 
NaCl are also added and centrifuged  for repeated times to finally obtain DNA in the form of 
pellets. Before starting DNA isolation, the water bath was turned on and the temperature was 
set at 65oC and preheated 2X CTAB with mercaptoethanol in the water bath. After taking fresh 
leaves from the plants DNA was extracted from these leaves from different lines of wheat . 
(Doyle and Doyle, 1987).  
• Before extraction, leaf samples were washed with distilled water.  
• Pre-cooled, autoclaved pestle and mortar with liquid nitrogen which was used for 
grinding of leaf samples.  
• Four to five young leaves from the leaf samples were collected earlier and grind well 




• Transferred this powder to a 50ml falcon tube.  
• Added 15 ml of hot (65oC) 2X CTAB (Table 3.6) to the tube before the frozen powder 
started thawing.  
• Mixed gently by inverting the tube for several times and incubated at 65oC for half an 
hour.  
• An equal amount of chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1) was added and mixed gently 
by inverting the tubes.  
• Mixture was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13000 rpm in centrifuge. After 
centrifugation three layers appeared. The lower green layer contained chloroform and 
most of the other pigments which got accumulated because these pigments were 
nonpolar and thus dissolved into the highly non-polar chloroform, hard pellet of green 
cell debris, a whitish layer of polysaccharides, and on top a transparent aqueous layer 
(may be clear to light green or tan) containing DNA.  
• Transferred the supernatant solution (the top aqueous phase) to a new 50 ml falcon tube 
and discarded the remaining chloroform phase.  
• Repeated the above steps if needed.  
• Then 0.6 volumes of chilled 2-propanol (To precipitate the DNA) of total supernatant 
was added to the supernatant.  
• Centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 min at 10oC for pellet formation and discarded the 
supernatant solution.   
• The pellet was washed twice or thrice with 70% ethanol.  
• The pellet was air-dried and dissolved in 0.5 ml 0.1x TE buffer or water.  
• Transferred the suspension into an eppendorf tube and then added 5 µl of RNase, to 
digest all the RNA incubated for 1hr at 37oC  
• After it, equal volume of chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24:1) was added and mixed 
gently.  
• Spuned the sample for 10 minutes at 13000 rpm in the micro centrifuge and supernatant 
was transferred in a new eppendorf.  
• Then 1/10th3MNaCl was added to supernatant and mixed gently.  
• DNA was precipitated with chilled absolute ethanol (2 volumes).  
• Spun at 13000 rpm for 10 minutes, the supernatant was discarded and washed the pellet 
with 70% ethanol.  
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• The pellet was air dried and resuspended in 0.1XTE buffer or deionized water  
(d3H2O)  
  
3.4.2.3. PCR optimization.  
   PCR conditions were optimized before starting the PCR on all the genotypes.  
 
3.4.2.4. DNA Markers used in the experiment.  
           The SSR (Simple Sequence Repeats) markers were used in this experiment. Table  
3.5. 2X CTAB (Hexadecycletrimethyle ammonium bromide)  
2% CTAB  
100mM Tris base (pH 8.0)   
20mm EDTA (pH 8.0)  
1.4 m NaCl  
1%PVP (Polyvinylpyrolidone)  
  
3.4.2.5. SSR (Simple Sequence Repeats).  
           The utility of SSR markers is primarily deduced from their abundant distribution and 
hyper-variability in the whole genome (Morgante and Olivieri, 1993). Due to the existence of 
these hyper-variable regions, SSR markers exhibit a high power in distinguishing between 
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A: Collection of leaves                        B:  Collection of leaves       C: Grinding of leaves  
  
D: Incubation at 37°C in water bath   E: Centrifuge                      F: DNA quantification  
  
 G: PCR preparation           H: PCR application             I: Running and graphical   
                             presentation of PCR  
 
 
Fig. 3.13. Picture showing different steps of molecular characterization (From  
fresh leaves collection to running of PCR) at Agricultural Biotechnology  Research 
Institute, Faisalabad     
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3.4.2.6. Molecular markers analysis  
For the SSR analysis concentration of genomic DNA, 10X PCR Buffer with MgCl2, 
(NH4)2SO4, dNTPs (dATP,dCTP, dGTP, dTTP), 10mer SSR primer and Taq DNA polymers 
were optimized. The SSR primers obtained from Gene Link Company (USA) were used for 
the amplification of the genomic DNA.Taq Polymerase, Buffer, MgCl2 and dNTPs were 
purchased from Fermentas, USA. Polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) were carried out in 
eppendorf thermal cycler. The following concentrations of PCR reagents were used in the 
experiment, (Table 3.6).  
Table 3.6. Concentrations and volume of reagents used in SSR markers analysis  
Sr.  
NO.  
Reagents   Concentration    Volume  
1  Double distilled water (d H O)    
 3 2 
          -  5.6 to 9.5µl   
2  Buffer (Mgcl + (NH ) SO  
 2 4 2 4  
10X   1.5 to 2.0µl   
3  dNTPs  50 mM    0.75 to 1.50µl   
4  Taq Polymerase   0.2 mM  3.0µl  
5  Primer (Forward+Reverse)   5 unit/µl   0.2 to 0.6µl  
6  Template DNA       15ng/µl   1.5+1.5 µl  
7  Total volume20 µl (micro liters)   30ng/µl                          2.0 to 5.0µl   
  
3.4.2.7. PCR Profile of molecular markers  
Table 3.7. Amplification reaction profile for PCR analysis (Lr34/Yr18 X-Barc 352)  
Steps  Temperature  Time  
1st  94°C  5 minutes (denaturation)  
2nd  94°C  30 seconds (denaturation)  
3rd  60°C  30 seconds-1 minute (annealing)  
4th  72°C  30 seconds (extension)  
5th  Go to 2nd  Repeat 38 cycles  
6th  72°C  5 minutes (Final extension)  





Table 3.8. Amplification reaction profile for PCR analysis (Lr46/Yr29 Xwmc-44)  
Steps  Temperature  Time  
1st  94°C  5 minutes (denaturation)  
2nd  94°C  1 minutes (denaturation)  
3rd  55°C  1 minute (annealing)  
4th  72°C   2  minute (extension)  
5th  Go to 2nd  Repeat 45 cycles  
6th  72°C  10 minutes (final extension)  
7th  20°C  Hold until the tubes are removed  
                                                  
Table 3.9. Amplification reaction profile for PCR analysis (Sr2/Yr30 Xgwm-533)  
Steps  Temperature  Time  
1st  94°C  5 minutes (denaturation)  
2nd  94°C  1 minutes (denaturation)  
3rd  60°C  1 minute (annealing)  
4th  72°C  2 minutes (extension)  
5th  Go to 2nd  Repeat 45 cycles  
6th  72°C  10 minutes (Final extension)  
7th  20°C  Hold until the tubes are removed  
 After PCR amplification, the concentration of amplified genotype was determined on 3.0% 
(w/v) high resolution agarose gel (Table 3.10) prepared in TBE stained with Ethidium bromide.  
Table 3.10. Preparation of 0.8% agarose gel  
I. Weigh 2.0g of high resolution gel.  
II. Measure 100 ml of 1.0Xtbe buffers in a conical flask, and add weighted agarose in 
flask.  
III. Weigh this flask by keeping it on electric balance.  
IV. Keep the flask in oven for 3 minutes.  
V. Reweigh it after boiling and adjust the original weight by adding distilled Water in it.  
VI. Add 3ul ethidium bromide (fluorescent dye) in this solution.  
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VII. Cool the flak with running tap water till the room temperature (37ºC) is attained, pour 
it into a gel tray keeping in the casting tray (remember to balance the casting tray 
before pouring  gel into it.  
VIII. Insert comb in the gel of required size and teeth.  
IX. Leave it for some time to allow polymerization of gel.  
X. Fill the electrophoresis tank with 1.0 x TBE buffer before keeping the polymerized 
gel into it.  
XI. After keeping gel into buffer, pull out the comb/s gently.  
  
3.4.2.8. Protocol for agarose gel  
 An amount of 10.5g agarose was weighed in the electronic balance and dissolved in 350 ml 
1X TBE buffer. It was heated for about 3 minutes and left to cool under running tap water. 
Then 15µl of ethidium bromide was added and mixed gently. The gel was poured slowly into 
the tank. Any bubbles were pushed away to the side using a disposable tip. The combs were 
inserted in it. The sizes of combs were selected according to the requirement, i.e. 23 wells, 
after which the gel was left to set. Having the gel solidified, the 1XTBE buffer was added to 
the gel tank to submerge the gel to 2-5 mm depth. The first well was loaded with marker / 
ladders with the amount of 5µl. An appropriate amount of about 10 µl + 3 µl dye (Table 3.10) 
of each sample was loaded in other wells. The gel tank was closed and the gel was run by 
supplying some suitable amount of current i.e. 90 volts. After electrophoresis, the amplified 
products were viewed under ultraviolet transilluminator and photographed using Gene Snap 
software on Syngene Gel Documentation System (GDS) USA.  
  
Table 3.11. 6X Loading dye  
   Bromophenol blue  0.25%  250mg  
            Xylene Cyanol  0.25%  250mg  
            Glycerol  30%  30mL  




3.4.3. Yield testing of 220 outstanding lines at Wheat Research Institute (WRI),      
Faisalabad on the basis of their yield parameters  
During the year 2011-12 the 220 outstanding selected lines that were divided into 5 
groups (each group having 44 new selected lines as well as 6 checks) as mentioned in Appendix 
5,Were planted by power (Norvigion) planters in the wheat experimental area of WRI, 
Faisalabad in augmented design. Each line was planted in a plot (6 rows of 5m length during 
the 4th week of November, 2011). In order to evaluate the yield and rust response of test lines, 
the morocco (used as spreader) was inoculated artificially using a hypodermic needle injection 
method (Rao et al., 1989) as well as spraying and dusting methods, twice a week until a heavy 
inoculums developed (Roelfs et al., 1992). The applied inoculum consisted of mixture of leaf 
(TKT/RN, TKT/PR, KSR/JS, PGRTB, PHTTL and FHTTL ) and Yellow rust (80E85) races 
collected from Faisalabad, Murree and Kaghan.   
  This facilitated the development of epidemic rust conditions and led to reliable evaluation of 
rust resistance of wheat lines under study. For calculating AUDPC, Rust severity (percentage) 
and responses of plants were assessed for three consecutive observations with 10 days interva ls 
when Morocco was about 40-50% rust intensity. The rust severity and field response were 
recorded according to modified Cobb‟s and Roelfs scale described by as mentioned in (Table 
3.3). The disease severity data were used to calculate the area under the disease progress curve 
(AUDPC) of 220 line Appendix 6.  
AUDPC =Σi [(xi + x i+1)/2]ti,  
Where xi is the severity value on date i, ti the time interval in days between two 
consecutive evaluations dates i and i + 1 (Chen and Line 1995a). Also the area under disease 
progress curve (AUDPC) was worked out by using software developed by CIMMYT (Jeger et 
al., 2001).   
  When the wheat crop matured physically Plant height (cm) of each entry was recorded. At 
maturity the trial was harvested for the observation of following characteristics (Fig. 3.14).  
• Plant height (cm)  
• Grain yield ha-1  
• 1000- Grain weight (gm)  
• Protein percentage  
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 A: Rust reaction (Severity)  B: Plant height (cm)      C: Yield (kg/ha)  
    
   D: Yield (kg/ha)    E: 1000- Grain weight (gm) F: Protein %)  
           Fig. 3.14. Researcher recording data regarding leaf and yellow rust severity               
alongwith plant height  (cm), 1000-grain weight (gm) and protein   
                            percentage  
  
   Plant height  
 The five randomly selected plants were measured by scale. The plant height (cm) was taken 
at the end of cropping season. The average plant height was estimated of each outstanding lines 
(Fig. 3.14b).  
   Grain yield assessment ha-1  
 The trial was harvested at full maturity with a moisture content of 12 percent. The yield per 
plot of each outstanding line was weighed and converted into yield kg per hectare. The crop 






   1000- Grain weight  
 To assess the grain weight, randomly selected 1000 grains were counted by the grain counter 
for each outstanding lines and weighed by the electronic balance in grams(Fig. 14e).  
   Protein content percentage  
Protein content of the grain was assessed by using the Kernelyzer. The Kernelyze r 
mainly consist of an elevator unit in which 400 gram wheat grain sample was loaded as a small 
sample of whole grain and analyzed for percent protein in the grain (Fig. 3.14f).  







CHAPTER 4                                                                                       RESULTS                       
 
  
4.1. Selection of breeding material on the basis of higher grain yield and parental genes 
for durable rust resistance   
Total 750 heads were selected from 25 crosses on the basis of their low terminal rust 
reactions, grain size, color and shape. The selected heads from each cross are given in the table 
as under:  
Table 4.1. Selection of heads from F5 generation crosses  
Sr.  
No  




     1  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  Double cross  20  
2  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  Straight cross  22  
3  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  Double cross  24  
4  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  Straight cross  37  
5  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling  Straight cross  21  
6  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  Top cross  29  
7  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   Top cross  35  
8  Pah-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Juchi F2000  Straight cross  21  
9  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  Straight cross  24  
10  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  Straight cross  23  
11  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  Straight cross  42  
12  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  Double cross  26  
13  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  Straight cross  22  
14  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3//PRL/2*Pastor  Double cross  20  
15  Watan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  Top cross  22  
16  Shafaq-06/ Luan//MH-97  Top cross  34  
17  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora-70  Straight cross  37  
18  SH88/Pak-81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  Straight cross  27  
19  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178  Top cross  35  
20  Wattan/2*ERA/V03007  Top cross  42  
21  Wattan/2*ERA//V04179  Top cross  25  
22  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora-70  Straight cross  28  
23  Lasani-08/Seher-06  Straight cross  38  
24  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  Straight cross  27  
25  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  Top cross  56  
   Total Selected Heads   750  
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4.1.1. Screening of 750 lines at Summer Agricultural Research Station Kaghan to do 
selection on the basis of rusts (Lr, Yr and Sr) infection types  
 
 Three hundred forty five lines were selected on the basis of rust reactions and grain 
characteristics from seven hundred fifty head rows of 25 crosses. (Table: 4.2). Table 4.2. 
Selection of single head lines from F6 generation crosses  
Detail of Selected  entries from 750 progeny  lines of 25 crosses planted at Kaghan during 2010  
Sr. 
No  





1  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/SERI.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  20  12  
2  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  22  13  
3  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  24  16  
4  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  37  24  
5  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2* Wattan /3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling  21  12  
6  Wattan /Fsd-08//Kiritati  29  12  
7  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   35  16  
8  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Juchi F2000  21  7  
9  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  24  9  
10  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  23  6  
11  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  42  24  
12  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  26  14  
13  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  22  6  
14  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3//PRL/2*Pastor  20  9  
15  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  22  12  
16  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97  34  19  
17  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora-70  37  22  
18  SH88/Pak-81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  27  16  
19  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178  35  17  
20  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  42  14  
21  Wattan/2*ERA//V04179  25  6  
22  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora-70  28  6  
23  Lasani-08/Seher-06  38  10  
24  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  27  14  
25  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  56  27  






4.2. Yield testing of 345 advanced lines at Wheat Research Institute (WRI),             
Faisalabad  
 The outstanding 345 lines were evaluated for their rust response on the basis of rust reactions, 
phenotypic uniformity and high yield under the field conditions at experimental area of Wheat 
Research Institute, Faisalabad during the year 2010-11. 220 lines were found to be high 
yielding as compared to check varieties which were Seher-06, Millat-11, Lasani2008, Punjab-
11, Inqilab-91, Faisalabad-2008 Chenab-2000, Wattan, AARI-11, Shafaq-2006 and Uqab-
2000. 205 lines gave better performance as compared to highest check variety  
Seher-06, 212 lines were higher yielding than Millat-11, Whereas, Lasani-08, Punjab-11,  
Inqilab-91, Faisalabad-2008, Chenab-2000, Wattan, AARI-11, Shafaq-06 and Uqab-2000 
(Appendix 3).  
  
4.3. Monitoring of rusts (Lr,Yr) virulences pattern through avirulence/virulence          
formula in different agro- ecological zones  
The results based on field response that showed a wide range of rust response at 
different agro-ecological zones of Punjab and KPK.  
  
 
Fig. 4.1. Different agro-ecological zones of Punjab and KPK.  
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4.3.1. Monitoring of avirulence and virulence pattern of brown rust  
 The studies were conducted using 40 Lr near isogonics lines from CIMMYT. These lines are 
also known as Lr differentials. In order to monitor the virulence and avirulence pattern forty 
isogenic lines including Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr9, Lr10,   
Lr11, Lr12, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr19,  Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a, Lr22b,  
Lr23, Lr24, Lr25, Lr26, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr29, Lr30, Lr32, Lr33, Lr34, Lr35, Lr36, Lr37,  LrB 
, Lr13 (WL711), Lr23+(Gaza), were studied during 2009-10 and 2010-11, under the field 
conditions at six locations i.e. Bahawalpur and Khanewal, Faisalabad, Nowshera and Peshawar 
and Islamabad in four agro-ecological zones i.e., agro-ecological zone III, IV, VI and X 
respectively (Fig. 4.1).   
  The data recorded during 2009-10, revealed that the virulence  percentage of Lr genes was  
68%, 63%, 75%, 30%, 38% and 45% at Bahawalpur,  Khanewal, Faisalabad, Islamabad, 
Nowshera and Peshawar respectively Similarly, during 2010-2011, the virulence was 65%, 
65%, 73%, 33%, 33% and 38% in Bahawalpur, Khanewal, Faisalabad, Islamabad, Nowshera 
and Peshawar, respectively (Table 4.3).  
Table 4.3. Leaf rust avirulence/ virulence percentage  
   2009-10    2010-11   












Bahawalpur   40  32  68  40  35  65  
Khanewal  40  35  65  40  35  65  
Faisalabad  40  25  75  40  27  73  
Islamabad   40  70  30  40  67  33  
Nowshera   40  62  38  40  67  33  
Peshawar   40  55  45  40  62  38  
  
The results of both years of study indicate, the comparison of field response, 
distribution of rust virulence, their relative intensities and avirulence/virulence pattern of tester 
lines at all locations (Appendix 1). The result of 2009-10 indicates that the violence against Lr 
genes, i.e. Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr12, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr15, 
Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr21, Lr24, Lr26, Lr28, Lr30, Lr32, Lr33, Lr34, Lr13 (WL711) and 
LrB were found common at three locations i.e., Bahawalpur, Khanewal and Faisalabad. While 
the virulence against Lr22a and Lr22b were observed only at Faisalabad and also virulence 
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against Lr22b was found only in Bahawalpur. Isogenic line, Lr29 showed virulence at 
Bahawalpur as well as at Faisalabad. However, the virulence against Lr35 was present only in 
Faisalabad. On the other hand the common virulence pattern was found in Islamabad, 
Nowshera and Peshawar i.e., Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10,  
Lr11, Lr26, Lr32, LrB, Lr13 (WL711). While Lr12, Lr14a, Lr32 showed virulence pattern at 
Nowshera and Peshawar while Lr30, Lr33 and Lr34  virulence was found at Peshawar  (Table 
4.4).   
  But the virulence pattern changed during the year 2010-11, which indicates that  virulence 
against Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr17, 
Lr18, Lr20, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, Lr30, Lr33, Lr13 (WL711) and   
LrB were found common in Bahawalpur, Khanewal and Faisalabad. The virulence against Lr16 
was observed at Khanewal and Faisalabad. Isogenic line Lr29, Lr22a and Lr22b showed 
virulence in Bahawalpur as well as Faisalabad. However, the virulence against Lr35, Lr29, 
Lr22a, Lr22b; Lr22b, was present common in Faisalabad and Bahawalpur for both years of 
study. While the similar virulence pattern was present in Islamabad, Nowshera and Peshawar 
i.e., Lr1, Lr2a, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr26, LrB, Lr13 (WL711), But Lr2b, Lr2c, 
Lr12, showed virulence pattern at Nowshera and Peshawar. However Lr30, Lr32, Lr33, Lr34 
virulence was found in Peshawar and Lr3bg, Lr10 virulence was detected at Islamabad and 
Peshawar (Table 4.4).  
    
Table 4.4. Leaf rust avirulence/ virulence pattern during 2009-10 and 2010-11  
 
Location  2009-10  2010-11  
Avirulence/ Virulence  Avirulence/ Virulence  
Bahawalpur  Lr9, Lr14b, Lr19, Lr22a, Lr25, Lr27+31,  
Lr28, Lr32, Lr34, Lr35, Lr36, Lr37, Lr23+ 
(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3,  
Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr12, Lr13,  
Lr14a, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr20,  
Lr21, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, Lr29,  
Lr30, Lr33, LrB , Lr13 (WL711)  
Lr9, Lr12, Lr16, Lr19, Lr21, Lr25,  
Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr32, Lr34, Lr35, Lr36,  
Lr37, Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b,  
Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11,  
Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr17, Lr18,  
Lr20, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26,  
Lr29, Lr30, Lr33, LrB, Lr13 (WL711)  
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Khanewal  Lr9, Lr14b, Lr19, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr25,  
Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr29, Lr32, Lr34, Lr35,  
Lr36, Lr37, Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr2a,  
Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg,  Lr10,  
Lr11, Lr12, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr15, Lr16,  
Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr21, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26,  
Lr30, Lr33, LrB, Lr13 (WL711)  
Lr9, Lr12, Lr19, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr25,  
Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr29, Lr32, Lr34, Lr35, 
Lr36, Lr37, Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr2a, 
Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10,  
Lr11, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16,  
Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr21, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, 
Lr30, Lr33, Lr35, LrB, Lr13  
(WL711)  
Faisalabad  Lr9, Lr19, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr32,  
Lr34, Lr36, Lr37, Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1,  
Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg,  
Lr10, Lr11, Lr12, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b,  
Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr21,   
Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, Lr29,  
Lr30, Lr33, Lr35, LrB, Lr13 (WL711)  
Lr9, Lr12, Lr19, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, 
Lr32, Lr34, Lr36, Lr37, Lr23+(Gaza) / 
Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, 
Lr10, Lr11, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, 
Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr21,  
Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, Lr29,  
Lr30, Lr33, Lr35, LrB, Lr13 (WL711)  
  
Islamabad  Lr9, Lr12, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15,  
Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr19, Lr20, Lr21,   
Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr25, Lr27+31, 
Lr28, Lr29, Lr30, Lr33, Lr34, L35, Lr36, 
Lr37, Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c,  
Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr26 ,   
Lr32, LrB and Lr13 (WL711)  
Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr9, Lr12, Lr13, Lr14a ,  
Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr19,   
Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24,  
Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr29, Lr30, Lr32, 
Lr33, Lr34, Lr35, Lr36, Lr37, 
Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr2a, Lr3, Lr3ka, 
Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr26, LrB and Lr13  
 2009-10  2010-11  
Location  
 Avirulence/ Virulence  Avirulence/ Virulence  
(WL711)  
Lr9, Lr13, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr9, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16,  
Lr19, Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr17, Lr18, Lr19, Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a,  
Lr24, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr29, Lr30, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28,  
 Nowshera  Lr33,  Lr34,  Lr35,  Lr36,  Lr37, Lr29, Lr30, Lr32, Lr33, Lr34, Lr35,  
Pirsabak  Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr36, Lr37, Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr2a, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, 
Lr10, Lr11, Lr12, Lr14a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10,  
Lr26, Lr32, LrB, and Lr13 (WL711)  Lr11, Lr12, Lr26, LrB, and Lr13 (WL711)  
Lr9, Lr13, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr9, Lr10, Lr13, Lr14b, Lr14a, Lr3bg,  
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Lr19, Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr19, Lr20, Lr21,  
 Lr24, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr29, Lr34,  Lr22a,  Lr22b,  Lr23,  Lr24,  Lr25,  
Peshawar  Lr35, Lr36, Lr37, Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr29, Lr34, Lr35, Lr36, Lr2a, Lr2b, 
Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr37, Lr23+(Gaza) / Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b,  
Lr10, Lr11, Lr12, Lr14a, Lr26, Lr30, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr11, Lr12, Lr26, Lr30,  







Fig.4.2. Similar and dissimilar pattern of avirulence and virulence of leaf rust in Punjab 
and KPK for the year 2009-10.  
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 Fig. 4.3. Similar and dissimilar pattern of avirulence and virulence of leaf rust in                    
Punjab and KPK for the year 2010-11.  
           The studies revealed that Lr genes, Lr9, Lr19, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr32, Lr34, Lr36 
and Lr37 were effective, indicating low terminal rust intensity with either 0, R and MR 
reactions. As the rust races were a virulent for these genes during these studies so these may 
be used for hybridization work to develop resistant wheat material. Similarly the wheat 
varieties Iqbal-2000, Uqab-2000, Chenab-2000, Shafaq-2006, Lasani-2008, Faisalabad-2008, 
AARI-2011, and Millat-2011 and Punjab-2011 exhibited resistance against all the prevailing 
Lr virulence and are safe for cultivation in central and southern Punjab as well as for future 
hybridization work of Lr resistance. The results based on field response indicated that isogenic 
lines had a wide range of variation in reaction across all the locations, as during both years of 
studies, the a virulent Lr genes i.e. Lr9, Lr19, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr32, Lr34,  
Lr36 and Lr37 were given in ( Table 4.4).                                                                                                             
  
4.3.2. Monitoring of avirulence and virulence pattern of yellow rust  
The studies were conducted using 24 Yr near isogonics lines also known as Yr 
differentials obtained from CIMMYT. In order to monitor the a virulence and virulence pattern 
twenty isogenic lines including Yr1,Yr2, Yr3, Yr5, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr10, Yr15, Yr17, Yr18, 
Yr24, Yr26, Yr27, Yr28, Yr29, Yr31, Yrcv, Yrsp, Super kauz, Pavan-76, Seri, PBW343, Opata, 
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were studied during 2009-10 & 2010-11, under field conditions at different Agro-ecologica l 
locations (Appendix 2).   
  The data obtained during 2009-10, revealed that out of 24 isogenic lines of yellow rust, the 
four isogenic lines (17%) in Bahawalpur, three (13%) at Khanewal, ten (42%) at Faisalabad, 
thirteen (54%) Islamabad, fifteen (62%) at Nowshera and thirten (54%) at Peshawar showed 
virulence Pattern. Similarly, during 2010-2011, the virulence was 17%, 21%, 46%, 58%, 71% 
and 62% in Bahawalpur, Khanewal, Faisalabad, Islamabad, Nowshera and Peshawar, 
respectively (Table 4.5).   
  The results indicated that the virulence against eight Yr genes i.e. Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9, Yr17, 
Yr27, Yr29 and Yr31 were found common at three locations i.e. Islamabad, Nowshera and 
Peshawar. Also the virulence against Yr24 gene was observed at Islamabad and Nowshera. The 
isogenic line Yr26 showed a virulence pattern at Nowshera. However, the virulence of yellow 
rust against Yr2 and Yr7 were found at Bahawalpur, Khanewal and Faisalabad (Table 4.6).  
Table 4.5. Yellow rust avirulence/ virulence percentage   













Bahawalpur   24  83  17  24  83  17  
Khanewal  24  87  17  24  79  21  
Faisalabad  24  58  42  24  54  46  
Islamabad   24  46  54  24  42  58  
Nowshera   24  38  62  24  29  71  
Peshawar   24  46  54  24  38  62  
  
            A dissimilar virulence pattern of Yr genes was observed during the year 2010-11, which 
indicates that against Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9, Yr17, Yr24, Yr27, Yr28 and Yr31 were found common 
at three locations i.e. Islamabad, Nowshera and Peshawar. Also the virulence against Yr26 
genes was observed at Nowshera to the both years. But the virulence against Yr18 was present 
only at Nowshera and Peshawar. While the virulence pattern at Bahawalpur, Khanewal and 
Faisalabad was Yr2, Yr6, Yr7; Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9 and Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9, Yr27, Yr31 
respectively.   
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  The studies revealed that the Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18, Yr26 and Yrsp were 
resistant to all YR virulences. The varieties i.e., Iqbal-2000, Uqab-2000, Lasani-08, Faisalabad-
2008, AARI-2011, Millat-2011 and Punjab-2011 also showed resistance to existing YR 
virulences. These genes and cultivars can be used for hybridization and cultivars can also be 
recommended for commercial cultivation in the upper Punjab and northern areas of the 
country.   
  The wheat varieties Uqab-2000, Lasani-2008, Faisalabad-2008, AARI-2011, Millat2011 and 
Punjab-11 were resistant for both LR & YR with good yield potential and will be cultiva ted 
throughout the country as well as for enhancing resistance level in the further hybridizat ion 
work.   
  
  
    
    Table 4.6. Yellow rust avirulence/ virulence pattern during 2009-10 and 2010-11  
Location  2009-10  2010-11  
Avirulence/ Virulence  Avirulence/ Virulence  
Bahawalpur  Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8, Yr9, Yr10, Yr15,  
Yrsp, Yr17, Yr18, Yr24, Yr26, Yr27, 
Yr28, Yr29, Yr31, YrCV, Super Kauz, 
PBW343, Opata / Yr2, Yr6, Yr7,  
Pavon-76  
Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8, Yr9, Yr10, Yr15, Yrsp, 
Yr17, Yr18, Yr24, Yr26, Yr27, Yr28, Yr29, 
Yr31, Yrcv, Super Kauz, PBW343, Oapta /  
Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Pavon-76  
Khanewal  Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr6, Yr8, Yr9, Yr10, 
Yr15, Yrsp, Yr18, Yr17, Yr24, Yr26, 
Yr27, Yr28, Yr29, Yr31, Yrcv, Super 
Kauz, PBW343, Opata / Yr2, Yr7,  
Pavon-76  
Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8,  Yr10, Yr15, Yrsp, Yr18, 
Yr17, Yr24, Yr26, Yr27, Yr28, Yr29, Yr31, 
Yrcv, Super Kauz, PBW343, Opata /  
Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9, Pavon-76   
Faisalabad  Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8,  Yr10, Yr15, Yrsp, 
Yr17, Yr18, Yr24, Yr26, Yr28, Yr29,  
Yrcv / Pavon-76, Super Kauz, Opata, 
PBW343, Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9, Yr27,  
Yr31  
Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yrsp, Yr17, Yr18, 
Yr24, Yr26, Yr28, Yr29, Yrcv /  
Pavon-76, Super Kauz, Opata, PBW343,  




Islamabad  Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18,  
Yr26, Yrsp, Yr28, Yrcv / Pavon-76, 
Super Kauz, Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9, Yr17, 
Yr24, Yr27, Yr29, Yr31, Opata, PBW  
343  
Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8,  Yr10, Yr15, Yr26, Ysp,  
Yrcv / Pavon-76, Super Kauz, Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, 
Yr9, Yr17, Yr24, Yr27, Yr28,  Yr29,  
Yr31, Opata, PBW343   
Nowshera  Yr3,Yr5, Yr8, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18, Yrsp, 
Yrcv, Yr28 / Pavon-76, Super Kauz, 
Yr1, Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9, Yr17, Yr24, 
Yr26, Yr27, Yr29, Yr31, PBW343 and  
Opata,  
Yr3, Yr5, Yr8, Yr10, Yr15, Yrsp, Yrcv / 
Pavon76, Super Kauz, Yr1, Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, 
Yr9, Yr17, Yr18, Yr24, Yr26, Yr27, Yr28,  
Yr29, Yr31, Opata, PBW343  
 Peshawar  Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18,  
Yr24, Yr28, Yrsp, Yrcv / Pavon-76, 
Super Kauz, PBW343, Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, 
Yr9, Yr17, Yr26, Yr27, Yr29, Yr31,  
Opata  
Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18, Yrsp,  
Yrcv / Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9, Yr17, Yr24, Yr26, 
Yr27, Yr28, Yr29, Yr31, Pavon-76,  
Opata, Pavon-76, Super Kauz, PBW343  
  
  
Fig. 4.4. Similar and dissimilar pattern of avirulence and virulence of yellow rust in   






Fig. 4.5. Similar and dissimilar pattern of avirulence and virulence of yellow rust in 
Punjab and KPK for the year 2010-11  
4.4. Phenotypic, molecular characterization and yield testing of 220 selected lines through 
markers applications  
   
 4.4.1. a) Phenotypic characterization and yield parameters   
   Among 220 entries under yield, plant height, 1000 grain weight, protein percentage and rust 
response testing, 99 entries were found to be high yielding ranging from 3973-4786 kg/ha 71 
entries showed height ranging from 100 to 120 cm, 34 entries showed higher 1000 grain weight 
ranging from 42 to 47 grams and 50 entries had higher protein % which ranged from 12-14 
percent as compared to check varieties. The yields, height, 1000 grain weight, protein% and 
rust data of each individual line are given in Table (4.10).   
    
4.4.1. b) Identification of durable resistance genes through phenotypic markers   
 For the identification of durable rust resistant genes on the basis of phenotypic expressions at 
adult plant stage i.e. pseudo black chaff for Sr2/Yr30, leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-1) for Lr34/Yr18 
and leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-2) for Lr46/Yr29, the results of 220 selected lines  are given in the 
(Table 4.7).  
Table 4.7. Genotypes showing slow rusting linkage  
Genotypes   Phenotypic Markers  














Lr  Yr  
V-11195, V-11196, V11211, V11222, V- 
11227, V-11230, V-11231, V-11288, V- 
11296, 11304, V-11308, V-11319, V11353 
& V-11396  





V-11194, V11198, V11200, V-11203 , 
V11207 ,V-11208, V11209, V11212,  
V11215, V11216, V-11218, V-11219,   
V-11221, V-11223, V11224, V11225, V- 
11226, V11228, V-11229, V-11232, V- 
11244, V -11245, V-11248, V-11250, V- 
11262, V-11263, V-11267,V-11270,V- 
11280,V11282, V-11289,V-11307, V- 
11321,V-11328, V-11232,V-11329, V- 
11333, V-11337, V-11338, V-11340, V- 
11356, V-11359, V-11367, V-11375, V- 
11390, & V-11392  
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V-11190 &  V-11193    2  -  +  +  25-100  25-200  
V-11276, V-11247, V-11290, V-11313, V-
11345, V-11376 & V-11380  
7  +  +  -  0-325  0-275  
  
4.4.2. Molecular characterization of wheat elite genotypes  
 
a) Lr34/Yr18 X-barc 352  
 Leaf rust resistance genes Lr34/Yr18 was present on chromosome locus 1BL.  Molecular 
marker X-barc 352 found to be linked with Lr34/Yr18. Nineteen wheat genotypes showed the 
presence of leaf rust resistance genes Lr34/Yr18 with the fragment size of 250 bp and only 22 
advance lines were amplified by PCR in which nineteen elite lines were resistant, and three V-
11192, V-11202 and V-11210 were found susceptible (Fig. 6).  
b) Lr34/Yr18 X-barc 352  
 Leaf rust resistance genes Lr34/Yr18 was present on chromosome locus 1BL.  Molecular 
marker X-barc 352 found to be linked with Lr34/Yr18. All wheat genotypes showed the 
presence of leaf rust resistance genes Lr34/Yr18 with the fragment size of 250bP. and PCR 
amplified only 21 advance lines in which all the elite lines were resistant except one V-11220 
(Fig. 7).  
c) Lr46/Yr29 XWMC-44  
 Molecular marker XWMC-44 showed linkage to leaf rust resistance gene Lr46/Yr29. This 
gene was present on chromosome locus 1BL. Five elite lines were resistant and fifteen i.e.V-
11191, V-11194, V-11197,V-11198 V-11199,V-11200 V-11201,V-11202, V-11203, V-
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11204, V-11205, V-11206, V-11207, V-11208 and V-11209, were found susceptible against 
Lr46/Yr29 gene with the fragment size of 242 bp and amplification of only 20 advance lines 
by PCR has been illustrated (Fig. 8).  
d) Lr46/Yr29 XWMC-44  
 Molecular marker XWMC-44 showed linkage to leaf rust resistance gene Lr46/Yr29. This 
gene was present on chromosome locus 1BL. Three elite lines were resistant and seventeen 
i.e. V-11210, V-11212, V-11213, V-11214 V-11215,V-11216 V11217,V-11218, V-11219, 
V-11220, V-11221, V-11223,  V-11224 and V-11225, and V11226 (Fig. 9).  
e) Sr2/Yr30 XGWM- 533  
 Stem rust resistance genes (Xgwm-533) was present on chromosome locus 3BS.  Molecular 
marker (Xgwm-533) found to be linked to stem rust resistance gene Sr2/Yr30 and is present on 
locus 3BS. With (Xgwm-533). All wheat genotypes showed the presence of Stem rust 
resistance genes Sr2/Yr30with the fragment size of 120 bp. Only 22 lines were amplified by 
PCR (Fig. 10) in which 17 lines were resistant and five i.e. V-11191, V-11202, V-11204, V-
1125 and V-11207 were found susceptible.  
f) Sr2/Yr30 XGWM- 533  
 Stem rust resistance genes (Xgwm-533) was present on chromosome locus 3BS.  Molecular 
marker (Xgwm-533) was found to be linked to stem rust resistance gene Sr2/Yr30 and it was 
present on locus 3BS. With (Xgwm-533). All wheat genotypes showed presence of Stem rust 
resistance genes Sr2/Yr30 with the fragments size of 120 bp and the amplification of only 22 
advance lines has been illustrated (Fig.11) in 21 lines were resistant and one V-11217 was 
found susceptible.     
      
 
Fig. 4.6. PCR amplification products resolved in polyacrylamide gels using for 220 lines 
from elite material which produced resistant and susceptible bands by the size 
marker (X-barc 352).  
  
  
   




Fig 4.7. PCR amplification in polyacrylamide gels when using X-barc 352 on 220 lines 
from elite material which produced resistant and susceptible fragments by the 
size marker (X-barc 352).   
  
 
Fig. 4.8. PCR amplification products resolved in acrylamide gels using for 220 elite lines 
from elite material which produced resistant and susceptible bands by the size 
marker (XWMC-44)  
  
        
Fig. 4.9. PCR amplification products resolved in acrylamide gels using for 220 elitlines  
from elite material which produced resistant and susceptible bands by the size 









Fig. 4.10. PCR amplification products resolved in polyacrylamide gels when using for   
220 lines of elite material which produced resistant and susceptible fragments  
by the size marker (Xgwm-533)  
  
 
Fig. 4.11. PCR amplification products resolved in polyacrylamide gels when using for 220 lines of 
elite material which produced resistant and susceptible fragments by the size marker 
(Xgwm-533).  
    
The rust resistance genetics were verified through amplification of molecular markers. 
The markers, Xgwm-533 for Sr2/Yr30, X-Barc352 for Lr34/Yr18 and Xwmc-44 for Lr46/Yr29 
were applied to the selected 220 genotypes. The detail of results is given below.  
  
Table 4.8. Identification of durable rust resistance genes through molecular markers  
Sr. No/  
Sample Id  Parentage/pedigree  
Lr34/Yr18 X-





1.11190  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing    
PB33879 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
-  +  +  
2.11191  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Amad/3/Waxwing   PB33879 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
+  -  -  
3.11192  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing   PB33879 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7-0A  
-  +  +  
4.11193  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing      
PB33879 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
-  +  +  
5.11194  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing   PB33879 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
+  -  +  
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6.11195  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4 Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing   PB33879 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
+  +  +  
7.11196  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing        
PB33879 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
+  +  +  
8.11197  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling   PB33880 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
+  -  +  
9.11198  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling       
PB33880 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
+  -  +  
10.11199  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling   PB33880 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
+  -  +  
11.11200  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling   PB33880 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
+  -  +  
12.11201  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling   PB33880 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
+  -  +  
13.11202  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  PB33880 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
-  -  -  
14.11203  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling   PB33880 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
+  -  +  
15,11204  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  PB33880 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
+  -  -  
16.11205  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling   PB33880 
DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
+  -  -  
 
Sr. No/  
Sample Id  Parentage/pedigree  
Lr34/Yr18 X-





17.11206  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  
PB33881 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
+  -  +  
18.11207  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  
PB33881 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
+  -  -  
19.11208  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  
PB33881 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
+  -  +  
20.11209  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  
PB33881 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
+  -  +  
21.11210  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  
PB33881 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
+  -  +  
22.11211  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  
PB33881 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
+  +  +  
23.11212  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
Pb33884 DRRM-0a-0k-0a-1k-0a  
+  -  +  
24.11213  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
Pb33884 DRRM-0a-0k-0a-2k-0a  
+  -  -  
25.11214  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
Pb33884 DRRM-0a-0k-0a-22k-0a  
+  -  +  
26.11215  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
Pb33884 DRRM-0a-0k-0a-25k-0a  
+  -  +  
27.11216  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884 
DRRM-0a-0k-0a-26k-0a  
+  -  +  
28.11217  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884 
DRRM-0a-0k-0a-29k-0a  
+  -  +  
29.11218  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884 
DRRM-0a-0k-0a-32k-0a  
+  -  +  
30.11219  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
Pb33884 DRRM-0a-0k-0a-34k-0a  +  -  +  
31.11220  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
Pb33884 DRRM-0a-0k-0a-37k-0a  
-  -  +  
32.11221  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
PB33885 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
+  -  +  
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33.11222  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
PB33885 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
+  +  +  
34.11223  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
PB3388 DRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
+  -  +  
35.11224  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
PB33885 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
+  -  +  
36.11225  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
PB33885 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
+  -  +  
37.11226  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
PB33885 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
+  -  +  
38.11227  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
PB33885 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
+  +  +  
39.11228  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
PB33885 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
+  -  +  
40.11229  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling 
PB33885 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
+  -  +  
41.11230  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  
PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
+  +  +  
42.11231  Wattan/Fsd-08// Kiritati  
PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
+  +  +  
43.11232  Wattan/Fsd-08// Kiritati  
PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
+  -  +  
44.11233  Wattan/Fsd-08// Kiritati  
PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
-  -  +  
 
Sr. No/  
Sample Id  Parentage/pedigree  
Lr34/Yr18 X-





45.11234  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  
PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
-  -  -  
46.11235  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  
PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
-  -  -  
47.11236  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  
   PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
-  -  -  
48.11237  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  
   PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
-  -  -  
49.11238  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  
PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
-  -  -  
50.11239  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  
PB33888 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
-  -  -  
51.11240  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
-  -  -  
52.11241  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
-  -  +  
53.11242  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
-  -  -  
54.11243  Pak81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
-  -  +  
55.11244  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
+  -  +  
56.11245  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB3388DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
+  -  +  
57.11246  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
-  -  -  
58.11247  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
+  +  -  
59.11248  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
+  -  +  
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60.11249  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
-  -  -  
61.11250  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi F2000  
PB33890 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
+  -  +  
62.11251  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/ Juchi F2000  
PB33890 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
-  -  +  
63.11252  Pak 81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/ Juchi F2000  
PB33890 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
+  -  -  
64.11253  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  
PB33891 D RRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
-  -  -  
65.11254  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  
PB33891 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
-  -  -  
66.11255  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  
PB33891 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
-  -  -  
67.11256  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  
PB33891 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
-  -  -  
68.11257  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  
PB33891 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
-  -  -  
69.11258  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  
PB33891 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
-  -  -  
70.11259  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  -  -  +  
71.11260  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  -  -  -  
72.11261  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  -  -  +  
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73.11262  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  +  -  +  
74.11263  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  +  -  +  
75.11264  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  -  -  -  
76.11265  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
-  -  -  
77.11266  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
-  -  -  
78.11267  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
+  -  +  
79.11268  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
-  -  -  
80.11269  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
-  -  -  
81.11270  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
+  -  +  
82.11271  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
-  -  +  
83.11272  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893 DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
-  -  -  
84.11273  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  
-  -  -  
85.11274  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
-  -  -  
86.11275  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
-  +  -  
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87.11276  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati   
PB3389DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  
+  +  -  
88.11277  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
-  -  -  
89.11278  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
-  -  -  
90.11279  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati   
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
-  +  -  
91.11280  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
+  -  +  
92.11281  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
-  -  +  
93.11282  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
+  -  +  
94.11283  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
+  -  -  
95.11284  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
-  -  -  
96.11285  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/ Kingbird      
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
-  -  -  
97.11286  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/ Kingbird   
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
-  -  -  
98.11287  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/ Kingbird   
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
-  -  -  
99.11288  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird    
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
+  +  +  
100.11289  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird    
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
+  -  +  
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101.11290  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor    
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
+  +  -  
102.11291  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
+  -  -  
103.11292  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor    
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
-  -  -  
104.11293  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
-  -  -  
105.11294  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
+  -  -  
106.11295  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
+  -  -  
107.11296  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
+  +  +  
108.11297  SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
-  -  -  
109.11298  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08       
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
-  -  -  
110.11299  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08     
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
-  -  -  
111.11300  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08     
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
-  -  -  
112.11301  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08    
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
-  -  -  
113.11302  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08      
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
-  -  -  
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114.11303  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
-  -  -  
115.11304  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
+  +  +  
116.11305  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
-  -  -  
117.11306  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
-  -  -  
118.11307  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
+  -  +  
119.11308  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11-K-0A  
+  +  +  
120.11309  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
-  -  -  
121.11310  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
-  -  -  
122.11311  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
-  -  -  
123.11312  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
-  -  -  
124.11313  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
+  +  -  
125.11314  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
-  -  -  
126.11315  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
-  -  -  
127.11316  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
-  +  -  
128.11317  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
-  +  -  
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129.11318  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
-  +  -  
130.11319  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
+  +  +  
131.11320  Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  +  -  -  
132.11321  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  +  -  +  
133.11322  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
-  -  -  
134.11323  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
+  -  -  
135.11324  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
+  -  -  
136.11325  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
+  -  -  
137.11326  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
-  -  -  
138.11327  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
-  -  -  
139.11328  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
+  -  +  
140.11329  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
+  -  +  
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141.11330  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
-  -  -  
142.11331  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
-  -  -  
143.11332  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
-  -  -  
144.11333  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
+  -  +  
145.11334  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
-  -  -  
146.11335  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
-  -  -  
147.11336  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-31K-0A  
-  -  -  
148.11337  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-32K-0A  
+  -  +  
149.11338  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
+  -  +  
150.11339  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
-  -  -  
151.11340  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
+  -  +  
152.11341  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
-  +  -  
153.11342  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06  PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  -  -  -  
154.11343  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06  PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  -  -  -  
155.11344  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06  PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  -  -  -  
156.11345  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06  PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-
0A  
+  +  -  
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157.11346  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06  PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-
0A  
-  -  -  
158.11347  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06  PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-
0A  
-  -  -  
159.11348  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06  PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-
0A  
-  -  -  
160.11349  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06  PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-
0A  
-  -  -  
161.11350  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-
0A  
-  +  -  
162.11351  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/Shafaq-06  PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-
0A  
-  -  -  
163.11352  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178      
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
-  -  -  
164.11353  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
+  +  +  
165.11354  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
-  -  -  
166.11355  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
-  -  -  
167.11356  Wattan/2*ERAV04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
+  -  +  
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168.11357  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
-  -  -  
169.11358  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
-  -  -  
170.11359  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
+  -  +  
171.11360  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
-  -  +  
172.11361  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  
-  -  -  
17311362  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
-  -  -  
174.11363  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
-  -  -  
175.11364  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
-  -  -  
176.11365  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
+  -  +  
177.11366  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
-  -  -  
17811367  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
+  -  +  
179.11368  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
-  -  -  
180.11369  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  
 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
-  -  -  
181.11370  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
-  -  -  
182.11371  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
-  -  -  
183.11372  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007    
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
-  -  -  
184.11373  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007    
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-40K-0A  
-  +  +  
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185.11374  Wattan/2*ERA//V04179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
-  -  -  
186.11375  Wattan/2*RRA//V04179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
+  -  +  
187.11376  Wattan/2*ERA//V04179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
+  +  -  
188.11377  Wattan/2*ERA//V04179    
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
-  -  -  
189.11378  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora    
PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
-  -  -  
190.11379  Wattan/2*Era//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   Pb33837DRRM-0a-0k-0a-8k-
0a  
-  -  -  
191.11380  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora    
PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
+  +  -  
192.11381  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora    
PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
-  -  -  
193.11382  Lasani-08/Seher-06     
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
-  -  -  
194.11383  Lasani-08/Seher-06   
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
-  -  -  
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195.11384  Lasani-08/Seher-06   
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
-  -  -  
196.11385  Lasani-08/Seher-06  
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
-  -  +  
197.11386  Lasani-08/Seher-06   
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
-  -  -  
198.11387  Lasani-08/Seher-06   
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
-  -  +  
199.11388  Lasani-08/Seher-06  
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-38K-0A  
-  -  -  
200.11389  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000     
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
-  -  +  
201.11390  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
+  -  +  
202.11391  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
-  -  -  
203.11392  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
+  -  +  
204.11393  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
-  -  -  
205.11394  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
-  -  -  
206.11395  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
+  -  -  
207.11396  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
+  +  +  
208.11397  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22-0A  
-  -  +  
209.11398  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
-  -  +  
210.11399  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
-  -  -  
211.11400  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
-  -  -  
212.11401  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
-  -  -  
Sr. No/  
Sample Id  Parentage/pedigree  
Lr34/Yr18 X-





213.11402  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
-  -  -  
214.11403  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
-  -  -  
215.11404  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06   
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
-  -  -  
216.11405  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
-  -  -  
217.11406  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  
-  -  -  
218.11407  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06    
Pb33821DRRM-0A-0k-0A-41k-0A  
-  -  -  
219.11408  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06     
Pb33821DRRM-0A-0k-0A-42k-0A  
-  -  -  
220.11409  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06     
Pb33821DRRM-0A-0k-0A-43k-0A  
-  -  -  
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+ Sign shows the presence of rust resistance genes in wheat genotypes while  - Sign shows 
absence of rust resistance genes in wheat genotypes    
   The studies revealed that out of 220 genotypes, only fourteen genotypes,V-11195, V- 
11196, V11211, V11222, V-11227, V-11230, V-11231,V-11288, V-11296, 11304, V-11308,  
V-11319 V-11353 and V-11396 showed the combination of Sr2/Yr30, Lr46/Yr29 and 
Lr34/Yr18 which is very important combination, as it provides protection against all three types 
rusts (LR, YR and SR) while 46 genotypes including V-11194, V11198, V11200, V- 
11203, V-11208, V11209,  V11212, V11215, V11216, V-11218, V-11219, V-11221, V- 
11223, V11224, V11225, V-11226, V11228, V-11229, V-11232, V-11244, V -11245, V- 
11248, V-11250, V-11262, V-11263, V-11267,V-11270, V-11280, V11282, V-11289, 
V11307, V-11321, V-11328, V-11232, V-11329, V-11333, V-11337, V-11338, V-11340, 
V11356, V-11359, V-11367, V-11375, V-11390 and V-11392 showed the combination of 
Sr2/Yr30 and Lr34/Yr18. Similarly, the combination Sr2/Yr30 and Lr46/Yr29 was found in two 
genotypes including V-11190, V-11193 and the combination of Lr46/Yr29 and  
Lr34/Yr18 was found in 7 genotypes including V-11276, V-11247, V-11290, V-11313, V- 





4.4.3. Yield testing of 220 outstanding selected lines at Wheat Research Institute (WRI),  
Faisalabad on the basis of their yield parameters  
Among 220 outstanding lines of wheat under yield testing during the year, 2010-11 99 
entries were found to be high yielding as compared to check varieties used for yield 
comparison. The check varieties were Seher-06, Shafaq-06, Lasani-08, Fsd-08, Millat-11, and 
Pb-11. These 99 entries belong to the crosses given in Table 4.9.   
  Similarly, among 220 outstanding lines against leaf rust during the studies 137 lines exhibited 
AULRPC values less than 300 and rate of rust development was very slow. Only 83 entries 
had high levels of AULRPC rating from 325 to 950 and may be discarded in any variety 
development program. Similarly, among 220 outstanding lines of wheat against Yellow rust 
during the studies 183 genotypes exhibited AUYRPC values less than 200 and rates of rust  
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development was also very slow. Only 37 entries had high levels of AUYRPC rating from 225 
to 700 and may be discarded in any variety development program    (Appendix 6).   
Table 4.9. Outstanding 99 lines  
S. No  Cross  No. of high yielding 
lines  
1  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  4  
2  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  4  
3  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  0  
4  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  6  
5  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/ Brambling  5  
6  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  2  
7  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  4  
8  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Juchi F2000  3  
9  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  1  
10  Pak-81 2*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  0  
11  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati   8  
12  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  4  
13  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  4  
14  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  5  
15  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  0  
16  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97  6  
17  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  14  
18  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  4  
19  Wattan/2*ERA//V-04178  7  
20  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  2  
21  Wattan/2*ERA//V04179  2  
 
In second year yield and rust testing, among 220 entries, 99 Elite lines gave better 
performance as compared to highest check variety lasani-08. Among 220 entries under yield 
testing, 1000-grain wt/gm, height in cm, protein % and on the basis of their rust response during 
the year 2011-12, are given in the (Table 4.10).  
  
Table 4.10.Yield, 1000-grain weight, proteins percentage, height and rust data of 220 lines  
Selection  V-Code  Parentage/pedigree  Yield 
kg/ha  
Height 
in cm  
Protein  
%  Rusts  
S. No   Cross   
No. of h igh yielding  
lines   
22 
  Wattan/ 2 *ERA //Wattan/ Lr 28 //Yecora   1   
23 
  Lasani - 08 /Seher - 06   1   
24 
  Lasani - 08 /Iqbal - 2000   6   
25 
  Lr 19 /V02192// Shafaq - 06   6   
Total 






Lr  Yr  
1  11190  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad 
/3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  4027  37  113  12  
10MS  5MS  
2  11191  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad 
/3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  4237  33  134  14  
5MS  0  
3  11192  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad 
/3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7-0A  3743  36  113  11  
30MS  0  
4  11193  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad 
/3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
4175  31  110  12  10MS  0  
5  11194  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/ 
3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
3805  37  112  11  20MRMS  20MRMS  
6  11195  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad 
/3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
3632  37  109  10  15MR  5MS  
7  11196  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/ 
waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
4360  35  114  11  10MRMS  0  
8  11197  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling   
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
3015  29  117  14  40S  10MS  
9  11198  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling       
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
3348  34  115  11  20MS  0  
10  11199  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling   
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
3743  37  113  11  40MSS  15S  
11  11200  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  3385  37  113  10  
10MRMS  0  
12  11201  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  2830  36  112  10  
40S  10S  
13  11202  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  3200  38  110  9  
40MSS  10MSS  
14  11203  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  4262  33  107  12  
20MS  0  
15  11204  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  3212  40  111  10  
30MSS  5MS  
16  11205  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  3854  35  113  13  
























3K-0A  3299  35  143  13  




8K-0A  4015  37  131  11  




PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  4151  36  137  12  




PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  3533  32  143  12  
20MR  15MR  
21  1121
0  
FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati   






FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati   
PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  4484  37  120  11  






4780  37  119  10  






4175  44  118  10  






06/3/Wblli/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-22k0a  3052  37  115  11  




g    
Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-25k-0a  
3632  38  111  10  20MRM












Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-32k-0a  4484  39  121  12  
10MRM












































































Lr  Yr  




g    
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  





g    
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
3583  44  110  10  40MR  20MS  
41  1123
0  
Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati    
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  3793  41  120  10  30MSS  10MS  
42  1123
1  
Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati     
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  4360  41  139  11  0  10MR  
43  1123
2  
Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati    









Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati     
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  3354  36  139  13  30MSS  10MS  
46  1123
5  
Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati    
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  3367  38  142  12  50MSS  5MS  
47  1123
6  
Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati     
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  3280  41  137  10  20MS  10MS  
48  1123
7  
Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati     
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  3898  34  137  11  30MSS  0  
49  1123
8  
Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati     
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  2836  32  144  9  
15MRM
S  10MSS  
50  1123
9  
Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati     
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  3293  36  130  10  20MSS  0  
51  1124
0  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  3873  36  113  11  40MSS  0  
52  1124
1  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  3601  34  137  13  20S  10MSS  
53  1124
2  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  4169  37  116  10  30MS  0  
54  1124
3  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  3169  32  130  10  50MSS  0  
55  1124
4  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  3342  40  137  11  25MSS  20MSS  
56  1124
5  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  4502  40  121  12  10MS  0  
57  1124
6  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  3601  39  117  12  30S  20MS  
58  1124
7  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  4465  36  114  10  10MS  0  
59  1124
8  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati   




PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A    3762  38  145  11  40MSS  30MSS  
61  1125
0  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi F2000    
PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  4539  40  110  11  25MS  10MS  
62  1125
1  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Juchi F2000    
PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  4404  40  136  10  40MSS  0  
63  1125
2  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Juchi F2000       
PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  4194  40  127  10  0  0  
 










Lr  Yr  
64  11253  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird   
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  3651  36  115  10  25MS  10MS  
65  11254  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird    
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  3231  43  123  9  25MRMS  25MSS  
66  11255  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird    
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  3218  34  113  10  20MRMS  20MS  
67  11256  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird    
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  3996  41  122  11  20MS  25MS  
68  11257  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird    
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  3478  33  116  11  40MS  20MS  
69  11258  
Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird    
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  3095  33  112  11  15MR  25MS  
70  11259  
Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati   
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  4218  30  103  9  5MR  10MS  
99  
  
71  11260  
Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  3651  34  103  10  25S  25MS  
72  11261  
Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  4157  35  109  9  25MR  30MS  
73  11262  
Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    
 PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  4749  43  113  10  15MR  0  
74  11263  
Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  4293  37  113  10  10MRMS  0  
75  11264  
Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  3935  36  108  10  0  70MR  
76  11265  
Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati      
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  3046  33  110  9  30MSS  30MSS  
77  11266  
Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  3749  32  111  9  40MSS  0  
78  11267  
Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  4577  37  117  10  10MS  0  
79  11268  
Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  3527  41  117  11  30MR  20S  
80  11269  
Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  3564  40  112  10  10MS  20S  
81  11270  
Luan /Kohistan/PaK81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  4157  37  112  11  15MS  0  
82  11271  
Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  4330  39  117  13  0  0  
83  11272  
Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  3910  34  118  12  10MS  0  
84  11273  
Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  3379  36  107  10  25MS  0  
85  11274  
Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  3898  30  109  9  30MSS  10MS  
86  11275  
Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  2737  46  116  10  30S  10S  
87  11276  
Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  4317  36  118  11  0  0  
88  11277  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  4157  37  110  12  0  0  
89  11278  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  3663  38  102  11  30MSS  10MS  
90  11279  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  4194  39  120  12  20MS  15MS  
 










Lr  Yr  
91  11280  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  4256  44  113  12  0  15MRMS  
92  11281  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  4046  45  111  11  15MS  10MS  
93  11282  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  4194  39  120  12  15MRMS  5MS  
94  11283  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  3379  43  118  11  40MRMS  10MS  
95  11284  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kiritati  PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  3095  39  112  13  40MSS  10MS  
96  11285  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/ 
Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  4070  39  119  13  20MS  10MS  
100  
  
97  11286  
 Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06 
/4/ Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  4218  42  122  12  25MR  5MS  
98  11287  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/ 
Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  3132  37  119  11  25MRMS  30MRMS  
99  11288  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  4453  37  124  12  15MRMS  10MS  
100  11289  
Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq- 
06/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  4552  36  124  10  0  5MS  
101  11290  
SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  3367  35  115  11  30MSS  25MS  
102  11291  
SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  4058  39  114  11  30MRMS  40MRMS  
103  11292  
SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  4021  40  122  10  40MRMS  0  
104  11293  
SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  3502  34  134  11  25MRMS  0  
105  11294  
SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  4107  36  130  11  50MRMS  0  
106  11295  
SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor    
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  4268  33  128  10  0  60MRMS  
107  11296  
SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor    
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  4515  32  107  10  10MS  0  
108  11297  
SH88/90A204//MH-97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor    
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  3206  39  111  11  20MS  0  
109  11298  
Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08       
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  3379  31  104  10  25MS  0  
110  11299  
Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08     
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  3083  37  111  11  15MS  20MS  
111  11300  
Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08     
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  3342  39  109  11  80MSS  10MS  
112  11301  
Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08    
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  3552  42  102  10  40MS  0  
113  11302  
Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08      
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  3021  42  97  9  60MS  0  
114  11303  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  3305  42  115  10  30MSS  0  
115  11304  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  4663  44  114  10  10MS  0  
116  11305  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  3614  39  123  11  0  50MRMS  
117  11306  
Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  3589  40  131  11  0  25MRMS  
 










Lr  Yr  
118  11307  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  4539  41  127  11  10MRMS  0  
119  11308  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11-K-0A  4786  44  109  10  10MRMS  0  
120  11309  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  2860  40  126  10  60S  30MS  
121  11310  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  3552  42  126  11  40MS  10MS  
122  11311  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  4058  42  121  11  40MS  15MS  
101  
  
123  11312  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  3465  47  129  12  25MS  20MS  
124  11313  
Shafaq-06/Luan/ MH-97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  4231  37  130  11  0  0  
125  11314  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  3712  40  132  12  0  70MRMS  
126  11315  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  3478  39  132  14  10MRMS  10MRMS  
127  11316  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  2749  47  123  13  0  30MRMS  
128  11317  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  3873  43  134  11  80MS  0  
129  11318  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  3305  47  117  10  0  40MRMS  
130  11319  
Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  4737  37  125  11  5MRMS  0  
131  11320  
Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  4391  40  122  12  10MRMS  0  
132  11321  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  4416  39  137  12  20MS  0  
133  11322  
Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  3467  34  115  10  25MS  20MS  
134  11323  
Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  4146  36  119  11  0  0  
135  11324  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  4072  43  117  12  0  0  
136  11325  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  4245  38  119  11  0  0  
137  11326  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  3344  39  114  9  25MSS  10MS  
138  11327  
Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97    
 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  4023  36  115  10  0  0  
139  11328  
Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  4295  35  119  10  0  0  
140  11329  
Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  4270  34  120  13  0  0  
141  11330  
Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11-K-0A  3912  41  115  10  0  0  
142  11331  
Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  2603  36  112  10  15MS  10MS  
143  11332  
Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  4085  45  111  11  0  0  
144  11333  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  3245  40  114  9  0  0  
 










Lr  Yr  
145  11334  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  2949  36  107  9  20MS  10MS  
146  11335  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  3418  39  112  10  25MS  10MS  
147  11336  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-31K-0A  3295  40  107  9  10MS  5MS  
148  11337  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-32K-0A  4282  34  116  11  0  0  
102  
  
149  11338  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  4517  40  119  12  0  0  
150  11339  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  3801  38  112  10  0  0  
151  11340  
Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   PB33817DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  4184  43  114  9  5MS  5MS  
152  11341  
Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  3986  40  111  10  70MRMS  25MS  
153  11342  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  4208  42  102  9  5MS  5MS  
154  11343  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  3122  41  105  10  10MS  5MS  
155  11344  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  3418  40  105  10  15MS  10MS  
156  11345  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  4085  40  110  11  20MS  10MS  
157  11346  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  3085  33  104  9  20MSS  10MS  
158  11347  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  3974  35  102  11  25MS  10MS  
159  11348  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  3838  41  111  9  30MSS  10MS  
160  11349  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  3196  42  103  9  10MS  5MS  
161  11350  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-
0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  4023  44  113  11  20MS  10MS  
162  11351  
SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/Shafaq-06   
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  3159  41  110  9  70S  20MS  
163  11352  
Wattan/2* ERA//V04178      
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  4085  40  100  10  25MS  10MS  
164  11353  
Wattan/2* ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  4467  40  110  8  10MRMS  0  
165  11354  
Wattan/2* ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  3505  43  97  9  20MS  20MS  
166  11355  
Wattan/2* ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  4208  41  104  9  10MRMS  0  
167  11356  
Wattan/2* ERAV04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  4159  40  116  12  5MS  5MS  
168  11357  
Wattan/2* ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  2788  36  106  10  80S  20MS  
169  11358  
Wattan/2* ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  4023  38  102  10  10MS  0  
170  11359  
Wattan/2* ERA//V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  4270  38  111  13  10MRMS  0  
171  11360  
Wattan/2* ERA//V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  4233  40  115  10  10MRMS  0  
 










Lr  Yr  
172  11361  
Wattan/2* ERA//V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  3961  40  114  9  25MS  0  
173  11362  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V0 3007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  3430  34  119  9  30MS  20MS  
174  11363  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  3727  33  121  10  60MRMS  15MS  
103  
  
175  11364  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  3739  40  121  12  80MRMS  20MS  
176  11365  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  4097  41  112  10  15MRMS  0  
177  11366  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  2834  39  122  10  50MRMS  30MS  
178  11367  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  3723  36  122  10  25MRMS  10MS  
179  11368  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  3920  37  136  12  25MR  20MRMS  
180  11369  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  3377  34  125  13  40MS  30MS  
181  11370  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  2760  43  120  11  70MRMS  0  
182  11371  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  3513  44  120  10  60MS  25MS  
183  11372  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007    
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  3426  34  115  10  50MS  30MS  
184  11373  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007    
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-40K-0A  4068  43  112  13  20MS  0  
185  11374  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V04179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  3587  42  108  11  30MSS  20MS  
186  11375  
Wattan/ 2*RRA//V4179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  4118  
38  104  12  0  0  
187  11376  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V04179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  4019  34  109  11  0  0  
188  11377  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//V04179   
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  3587  38  105  11  25MS  0  
189  11378  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//Wattan/ Lr 28//Yecora   
PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  3179  
41  129  9  60S  10MS  
190  11379  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//Wattan/Lr 28//Yecora   
PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  3500  38  114  11  15MS  0  
191  11380  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//Wattan/Lr 28//Yecora   
PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  4031  44  105  10  10MS  0  
192  11381  
Wattan/ 2*ERA//Wattan/Lr 28//Yecora   
PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  3056  43  121  10  40MSS  25MRMS  
193  11382  
Lasani-08/Seher-06     
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  3957  39  127  10  30MRMS  15MS  
194  11383  
Lasani-08/Seher-06   
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  3574  37  116  9  80S  20MS  
195  11384  
Lasani-08/Seher-06  
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  3426  39  106  9  60MSS  20MS  
196  11385  
Lasani-08/Seher-06  
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  4550  
40  116  10  10MRMS  0  
197  11386  
Lasani-08/Seher-06  
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  2957  39  110  9  50MSS  0  
198  11387  
Lasani-08/Seher-06  
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  2587  
35  89  9  50MS  10MRMS  
 










Lr  Yr  
199  11388  
Lasani-08/Seher-06  
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-38K-0A  2945  36  98  10  30MS  10MS  
200  11389  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000      
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  3118  41  110  8  30MRMS  20MS  
104  
  
201  11390  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  4241  41  109  10  10MRMS  10MRMS  
202  11391  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  4155  40  122  10  40MRMS  10MS  
203  11392  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  4278  36  120  9  15MRMS  5MS  
204  11393  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  3970  39  113  10  10MS  10MS  
205  11394  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  3513  37  116  9  40MRMS  20MS  
206  11395  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  4352  
41  119  10  20MRMS  10MS  
207  11396  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  4488  37  118  11  20MRMS  0  
208  11397  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22-0A  3229  39  113  10  50MRMS  20MS  
209  11398  
Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  2908  39  116  10  40MS  20MS  
210  11399  
Lr19/V02192//Shafaq -06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  4609  37  127  10  10MRMS  0  
211  11400  
 Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  4414  42  129  12  50MS  0  
212  11401  
Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  3636  41  125  10  80S  10MS  
213  11402  
 Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  4192  35  115  11  80S  10MS  
214  11403  
Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  3525  45  119  12  80S  0  
215  11404  
Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  3019  31  109  9  60MS  0  
216  11405  
Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  3105  33  89  9  40MSS  30MS  
217  11406  
Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  3970  36  103  9  10MS  10MS  
218  11407  
Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-41K-0A  4216  41  101  11  10MRMS  20MS  
219  11408  
Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-42K-0A  3118  30  104  9  40MS  20MS  
220  11409  
Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-43K-0A  4167  
39  108  10  15MS  25MS  
221  Check  Seher-06  3889  42  110  11  25MSS  0  
222  Check  Shafaq-06  3760  33  93  11  0  20MS  
223  Check  Lasani-08   3970  36  101  10  0  10MS  
224  Check  Fsd-08   3938  38  107  11  10MR  0  
225  Check  Millat-11  3874  35  110  11  10MR  0  
226  Check  PB-11  3410  35  111  12  0  0  
227  check  Morocco  1800  22  140  8  100S  100S  
  
Table 4.11. Elite lines with high yield potential, 1000 grain weight, proteins % and height  






in cm  
Protein  
%  
1  119  11308  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97  
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11-K-0A  
4786  41  119  12  
2  23  11212  Wattan/2*ERA/2/PAK81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  
PB33884DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
4780  45  119  10  
105  
  
3  73  11262  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
4749  44  113  10  
4  130  11319  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
4737  47  120  11  
5  115  11304  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97      
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
4663  42  114  10  
6  78  11267  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
4577  37  117  10  
7  31  11220  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling 
PB33884DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A    
4570  44  113  11  
8  38  11227  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling    
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
4558  39  118  13  
9  34  11223  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Bramblig   
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
4558  37  119  10  
10  100  11289  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird   
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
4552  36  124  10  
11  176  11365  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
4550  41  112  112  
12  61  11250  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Juchi F2000   
PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A    
4539  38  110  11  
13  149  11338  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
4517  35  119  12  
14  107  11296  SH-88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor    
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
4515  33  107  10  
15  56  11245  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati    
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
4502  40  121  12  
16  59  11248  Pak12*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati    
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
4490  33  115  12  
17  207  11396  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000   
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
4488  41  118  11  
18  29  11218  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*WattaN/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling 
PB33884DRRM-0A-0K-0A-32K-0A    
4484  37  121  12  
19  164  11353  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
4467  34  110  11  
20  58  11247  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati    
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
4465  36  114  10  
21  99  11288  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sshafq-06/4/Kingbird 
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A   
4453  37  124  12  
22  132  11321  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-
0A  
4416  40  137  12  
23  211  11400  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
4414  37  129  12  
24  131  11320  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora     PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-
0A  
4391  37  122  12  
25  32  11221  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling   
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
4360  44  113  10  
26  43  11232  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati     
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
4360  41  136  12  
27  87  11276   Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati   
 PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  
4317  46  118  11  
 






in cm  
Protein  
%  
28  140  11329  Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora    PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-
0A  
4270  35  120  13  
29  170  11359  Wattan/2*ERA//AARI-11    
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
4270  38  111  13  
106  
  
30  14  11203  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  PB33880DRRM-0A-
0K-0A-17K-0A  
4262  38  107  12  
31  91  11280  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati   
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
4256  44  113  12  
32  136  11325  Uqab-2000/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora    PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-
0A  
4245  43  119  11  
33  201  11390  Lasani-06/Iqbal-2000    
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
4241  41  109  10  
34  2  11191  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing 
PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A     
4237  33  119  14  
35  124  11313  Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
4231  47  129  11  
36  37  11226  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq06/3/Wblli/Brambling     
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
4225  44  120  12  
37  70  11259  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
4218  33  103  9  
38  218  11407   Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-41K-0A  
4216  36  101  11  
39  28  11217  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling 
PB33884DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A   
4212  46  106  9  
40  166  11355  Wattan/2*Era//V04178    
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
4208  43  112  9  
41  90  11279  Wattan/2*ERA/2/PAK81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati 
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A    
4194  45  120  12  
42  93  11282  Wattan/2*ERA/2/PAK81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati 
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A    
4194  45  120  12  
43  4  11193  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing 
PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A       
4175  31  110  12  
44  220  11409  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-43K-0A  
4167  30  108  10  
45  167  11356  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178    
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
4159  41  122  12  
46  72  11261  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
4157  34  109  9  
47  88  11277  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati 
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A     
4157  36  110  12  
48  186  11375  Wattan/2*ERA//V4179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
4118  42  104  12  
49  156  11345  SH88/Pak81//MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06   PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-
0A  
4085  40  110  11  
50  163  11352  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
4085  44  100  10  
51  135  11324  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
4072  36  117  12  
52  96  11285  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
4070  39  121  12  
53  184  11373  Wattan/2*ERA/V03007    
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-40K-0A  
4068  42  112  13  
54  122  11311  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH-97   
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
4058  42  121  11  
55  92  11281  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A    
4046  44  137  11  
56  191  11380  Wattan/2*Era//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  4031  38  114  10  






in cm  
Protein  
%  
   PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A      
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57  1  11190  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1b//Ammad/3/Waxwing 
PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A    
4027  42  113  12  
58  161  11350  SH88/ Pak81//MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06     
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
4023  42  113  11  
59  169  11358  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178    
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
4023  36  102  10  
60  187  11376  Wattan/2*ERA//V04179   
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
4019  38  102  11  
61  152  11341  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-
0A  
3986  43  111  10  
62  139  11328  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
4295  35  119  10  
63  140  11329  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-
0A  
4270  34  120  13  
64  39  11228  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling    
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
4311  36  116  10  
65  
22  11211  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  PB33881DRRM-0A-
0K-0A-23K-0A  4484  37  120  11  
 
  
In the conclusion, it can be deduced that, out of two hundred and twenty lines, sixty 
one remained best on the basis of yield, height, protein content and thousand grain weights and 
out of these sixty five lines the twenty-two lines i.e.,V-11308, V-11212, V-11262, V11319, V-
11304, V-11267, V-11220, V-11227, V-11223, V-11289, V-11365, V-11250, V11338, V-
11296, V-11245, V-11248, V-11396, V-11218, V-11353,V-11247, V-11288 and V-11321 
were excellent in all parameters.   
   
    
Table 4.12. Elite lines with combination of three designated slow ruster, durable resistant 
genes, high in yield, grain weight, proteins percentage and height  
Sr.  
No  





Protein %  
1  119  11308  +  +  +  4786  44  109  10  
2  23  11212  +  -  +  4780  45  119  10  
3  73  11262  +  -  +  4749  34  113  10  
4  130  11319  +  +  +  4737  47  115  11  
5  115  11304  +  +  +  4663  42  114  10  
6  78  11267  +  -  +  4577  37  117  10  
7  31  11220  -  -  +  4035  39  113  11  
8  38  11227  +  +  +  4558  34  118  13  
108  
  
9  34  11223  +  -  +  4558  37  119  10  
10  100  11289  +  -  +  4552  36  124  10  
11  176  11365  +  -  +  4550  41  112  10  
12  61  11250  +  -  +  4539  38  110  11  
13  149  11338  +  -  +  4517  35  119  12  
14  107  11296  +  +  +  4515  33  107  10  
15  56  11245  +  -  +  4502  40  120  12  
16  59  11248  +  -  +  4490  33  115  12  
17  207  11396  +  +  +  4488  41  118  11  
18  29  11218  +  -  +  4484  37  120  12  
19  164  11353  +  +  +  4467  34  110  11  
20  58  11247  +  +  -  4465  36  114  10  
21  99  11288  +  +  +  4453  37  124  12  
22  132  11321  +  -  +  4416  40  137  12  
23  211  11400  -  -  -  4414  37  129  12  
24  131  11320  +  -  -  4391  37  122  12  
25  32  11221  +  -  +  4360  44  113  10  
26  43  11232  +  -  +  4360  41  136  12  
27  87  11276  +  +  -  4317  46  118  11  
28  140  11329  +  -  +  4270  35  120  13  
29  170  11359  +  -  +  4270  38  111  13  
30  14  11203  +  -  +  4262  38  107  12  
31  91  11280  +  -  +  4256  44  113  12  
32  136  11325  +  -  -  4245  43  119  11  










Protein %  
34  2  11191  +  -  +  4237  33  133  14  
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35  124  11313  +  +  -  4231  47  129  11  
36  37  11226  +  -  +  4225  44  120  12  
37  70  11259  -  -  +  4218  33  103  9  
38  218  11407  -  +  -  4216  36  101  11  
39  28  11217  +  -  +  4212  46  106  9  
40  166  11355  -  -  -  4208  43  112  9  
41  90  11279  -  +  -  4194  45  120  12  
42  93  11282  +  -  +  4194  45  120  12  
43  4  11193  -  +  +  4175  31  110  12  
44  220  11409  -  -  -  4167  30  108  10  
45  167  11356  +  -  +  4159  41  122  12  
46  72  11261  -  -  +  4157  34  109  9  
47  88  11277  -  -  -  4157  36  110  12  
48  186  11375  +  -  +  4118  42  104  12  
49  156  11345  +  +  -  4085  40  110  11  
50  163  11352  -  -  -  4085  44  100  10  
51  135  11324  +  -  -  4072  36  117  12  
52  96  11285  -  -  -  4070  39  121  13  
53  184  11373  -  -  -  4068  42  112  13  
54  122  11311  -  -  -  4058  42  121  11  
55  92  11281  -  -  +  4046  44  137  11  
56  191  11380  +  +  -  4031  38  114  10  
57  1  11190  -  +  +  4027  42  113  12  
58  161  11350  -  +  -  4023  42  113  11  
59  169  11358  -   -  4023  36  102  10  
60  187  11376  +  +  -  4019  38  102  11  
61  152  11341  -  +  -  3986  43  111  10  
62  39  11228  +  -  +  4311  36  116  10  
110  
  
63  139  11328  +  -  +  4295  35  19  10  
64  140  11329  +  -  +  4270  34  120  13  
65  22  11211  +  +  +  4484  37  120  11  
  
    
The studies revealed that out of 220 genotypes, only nine genotypes V-11211,V11227, 
V-11288, V-11296, 11304, V-11308, V-11319, V-11353 and V-11396 showed the 
combination of three designated slow rusting/ durable genes, along with high yield , 1000grain 
weight, protein % and plant height ranging from (100 to120cm). This is very important 
combination, as it provides protection against all three types of rusts (LR, YR and SR), while  
15 genotypes including V-11203, V11212, V-11218,  V-11223, V-11245, V-11248, V-11250, 
V-11262, V-11267, V-11289, V-11321, V-11232, V-11338, V-11365 and V-11359 showed 
the combination of Sr2/Yr30 and Lr34/Yr18. Similarly, the combination of Sr2/Yr30 and 
Lr46/Yr29 was found in 2 genotypes including V-11190, V-11193 and the combination of 
Lr46/Yr29 and Lr34/Yr18 was found in 6 genotypes including V-11276, V-11247, V-11313,  
V-11345, V-11376 & V-11380 (Table 4.12).  




    
 
CHAPTER 5                                              DISCUSSION               
 
    
 Wheat crop is hit by many biotic and a-biotic maladies, inducing a heavy reduction in yield. 
Rusts, smuts, bunts and aphids as biotic stresses and terminal heat, drought, salinity, winds, 
hailstorms, fogs and excessive cloudy weather during crop season are the salient abiotic 
stresses. An overview of global crop losses caused by the three rusts indicated varying regiona l 
significances (Saari and Prescott, 1985). Stripe rust assumed more importance in West Asia, 
Southern Africa, the Far East (China), South America and Northern Europe. Leaf rust caused 
serious losses in South Asia, North Africa, Southeast Asia and South America. Stem rust has 
traditionally been important in North America, Australia, North Africa, South Africa and to 
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some extent, Europe. At this time in Pakistan, the stem rust is the most important, but it was 
under almost complete control through genetic resistance since 19652005; however, it has 
reappeared in Kaghan, Sindh and Punjab during the year 2005-2006, 2006-2007, 2007- 2008 
and 2008- 2009, respectively. Leaf rust and yellow rusts of wheat are common in the country, 
occurring every year. But due to genetic resistance, losses are negligible. However, during 
1978 leaf rust epidemic was wide spread and causing a 10% reduction in grain yield. (Hassan 
et al., 1979).  
 The most efficient and economical management of wheat rusts is the development of rust 
resistant varieties and their on-farm cultivation (Chaudhary et al., 1998; Hussain et al., 1999). 
For this purpose, the present study was planned to achieve durable rust resistance through 
combining designated slow rusting genes with high yield potential of wheat genotypes. The 
material was selected from 750 heads of 25 crosses planted at Kaghan during June, 2010, only 
345 wheat lines were selected having desirable characteristics. Further these 345 selected lines 
were tested for preliminary yield potential at the Wheat Research Institute, Faisalabad in an 
augmented statistical design by using 11 wheat varieties as a check.    Emergence of new 
virulence on wheat varieties of Pakistan like Pak-81, Pirsabak-85 and Mehran-89 wheat 
varieties of Pakistan was derived from veery cross (Yr9), Inqilab-91 and Kiran (Yr27), Inqilab-
91, Seher-08, Uqab-2000 and Faisalabad-2008 (Ug99) were serious issues to be considered. In 
order to sustain wheat production and consequently food security, these menaces must be 
controlled otherwise human population may have to face severe wheat deficiency as it 
happened in 1978 in Pakistan  (Hassan et al., 1979).   
Roelfs et al. (1978), compiled an overview of losses due to the cereal rust in the United States 
of America (USA) from 1918 to 1976, noting the statewide yield reduction of 50% or more in 
epidemic years due to stem rust and leaf rust. Although stripe rust was more restricted in 
distribution, losses up to 70% in commercial fields were recorded. During the 1960s, the rusts 
were conservatively estimated to have reduced North American wheat yields by over one 
million tons (2%) annually (Wiese, 1977). Therefore the monitoring of rust virulences was the 
fundamental requirement for planning further crossing program and variety evaluation strategy 
in the country.   
  During the cropping season 2009-10 & 2010-11 studies regarding monitoring of the virulence 
pattern through 40 isogenic lines of leaf rust and 24 isogenic lines of yellow rust, additiona lly 
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the current commercial  wheat varieties were also included in this monitoring study to detect 
combination of genes.  Wheat germplasms screening were conducted under natural and 
artificial inoculation conditions. The artificial inoculation of leaf and yellow rust was done on 
wheat varieties / isogenic lines by using various methods like transplanting of rusted plants, 
rubbing; needle injection method, dusting with talcum powder and spraying with distilled 
water. Similar studies regarding artificial inoculation were carried by Rao et al. (1989) using 
one of the same technique, i.e., using a hypodermic needle injection method to elongating stem, 
with an aqueous suspension of uredospores. The spraying and dusting methods used by Tarvit 
and Cassell, (1951); Roelfs et al. (1992) i.e., fresh spores (uredospore) were mixed with talcum 
powder, distilled water and then applied at tillering and heading stages of the wheat crop .   
  Out of 40 isogenic lines, only 11 isogenic lines i.e., Lr9, Lr18, Lr19,  Lr22a, Lr23+(Gaza) 
Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr3,4 Lr36 and Lr37 were found to be effective during 2009-10; while 
the 12 isogenic lines i.e., Lr9, Lr13, Lr18, Lr19, Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr34 
and Lr37 were effective during 2010-2011. Similarly during 2002 studies on leaf rust 
virulence‟s reveled that Lr19, Lr24, Lr25, Lr27, Lr36 and Lr37 genes were resistant (Khan et 
al., 2002).   
The comparison of field response of tested lines  during both year of study as well as 
among six different agro ecological locations to find out the distribution of rust virulence‟s, 
their relative intensities and avirulent/virulent pattern was as under (Lr9, Lr18, Lr19, Lr22a and  
Lr23, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr34, Lr36, and Lr37/ Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10,  
Lr11, Lr12, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, 




1996; Hussain et al., 1999).   The 
results indicated that the virulence against Lr genes i.e., Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c,  
Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr12, Lr14a, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr21, Lr24, Lr26,  
Lr29, Lr30, Lr32, Lr33, Lr34, Lr13 (WL711) and LrB were found common at all locations.   
Also the virulence against Lr22a and Lr22b were observed at Faisalabad and Islamabad. 
Isogenic line, Lr13 showed a virulence pattern at Nowshera as well as Peshawar while Lr29 
showed avirulence pattern at Bahwalpur, Faisalabad and Islamabad. However, the virulence 
against Lr35 was present only in Faisalabad (Hussain et al., 1998). The virulence for gene Lr26 
was dominant during 1991-1994 and was present in Pak-81, widely cultivated in the country 
(Chaudhary et al., 1995). Recent virulence surveys in the country indicated that new leaf rust 
virulence for Lr24 was detected for the first time at several locations in Punjab and Peshawar 
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during 2001 (Khan and Hussain, 2002). The virulence surveys confirmed that in Pakistan 
changing virulence pattern is a constant feature, evidently proved by its on monogenic rust 
differential lines planted in multi locations (Chaudhary et al., 1995; Khan et al., 2002).   
  During  2010-11 changing in virulence of Lr genes was observed as a virulence/ virulent 
pattern (Lr9, Lr13, Lr18, Lr19, Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr34  and Lr37/Lr1, Lr2a, 
Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr21, 
Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, Lr29, Lr30, Lr33, LR35, LrB, Lr13 (WL711). The results showed 
that virulence Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr 13, Lr14a, Lr14b, 
Lr15, Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, Lr29, Lr30, Lr33, Lr13 (WL711) and 
LrB were found common in Bahawalpur, Khanewal and Faisalabad location. Also the virulence 
against Lr16 was observed at Khanewal, Bahawalpur, Faisalabad and Islamabad. Isogenic line, 
Lr13 showed avirulence pattern at Nowshera as well as Peshawar, while Lr29 showed 
virulence at Bahawalpur, Faisalabad and Islamabad. However, the virulence against Lr35 was 
present only in Faisalabad. Kolmer et al. (2005) found that Lr1, Lr2c, Lr10, Lr14a genes were 
susceptible to leaf rust and reported that virulence on many of these genes were widespread in 
wheat cultivated area of the world.    The current study revealed that Lr genes, Lr9, Lr19, 
Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr32, Lr34, Lr36 & Lr37 were effective, indicating low terminal rust 
intensity with either 0, R & MR reactions. As the rust races were avirulent for these genes 
during these studies and may be used for hybridization work to develop resistant wheat 
material. Similarly the wheat varieties, Uqab-2000, Chenab-2000, Shafaq-06, Lasani-2008, 
Faisalabad-2008, AARI-2011, Millat-2011 & Punjab-2011 exhibited resistance against all the 
prevailing LR virulence and are safe for cultivation in central & southern Punjab as well as for 
future hybridization work for LR resistance (Hussain et al., 1999).   
  The studies were conducted at CIMMYT- El Batan on 59 wheat lines by Hussain et al. (1998) 
and reported that the Lr genes postulated in varieties/lines were as: Inqilab-91 (Lr10, 13), 
Parwaz-94 (Lr13), Chakwal-86 (Lr10, 13 &17), and Attila (Lr23, 26). These cultivars showed 
field resistance in spite of seedling susceptibility in greenhouse studies, which was probably 
due to the additive effects of adult plant or partial resistant genes. Most of the lines carried 
Lr26 in different combinations i.e., Lr1, 26; Lr13, 26; Lr16, 26; Lr13, 17, 26; Lr23, Lr26; Lr3, 
Lr23, Lr26; Lr17, Lr23, Lr26. The second common gene was Lr13 and also mostly in 
combinations with other genes. Khan et al. (2002) reported the occurrence and shifts of 
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virulence in Punjab and KPK from 1996-97 to 2000-01, and studied that leaf rust virulence 
distribution and shifts varied greatly in their pattern during five year period. Except at Kaghan 
natural infection levels were low at all places. Infection at Faisalabad was a credible site for 
rust screening. It surpassed traditional screening site Kaghan. The climatic factors at Kaghan 
shorter growing season, cool temperature and short light hours-tended to adversely affect host 
reactions resistance and it was reduced to susceptible reaction types in many cases. Virulent 
races at Faisalabad and Kaghan had similarities but persistent differences years after year 
suggested different sources of primary inoculums at the two sites. Twenty-six races were 
encountered at Faisalabad during all five years and fifteen at Kaghan i.e., 1997-2001 (Lr2c, 
Lr3, Lr3bg, Lr3ka, Lr10, Lr11, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr15, Lr16, Lr18, Lr20, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr26, Lr32, 
Lr33, Lr34 and LrB being common at both locations during different years). Virulence against 
Lr9 was present at Kaghan and against Lr24 in plains only. Lr19, Lr24, Lr25, Lr27, Lr36 and 
Lr37 genes were resistant. Virulence against Lr24 was not observed during first four years. It 
appeared at several locations during the fifth year. Resistance of Lr3ka and Lr13 showed 
improving trends perhaps due to decline trends in the corresponding virulence. Lr22a with 90s 
rust reaction, on the other hand, showed loosing resistance. A succession of rust resistant 
varieties has mitigated rust threat but rust is prolific and capable of striking back faster than 
breeders can deploy varieties. So rust monitoring is a vital undertaking in our efforts to contain 
rust, being Faisalabad a suitable place for studying rusts, since it is wheat producing belt, so 
five years work 1997-2001 on rust virulence monitoring was being reported for the use and 
wheat workers in the benefits of scientific community.   
  The rust monitoring in Pakistan during 1994-95 revealed that wheat varieties Inqilab91, 
Parwaz-94 and Chakwal-86 were resistant to leaf rust and yellow rust in Punjab as well as 
Khyber Pakhtoon Khwa (KPK). Faisalabad-85 and Rawal-87 were resistant to yellow rust and 
moderately susceptible to leaf rust. Pak-81, Pirsabak-85 and Mehran-89 became highly 
susceptible to leaf and yellow rust. Punjab-85 being susceptible reactions to yellow rust, 
responded as slow rusting as final disease rating was only 5-10% (Chaudhary et al., 1996).   
During 1997-98, yellow rust of wheat was widespread in the Punjab province, even at 
Bahawalpur and Bakhar regions. These areas are normally warm and not suitable for yellow 
rust development but during the disease rating season frequent rain showers helped high 
infections of yellow rust at Bahawalpur and Bakhar on many varieties (Hussain et al., 1999).   
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The current studies during 2009-10 revealed avirulence/ virulence pattern of yellow rust i.e., 
Yr3, Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18, Yrsp, Yr26, Yr28, Yr29 Pavon-76, Super Kauz, / Yr1, Yr2, Yr6, 
Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr17 Yr24, Yr26, Yr27, Opata, Yr31, Ycv, PBW343. Out of 24 isogenic lines, 
only 9 isogenic lines i.e. Yr3, Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18, Yrsp, Yr26, Yr28 and Yr29 were found to 
be effective during 2009-10. While avirulence/ virulence pattern for second year was i.e., Yr3, 
Yr10, Yr15, Yr18, Yrsp, Pavon-76, Super Kauz/ Yr1, Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr17, Yr18, Yr24, 
Yr26, Yr27, Yr28, Yr29, Yr31, Opata, PBW343) the 7 isogenic lines i.e. Yr3, Yr5, Yr10, 
Yr15,Yr18, Yr29 and Yrsp were effective during 2010-2011.    Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18, 
Yrsp and Yr29 were effective against the rust populations and Yr18, which is an adult plant 
resistance gene, provided some level of resistance (and therefore, moderately susceptible) 
under the field conditions. Genes such as Yr5 were previously known to show high level 
resistance to stripe rust in China, Iran, Turkey, North America and Africa (Chen, 2005; Afshari, 
2008). Furthermore, virulences to Yr5 and Yr15 genes rarely occur in wheat producing areas 
of the world (Chen, 2005). These major genes along with five others mentioned earlier have 
been found to confer resistance in tester lines. Bux et al. (2011) examined the virulence pattern 
of wheat stripe rust and found that Yr5, Yr26, Yr3, Yr15, Yr10, Yrcv  and Yrsp were resistant 
and Yr18 moderately susceptible and fifty one commercial varieties along with Marvi-2000, 
Barani-70, GA-2000 and Seher-2006 were resistant.   
  Among 220 outstanding lines of wheat against leaf rust during the studies 137 lines exhibited 
AULRPC values less than 300 and rate of rust development was very slow. Only 83 entries 
had high levels of AULRPC rating from 325 to 950 and may be discarded in any variety 
development program. Similarly, among 220 outstanding lines of wheat against Yellow rust 
during the studies183 genotypes exhibited AUYRPC values less than 200 and rates of rust 
development was also very slow. Only 37 entries had high levels of AUYRPC rating from 225 
to 700 and may be discarded in any variety development program These genotypes would be 
a good source for future wheat hybridization program in the country to achieve higher yield 
and high resistance. Such type of work has been reported by many research workers (Ezzahr i 
and Roelfs, 1989; Singh et al., 1991; McIntosh, 1992).   
  For the identification of durable rust resistant genes on the basis of phenotypic expressions 
on adult plant stage i.e., pseudo black chaff for Sr2/Yr30, leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-1) for Lr34/Yr18 
and, leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-2) for Lr46/Yr29, a trial comprises of 220 selected lines the studies 
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indicated that 9 lines possess resistance for all three rusts (LR, YR & SR) that was diagnosed 
through resistance, phenotypic makers that is Ltn-1, Ltn-2 and Pbc. These lines are of high 
economic value and asset for breeders and pathologists dealing with wheat hybridizat ion 
program. These phenotypic marker illustrations for various resistant genes were also verified 
by the DNA markers and confirmed the studies based on phenotypic characterization. 
Molecular characterization of 220 selected lines was conducted through robust markers 
applications for resistance to three divergent biotrophic pathogens in the same population, 
which was feasible due to the high levels of partial and race non-specific resistance to LR and 
YR.   
  Its effect is similar to Lr34/Yr18 as it does not provide complete immunity to plants. Infected 
adult plants carrying Lr46 have a long latency period as compared to control without this gene 
(Martinez et al., 2001). The plants with this gene also show higher rates of fungal colonies 
abortion without any chlorotic or necrotic effects and also decrease the colony size. The 
resistance conferred by this gene is not of hypersensitivity. Microsatellite locus Xwmc44 is 
located 5.6-cM proximal to the putative QTL for Lr46. Leaf tip necrosis (Ltn) have been 
reported to be highly correlated with the presence of Lr46/Yr29 (Rosenwarne et al., 2010). 
Efforts are underway to clone this gene.   
  The non-additive interaction between Lr34 and Lr46 for LR can probably be explained by the 
similar resistance mechanisms of these genes. They both confer partial resistance with 
increased latent period and decreased infection frequency and uredinium size and both are more 
clearly expressed in adult plants than in seedlings (Rubiales and Niks, 1995; Martinez et al., 
2001). Leaf tip necrosis is closely associated with this gene (Singh, 1992) and is being used as 
its phenotype marker (Agarwal et al., 2003).   
  Mishra et al. (2005) reported that the gene Lr34/Yr18 had contributed to durable resistance to 
leaf rust caused by Puccinia triticina in wheat worldwide. The closely associated leaf tip 
necrosis is generally used as the genetic marker. The leaf rust resistance gene Lr34, best 
expressed in adult plants, has contributed to durable resistance to leaf rust in wheat worldwide 
(McIntosh et al., 1995).   
  Genes Lr34 and Yr18 that are either linked or pleiotropic, contribute moderate levels of 
resistance to both leaf and stripe rusts (Dyck, 1977; Singh, 1992), and have remained effective 
for more than 50 years; they are thus regarded as examples of slow-rusting or adult plant 
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resistance. Another similar gene complex identified more recently as Lr46/Yr29 (Singh et al., 
1998; William et al., 2003) and present in Triticum aestivum„Pavon-76‟, has also remained 
effective for almost 30 years. The large-scale deployment of cultivars containing adult plant 
resistant genes Lr34/Yr18, Lr46/Yr29, and Sr2 underscores the importance of such genes in 
stabilizing wheat production across the vast wheat-growing regions of the developing world 
where fungicide use is minimal. Although a number of genes that confer race-specific 
resistance to leaf, stripe, and stem rusts have been identified, only a few slowrusting genes 
have hitherto (till now) is being characterized (McIntosh et al., 2003).    Among 345 lines, from 
25 crosses tested under preliminary yield testing trials, 220 lines were high yielding than all 
the check wheat varieties i.e., Seher-2008, Shafaq-2006, Lasani-2008, Faisalabd-2008, Milla t-
2011 and Pb-2011. Similarly during the second year yield testing under regular station yield 
trials in augmented design, 97 lines were high yielding than all check wheat varieties. The ratio 
for selection of lines was 63% of first year preliminary yield trials and 44% from the second 
year regular station yield trials based on the yield performance and rust resistance. It was quite 
satisfactory and the average selection ratio of high yielding lines was 53.5% of the two 
consecutive years testing.   
  The rust resistance in the derived lines was of desired level and satisfactory under the 
extraordinary severe yellow rust epidemic in the country (Pakistan) during the year 2011 and 
2012. This epidemic wiped out most of the commercial wheat varieties and advance lines of 
the wheat breeding institutes of the country. Very few lines withstood the epidemic. Termina l 
disease intensity of these lines remained 0-30% under the artificial leaf rust and yellow rust 
epidemic conditions at the Wheat Research Institute, Faisalabad. Lines with such kind of 
resistance under severe rust conditions normally do not collapse to natural rust conditions that 
prevail at farmer‟s field conditions. Where rust inoculums pressure is always much less as 
compared to stress conditions that was provided during the screening and selection phase.   
Generally the two parameters i.e., high yield and rust resistance are negatively correlated. It is 
very difficult to combine these two characters in one genotype (Hussain et al., 1999). If efforts 
are made to increase yield, mostly the rust susceptibility comes in, similarly from incorporating 
rust resistance the yield declines (Hussain et al., 1999). The strategy adopted in this work to 
incorporate both high yield and rust resistance by combining parents having high yield 
potential and partial resistance genes with parent of different genetic background, proved to be 
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successful. When a fairly large number of plants in segregating generation were selected and 
advanced under the modified bulk pedigree system. The minor genes accumulation was 
achieved by increasing the probability of large numbers of recombinants in this selection 
procedure. Recently similar strategies have been floated by CIMMYT Mexico in the current 
decade and elsewhere in the world (Singh and HuertaEspino, 2004; Singh et al., 2005) to 
incorporate minor genes for achieving race non-specific rust resistance. It was reported by 
these authors that 3-5 minor genes were sufficient to achieve near immunity resistance.   
  Although the quantification of genes was not carried out in these lines, but terminal disease 
rating for leaf and yellow rust in most of the elite lines fall 0- 30% under severe rust stress 
conditions. It was a clear cut indicator that a sufficient number of genes were present and 
providing a desirable level of protection under rust stress conditions in the elite lines. The 
findings of (McIntosh, 1988; Roelfs, 1988; German and Kolmer, 1992; Singh and Rajram, 
1995; Singh and Dubin, 1997; Martinez et al., 2001) in their studies also concluded that durable 
rust resistance was mainly because of the additive effects of minor gene combination.   
  The main focus in the present studies was to achieve a minor gene combination of genetica lly 
divergent wheat lines. These lines consistently gave the low terminal disease rating for a 
protracted period of 8-10 years at the Wheat Research Institute, Faisalabad under rust stress 
condition were selected for this study. Although efforts were made to transfer minor genes 
from Fontana and Era wheat into high yielding adapted wheat lines, but it was also tried to 
widen the genetic base for resistance from other sources identified in the gene pole of WRI, 
Faisalabad. Similar findings by (Sharp et al. (1976); Shaner and Finney (1980), Grama et al. 
(1984); Singh et al. (1999); Hussain et al. (1999); Singh et al. (2000); Navabi et al. (2005) 
indicated that minor genes present in wheat lines, contribute to enhance rust resistance by the 
synergistic effect of polygenic interaction.   
  It was observed that some lines became more resistant during the month of March at WRI, 
Faisalabad. This phenomenon was thought to be due to the presence of high temperature 
effective genes that were automatically selected in the process of field selections. Normally the 
selections were carried out during March, April under Faisalabad conditions, where the 
temperatures ranged 21-310C during the selection time i.e., March, April at WRI Faisalabad 
and September, October at Kaghan where temperatures ranges 20 to 300C. Presence of high 
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temperatures effective genes has also been reported by Milus and Line (1986) and Qayoum 
and Line (1985).   
  The ideas and strategies for achieving durable rust resistance in wheat described by Roelfs 
(1986); Roelfs (1988); Roelfs et al. (1992); Singh and Huerta (2000); Singh et al. (2005); were 
fully utilized in the present research work20 and these efforts were successful in the developing 
such material having the characteristics of high yield and durable rust resistance. These 
scientists comprehensively described the strategies of bulk pedigree system for obtaining 
durable rust resistance through gene combining and emphasized the need of wheat breeding 
for long lasting resistance against new emerging rust races.   
  The lines derived from crosses conducted under present studies, certainly were high yield ing 
than all the existing approved wheat varieties as well as from the parents. Similarly rust 
resistance status was also improved. The selected derivatives from attempted crosses certainly 
exhibited better resistance as compared to parents under natural and rust stress conditions. The 
most prominent crosses yielded lines with both qualities of high yield and from rust resistance 
point of view are given as under:  
1. V-11211 (FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Kiritati     PB33881DRRM-0A-
0K-0A-23K-0A)  
2. V-11212 (Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/ Brambling     
PB33884DRRM-0A-0K-0A- 2K-0A).  
3. V-11218 (Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling     
PB33884DRRM-0A-0K-0A-32K-0A)  
4. V-11227 (Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling    
PB 33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A)  
5. V-11262 (Luan/Kohistan/Paks81/3/Kiritati    PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-
0A)  
6. V-11288 (Wattan/2*ERA/2/PAK81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird    
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A)   
7. V-11296 (SH88/90A204//MH-97//PRL/2*Pastor     PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-
0A-16K-0A)  
8. V-11304 (Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97  
   PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A)   
9. V-11308 (Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97  
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   PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11-K-0A)  
10. V-11319 (Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97  
   PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A)  
11. V-11338 (Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora)    PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-
33K-0A)  
12. V-11353 (Wattan/2*ERA//V-04178  
   PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A)  
13. V-11365 (Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007  
   PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A)  
14. V-11396 (Lasani-2008/Iqbal-2000  
   PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A)  
These are the most important lines which have derived from the above crosses V- 
11211, V-11212, V-11218, V-11227, V-11262, V-11288, V-11296, V-11304, V-11308, 
V11319, V-11338, V-11353, V-11365 and V-11396 showed the combination of three 
designated slow rusting /durable genes. Sr2/Yr30, Lr46/Yr29 and Lr34/Yr18, along with high 
yield, 1000 grain weight, protein % and plant height (ranging from 100 to 120cm) carried 
resistance near immunity under the severe leaf and yellow rust severity conditions. The 
resistance is most probably through polygenic interaction. As the major genes individually in 
these lines are susceptible in most rust virulences in Pakistan. These lines may be a valuable 
source of rust resistance with amber grain color. The resistance in the derived lines seems to 
be race non-specific and durable nature. The major genes possessed by the parents were 
susceptible as the individual line V-87094 had high terminal rust rating up to 80% in the rust 
screening nurseries and Era exhibited 10-20% rust rating. Combinations form these parents 
against the prevalent leaf and yellow rust races showed fairly very low rust intensity in the 
country. As the lines which possessed major genes individually are susceptible in most rust 
virulences in Pakistan. Although the rust development was slow in case of Lr34, but alone this 
gene did not give desired protection and terminal rust rating was more than 60%. The better 
resistance in the derivatives from these crosses were most probably through the pyramiding of 
additional minor genes in their ancestors. Most of the lines were resistant to moderately 
resistant to leaf and yellow rust under high leaf and yellow rust inoculums pressure, developed 
artificially at the Wheat Research Institute, Faisalabad. The spreader rows of susceptible 
Morocco were full of rust rating 80-100SN at the Wheat Research Institute, Faisalabad and 
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there was no chance of escape. The year 2012 was the worst epidemic year for yellow rust, 
wiped out most of the wheat cultivars of the country including Seher-2006, MH-97 and Bakhar-
2002. Only Faisalabad-2008, Lasani-2008, AARI-2O11, Millat-2011 & Pb-2011 were found 
relatively resistant. Therefore, a mechanism based on the additive effects of partial resistance 
minor genes and probably different from all the existing wheat varieties of the country 
Pakistan.   
  This kind of resistance is desirable, as it is long lasting, more durable against changing rust 
virulence patterns. This is evidently supported by the consistent resistance behavior of 
Frontana and Era in Pakistan for the last twenty years. Hence high economic returns may be 
achieved from such kind of resistance. The same kinds of findings and ideas have been 
emphasized, entrusted and floated by Samborski and Dyck (1962); Shaner and  
Finney (1980); Grama et al. (1984); Ezzahiri and Roelfs (1989); Chaudhary et al. (1998); Sing 
et al. (1998); Hussain et al. (1999); Singh et al. (2000) and Navabi et al. (2000).    Nayar et al. 
(1987) in India described in detail, the new forms of rust virulence are generated as the result 
of mutations in the nature. Similarly changing and shifts in rust virulence in Pakistan area 
frequent feature. New rust virulence is appearing with the introduction of new wheat varieties 
and many wheat varieties were banned for commercial cultivation only due to rust 
susceptibility against new rust virulence. This has been discussed in detail by Hussain et al. 
(1980); Chaudhry et al. (1996); Khan et al. (2002). Therefore, the strategy of partial resistant 
minor gene combining is the best way to achieve long lasting resistance in the wheat cultiva rs 
under the changing pattern of rust races/virulence in the country.    
  




CHAPTER 6                                                                                   SUMMARY  
 
  
Leaf rust caused by Puccinia  recondita Rob. Ex desm. f.sp. tritici called as Brown rust, 
Stripe rust caused by Puccinia striiformis Westend f. sp. tritici. Eriks. & E. Henn. called as 
Yellow rust and Stem rust caused by Puccinia graminis pers. f. sp. tritici. Eriks. & E. Henn. 
also called as Black rust. Being air borne fungi; these are persistent threat to wheat 
sustainability.   
  During 2009-10 and 2010-11, monitoring of the rusts virulence pattern was conducted. The 
idea of this study was to be vigilant with rust virulence pattern changes in the region and to 
organize wheat breeding and varieties release program in the light of findings of rust virulence 
patterns.   
  The monitoring was carried out through rust trap nurseries planted at different agroecologica l 
conditions in Pakistan. The rust trap nursery consisted of 40 Lr & 24 Yr near isogenie lines 
called as differentials and data was recorded following modified cobb‟s scale. The studies 
revealed that there were variation in virulence pattern both for sites and years.  
Among the previous year‟s virulence for Lr24 was not present and virulence for Lr23 was in 
abundance. These studies indicated that the virulence for Lr24 was present during both years.  
Among the previous year‟ virulence for Yr18, Yr24, and Yr28 was not present but these studies 
indicate that the virulence for Yr18, Yr24, and Yr28 was present during the year   
 2010-11.    
  Among the previous year study the virulence for Lr12 was absent in Bahawalpur, Khanewal 
and Faisalabad during the year 2009-10 but these studies indicated that the virulence for Lr12 
was trapped during the year 2010-11.   
  Among the sites there was variation in the Lr virulence. A perusal of the data showed the wide 
range occurrence of virulence for most of the genes in Faisalabad. The virulence against yellow 
rust Yr1, Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr17, Yr27, Yr29, Yr31, Oapta, PBW 343 commonly trapped 
at the three locations Islamabad, Pirsabak, Peshawar and absent in Bahawalpur, Khanewal and 
Faisalabad during the year 2009-10. But the virulence pattern changed during the year 2010-
11. The virulence Yr1, Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr8, Yr9, Yr17, Yr18, Yr24, Yr27, Yr28,  Yr29, Yr31, 
Oapta, PBW343 were found common in Islamabad, Pirsabak,   
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Peshawar and absent in Bahawalpur, Khanewal and Faisalabad. The virulence against Lr1, 
Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr12, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, 
Lr18, Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, Lr29, Lr30, Lr33, Lr35, Lrb and Lr13 
(WL711) were found common in Bahawalpur, Khanewal and Faisalabad. The virulence 
against Lr17, Lr18 and Lr22b were tapped at Bahawalpur and Faisalabad. The virulence 
against Lr35 was present only in Faisalabad. Similarly the leaf rust virulence Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, 
Lr2c, Lr3, Lr3ka, Lr3bg, Lr10, Lr11, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17, Lr18, Lr20, Lr21, 
Lr22a, Lr22b, Lr23, Lr24, Lr26, Lr29, Lr30, Lr33, Lr35, Lrb and Lr13 (WL711) were trapped 
in Bahawalpur, Khanewal, Faisalabad and absent in Islamabad, Pirsabak, Peshawar during the 
year 2010-11. However, the virulence against Lr15, Lr22a was encountered at Bahawalpur and 
Faisalabad. The virulence against Lr16, Lr21, and Lr35 was present only in Faisalabad.   
  The studies revealed that Lr genes, Lr9, Lr19, Lr25, Lr27+31, Lr28, Lr32, Lr34, Lr36 & Lr37 
were effective, indicating low terminal rust intensity with either 0, R & MR reactions. As the 
rust races were avirulent for these genes during these studies and may be used for hybridizat ion 
work to develop resistant wheat material. Similarly the wheat varieties Iqbal-2000, Uqab-2000, 
Chenab-2000, Shafaq-2006, Lasani-2008, Faisalabad-2008, AARI2011, Millat-2011 & 
Punjab-2011 exhibited resistance against all the prevailing LR virulence and are safe for 
cultivation in central & southern Punjab as well as for future hybridization work of Lr 
resistance.   
  The Yr5, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18 & Yrsp were resistant to all Yr virulence and varieties Iqbal-2000, 
Uqab-2000, Lasani-2008, Faisalaba08, AARI-2011, Millat-2011 & Punjab-2011 had also 
showed resistance to existing YR virulence. These genes and CVs can be used for hybridizat ion 
and CVs can also be recommended for commercial cultivation in the upper Punjab and northern 
areas of the country.   
  Among 220 outstanding lines of wheat against leaf rust during the studies 137 lines exhibited 
AULRPC values less than 300 and rates of rust development was very slow, 83 entries had 
high levels of AULRPC ranging from 325 to 950, may be discarded in any variety development 
program. Similarly, among 220 outstanding lines of wheat against Yellow rust during the 
studies 183 genotypes exhibited AUYRPC values less than 200 and rates of rust development 
was also very slow. Only 37 entries had high levels of AUYRPC rating from 225 to 700 and 
may be discarded in any variety development program These genotypes would be a good 
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source for future wheat hybridization program in the country to achieve higher yield and high 
resistance.   
  The outstanding 750 lines consisted of advance material selected for F5 were evaluated under 
Kaghan field conditions, 345 lines were selected among 750 lines on the basis of rust reaction 
and phenotypic uniformity. In the current studies among 345 lines, from 25 crosses tested under 
preliminary yield testing trials, 220 lines were selected as high yielding than all the check wheat 
varieties i.e., Seher-2006, Shafaq-2006, Lasani-2008, Fsd2008, Millat-2011 and Pb-2011. 
Similarly during the second year yield testing of 220 lines under regular station yield trials in 
augmented design, 97 lines were selected on the basis of higher yielding than all check wheat 
varieties. The ratio for selection of lines was 63% of first year preliminary yield trials, and 44% 
from the second year regular station yield trials based on the yield performance and rust 
resistance. It was quite satisfactory and the average selection ratio of high yielding lines was 
53.5% of the two consecutive years testing.               For the identification of durable rust 
resistant genes on the basis of phenotypic expressions on adult plant stage i.e. pseudo black 
chaff (Pbc) for Sr2/Yr30, leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-1) for Lr34/Yr18 and, leaf tip necrosis (Ltn-2) 
for Lr46/Yr29, Among 220 selected lines 9 lines possess Pbc Ltn-1 & Ltn-2 resistance for all 
three rusts i.e. for (LR, YR & SR). These phenotypic marker illustrations for various resistant 
genes were also verified by the DNA markers and confirmed the studies based on phenotype 
characterization in this study & conducted molecular characterization of 220 selected lines 
through robust markers applications. Molecular markers confirmed the phenotypic markers 
studied conducting under field conductions.   
  The rust resistance in the derived lines was of desired level and satisfactory under the 
extraordinary severe yellow rust epidemic in the country (Pakistan) during the year 2011 and 
2012. This epidemic wiped out most of the commercial wheat varieties and advance lines of 
the wheat breeding institutes of the country. Very few lines withstood the epidemic. Termina l 
disease intensity of these lines remained 0-30% under the artificial leaf rust and yellow rust 
epidemic conditions at the Wheat Research Institute, Faisalabad. Lines with such kind of 
resistance under severe rust conditions normally do not collapse to natural rust conditions that 
prevail at farmer‟s field conditions. Where rust inoculums pressure is always much less as 
compared to stress conditions that was provided during the screening and selection phase.  
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Generally the two parameters i.e., high yield and rust resistance are negatively correlated; it is 
very difficult to combine these two characters in one genotype. The lines derived from crosses 
conducted under present studies, certainly were higher yielding than all the existing approved 
wheat varieties as well as from the parents. Similarly rust resistance complex was also 
improved. The selected derivatives from attempting crosses certainly exhibited better 
resistance as compared to parents under natural and rust stress conditions. The most prominent 
crosses yielded lines with both qualities of high yield and better rust resistance were:   
1. V-11211 (FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Kiritati     PB33881DRRM-0A-
0K-0A-23K-0A)  
2. V-11212 (Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/ Brambling     
PB33884DRRM-0A-0K-0A- 2K-0A).  
3. V-11218 (Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling     
PB33884DRRM-0A-0K-0A-32K-0A)  
4. V-11227 (Wattan/2*ERA/2/PAK81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling    
PB 33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A)  
5. V-11262 (Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-
0A)  
6. V-11288 (Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird    
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A)   
7. V-11296 (SH88/90A204//MH-97//PRL/2*Pastor     PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-
0A-16K-0A)  
8. V-11304 (Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97  
   PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A)   
9. V-11308 (Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97  
   PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11-K-0A)  
10. V-11319 (Shafaq-06/ Luan// MH-97  
   PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A)  
11. V-11338 (Uqab-2000/wattan/Lr28//Yecora)    PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-
33K-0A)  
12. V-11353 (Wattan/2*Era//V-04178    PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A)  
13. V-11365 (Wattan/ 2*Era// V03007  
   PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A)  
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14. V-11396 (Lasani-2008/Iqbal-2000  
   PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A)  
 The crosses showed the combination of  three designated slow rusting /durable rust resistance 
genes, ( Sr2/Yr30, Lr46/Yr29 and Lr34/Yr18), along with high yield , 1000 grain weight, 
protein %  and plant height ranging from (100 to 120cm). The resistance was near immunity 
under the severe leaf and yellow rust stress conditions. The resistance is most probably through 
polygenic interaction. As the major genes individually in these lines are susceptible against 
most rust virulence‟s in Pakistan.   
    These are the most brilliant lines which have derived from the above crosses, V- 
11211, V-11212, V-11218,  V-11227, V-11262, V-11288, V-11296, V-11304, V-11308, 
V11319, V-11338, V-11353, V-11365 and V-11396 showed the combination of three 
designated slow rusting/durable genes.  





    
CONCLUSION  
Among the tested genotypes   
• Nine lines including V-11211, V-11227, V-11288, V-11296, V-11304, V-11308, 
V11319, V-11353 and V-11396  showed the combination of three designated slow 
ruster/durable resistant genes (Sr2/Yr30, Lr46/Yr29 and Lr34/Yr18)  
• Fifteen lines including V-11203, V11212, V-11218, V-11223, V-11245, V-11248, 
V11250, V-11262, V-11267, V-11289, V-11321, V-11232, V-11338, V-11365, & 
V11359 showed the combination of Lr34/Yr18 and Sr2/Yr30.  
• Two lines including V-11190, as well as V-11193 showed the combination of 
Lr46/Yr29 and Sr2/Yr30.  
• Six genotypes including V-11276, V-11247, V-11313, V-11345, and V-11376 & 
V11380 showed combination of Lr46/Yr29 and Lr34/Yr18.  
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 Virulence pattern indicates that   
• No virulence was observed on the leaf rust resistance genes Lr9, Lr19, Lr25, Lr27+31, 
Lr28, Lr32, Lr36 and Lr37.  
• Yellow rust resistance genes; Yr1, Yr3, Yr5, Yr8, Yr10, Yr15, Yr18, Yrsp & Yr26 were 
found to be effective at each location.  
• Among the varieties, Uqab-2000, Lasani-2008 Faisalabad-2008, AARI-2011, 
Millat2011 and Punjab-2011 are still safe to cultivate and no danger of rust epidemic 
in the presence of these varieties.   
• The outstanding lines having highly better level of partial resistance along with lower 
AUDPC may be used in breeding program to transfer its better partial/ durable 
resistance character to the adapted wheat cultivars / varieties of Pakistan (Inqilab-91, 
MH-97, Wattan, Pb-96, Seher-2006 and Shafaq-2006 etc).  
• This work is important and is of continuous nature to be updated for latest trends in rust 
virulence in the region. That provides guide lines to plan strategies to keep the rust 




    
RECOMMENDATIONS  
• The results of this study clearly proved that minor/partial rust resistant  gene 
combinations not only enhance the level of resistance, but also provide resistance 
against wide range of rust races. This phenomenon was clearly observed during the 
present studies, as the parents were susceptible and derivatives were quite resistant 
against a wide range of rust virulences over 2 years under varied environmenta l 
conditions. Similarly the level of genetic yield potential was elevated by crossing high 
yielding parents with each other.  
• Hence, it is strongly recommended that the breeding programs preferably be carried out 
by combining high yielding parent having slow rusting characteristics with each other‟s 
to improve both yield and rust resistance.  
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• The three way crosses and back crossing is the most efficient method to accumulate 
more numbers of genes for rust resistance in the target genotypes. It was clearly 
demonstrated in this study.  
• The selection of progenies lines must be carried out against mixture of multiple rust 
races under stress conditions to obtain desirable genotypes, which may have nonspecific 
resistance based on combination of minor genes.   
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APPENDICES  
Appendix 1. Brown rust severity and field response on Lr differential during 2009-10 and 





Bahawalpur  Khanewal  Faisalabad  Islamabad  Pirsabak  Peshawar  
2009-10  2010-11  
2009- 
10  2010-11  2009-10  2010-11  2009-10  2010-11  2009-10  2010-11  2009-10  2010-11  
LR  LR  LR  LR  LR  LR  LR  LR  LR  LR  LR  LR  
1.  Lr-1  10S  10S  5MSS  5S  100S  100S  10MSS  5MSS  10MRMSS  10MSS  10MRMSS  10MSS  
2.  Lr-2a  10S  30MSS  5MSS  10MSS  30MSS  40MSS  5MSS  10MSS  10MSS  5MSS  10MRMSS  5MSS  
3.  Lr-2b  10MSS  20S  5MSS  10S  60S  40S  5MSS  0  10MSS  10MSS  10MSS  5MSS  
4.  Lr-2c  30S  30S  5MS  5S  100S  100S  5MSS  0  5MSS  10S  TMS  0  
5.  Lr-3  40S  30S  10MSS  20MSS  100S  40S  10MSS  5MSS  20S  10MSS  20S  10MSS  
6.  Lr-3KA  10MS  30S  5MSS  10MSS  30MRMSS  10MRMSS  10MSS  5MSS  20S  10MSS  20S  10MSS  
7.  Lr-3bG  20S  20MS  5MSS  20MSS  100S  40MSS  20MSS  10MSS  20MSS  20MSS  20MSS  10MRMS  
8.  Lr-9  0  0  0  0  0  5MR  0  0  20MR  0  20MR  0  
9.  Lr-10  40S  40S  10MS  5S  100S  100S  10S  20S  20MRMSS  10MSS  20MSS  0  
10.  Lr-11  20S  80S  5MS  40S  100S  60S  10MSS  5MSS  80S  40S  80S  50MSS  
11.  Lr-12  10MSS  10MR  5MSS  10MS  40MRMSS  30MRMS  30MS  20MS  30S  20S  30S  10MSS  
12.  Lr-13  5S  10S  5MSS  10MSS  20MSS  40MSS  0  0  0  0  0  0  
13.  Lr-14a  10MS  10MSS  5MSS  20MSS  100S  40MSS  0  0  10S  0  10S  0  
14.  Lr-14b  0  60S  0  10MSS  40S  60S  0  0  0  0  0  0  
15.  Lr-15  5MSS  20MRMSS  5MSS  10MSS  10MSS  100S  0  0  0  0  0  0  
16.  Lr-16  30S  0  10MSS  20MSS  100S  100S  0  0  0  0  0  0  
17.  Lr-17  10MSS  40S  10MSS  10MSS  30MSS  4MSS  0  0  0  0  0  0  
18.  Lr-18  10MSS  20MSS  5MSS  10MSS  20MRMSS  30MRMSS  0  0  0  0  0  0  
19.  Lr-19  0  10R  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
20.  Lr-20  30S  20MSS  5MSS  10MSS  20S  60S  0  0  0  0  0  0  
21.  Lr-21  30MSS  10MR  5MSS  10MSS  20MSS  60S  0  0  0  0  0  0  
22.  Lr-22a  0  30MSS  0  5MR  100S  20MSS  0  0  0  0  0  0  
23.  Lr-22b  10S  20S  0  5MR  20MSS  100S  0  0  0  0  0  0  
24.  Lr-23  1MSS  10MSS  10MSS  20MSS  100S  10MSS  0  0  0  0  0  0  
25.  Lr-24  10S  10S  10MSS  10MSS  60S  50S  0  0  0  0  0  0  
26.  Lr-25  5MR  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
27.  Lr-26  10MS  20S  20MSS  30MSS  100S  100S  5MSS  10MSS  5MRMSS  10MSS  20MSS  10MSS  
28.   27+31  5MR  10MR  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
29.  Lr-28  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
30.  Lr-29  10MRMSS  20MRMSS  0  10MR  100S  60S  0  0  0  0  0  0  
31.  Lr-30  30S  10MS  5MS  10MS  40MRMSS  40MRMSS  0  0  0  0  40S  30S  
32.  Lr-32  10MR  10MR  TMR  20MR  40MR  10R  10MS  0  10S  0  10MSS  10MSS  
33.  Lr-33  30MSS  30MSS  5MS  30MSS  100S  40S  0  0  0  0  5MRMSS  5MSS  
34.  Lr-34  10R  20MR  TMR  5MR  40MR  30MR  0  0  0  0  5MRMS  TMS  
35.  Lr-35  TMR  10MR  0  5R  10MSS  30MSS  0  0  0  0  0  0  
36.  Lr-36  0  0  0  5R  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
37.  Lr-37  0  MR  0  10MR  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
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0  TMR  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
The observation were recorded as 0 = no visible infection; R = no uredinia present, visible chlorosis & necrosis; TR = resist ance reaction with below 5% 
severity; MR = small  uredinia surrounded by chlorotic/necrotic areas; MS = medium size uredinia with moderate sporulation and some chlorosis may 
still be present; S = large uredinia with abundant sporulation.  
  
Appendix 2. Yellow rust severity and field response on Yr differential during 2009-10 
and 2010-11 at various agro-ecological locations of Pakistan  
  
  




Bahawalpur  Khanewal  Faisalabad  Islamabad  Pirsabak  Peshawar  
2009-10  
2010- 
11  2009-10  2010-11  2009-10  2010-11  2009-10  2010-11  2009-10  2010-11  2009-10  2010-11  
YR  YR  YR  YR  YR  YR  YR  YR  YR  YR  YR  YR  
1.    YR1  0  0  0  0  0  0  10MR  30MR  10MR  40MR  0  30MR  
2.    YR2  5S  10S  10S  30S  5MSS  40MS  10MRMS  40MRMS  5MRMS  100S  10MSS  60S  
3.    YR3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
4.    YR5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  TMR  0  0  
5.    YR6  5MSS  5S  0  20S  10MS  20S  70S  100S  60S  100S  70S  90S  
6.    YR7  10MSS  5MSS  10MSS  10MSS  5MSS  10MSS  80S  100S  40S  100S  80S  80S  
7.    YR8  0  0  0  10MR  5MR  30MR  10R  40MR  50MR  60MR  10R  40MR  
8.    YR9  0  0  0  5MSS  10MSS  30MSS  40MSS  100S  40S  100S  40MSS  70S  
9.    YR10  0  0  0  0  0  
  
0  0  0  0  0  0  
10.    YR15  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  10MR  
11.    YR17  0  0  0  0  0  20MS   10S  100S  10S  100S  10S  40S  
12.    YR18  0  TMR  0  0  0  0  0  40MR  0  30MS  0  20MRMS  
13.    YR24  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  30S  10MS  30MRMS  0  10MRMS  
14.    YR26  0  0  0  0  0  0  10R  30R  30MS  10MRMS  10MR  10MR  
15.    YR27  0  0  0  0  30MSS  40MSS  60MS  100S  30S  100S  50MSS  70S  
16.    YRSP  0  0  0  0  0  0  TMR  0  0  0  TMR  5MR  
17.    PAVO 
N-76  
TMS  0  TMS  0  0  0  0  30MRS  0  20MRMS  0  20MRMS  
18.    SERI  TMS  0  TMS  0  0  0  0  40S  0  50S  0  10MRMS  
19.    OPTA  0  0  0  0  0  0  30M  30S  30MR  80S  30M  30S  
20.    SUPE 
R  
KAUZ  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  5MR  0  5MR  0  5MR  
21.    YRCV  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  100S  TMRMS  10S  0  20S  
22.    PBW- 
343  
0  0  0  0  0  0  10MSS  20S  30S  80S  0  40S  
23.    YR-28  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  40S  0  40S  0  30S  
24.    YR-29  0  0  0  0  0  0  10MRMS  30MS  20MS  30MS  10MSS  40S  
25.    YR-31  0  0  0  5MS  10MS  30MSS  40S  100S  50S  100S  40S  60S  
The observation were recorded as 0 = no of visible infectio; R = no uredinia present, visible chlorosis &  necrosis; TR = resistance reaction 
with below 5% severity; MR = small uredinia surrounded by chlorotic/necrotic areas; MS = medium size uredinia with moderate sporulation 
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Appendix 3. Yield, rust data and grain colour of 345 lines selected from gene combining 
crosses  
  
Sr.No.  Cross  LR  YR  Grain Colour  Yield 
kg/ha  
in  
1  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  15M  15M  Amber  2674   
2  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  10M  10M  Amber  2730   
3  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  40MSS  40MSS  Red  2293   
4  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  30MS  30MS  Red  2964   
5  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  10M  10M  Amber  3307   
6  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  30MSS  30MSS  Red  2540   
7  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  10M  10M  Amber  3805   
8  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  30S  30S  Amber  1994   
9  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  20M  20M  Red   2782   
10  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  40MS  40MS  Red  3025   
11  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  15M  15M  Amber  3419   
12  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing  10M  10M  Amber  2973   
13  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  10M  10M  Amber  3346   
14  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  30MS  30MS  Red  2943   
15  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  15MS  15MS  Yellow berry  2696   
16  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  10MS  10MS  Amber  4472   
17  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  15MS  15MS  Amber  3428   
18  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  20MS  20MS  Red  3714   
19  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  20MS  20MS  Red  2535   
20  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  40MSS  40MSS  Red  2119   
21  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  50MSS  50MSS  Amber  2956   
22  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  40S  40S  Amber  2843   
23  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  40MS  40MS  Amber  2717   
24  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  20MS  20MS  Red  2674   
25  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Brambling  25MS  25MS  Amber  3081   
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26  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  50S  50S  Red  2670   
27  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  40MSS  40MSS  Red  1916   
28  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  20M  20M  Red  3259   
29  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  40MS  40MS  Red  2882   
30  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  20M  20M  Red  3476   
31  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  50S  50S  Red  2002   
32  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  40S  40S  Red  2977   
33  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  20MS  20MS  Red  3333   
34  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  40S  40S  Amber  2410   
35  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  30S  30S  Red  2540   
36  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  20MS  20MS  Amber  3029   
37  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  40S  40S  Red  2349   
38  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  60S  60S  Red  1621   
39  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  40M  40M  Amber  2271   
40  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  20S  20S  Amber  2323   
41  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  40S  40S  Red  2730   
 
Sr.No.  Cross  LR  YR  Grain Colour  Yield 
kg/ha  
in  
42  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  15M  15M  Amber  2011   
43  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  50S  50S  Red  2280   
44  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  40MS  40MS  Red  3450   
45  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  40MS  40MS  Red  3320   
46  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  40S  40S  Red  2410   
47  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  60S  60S  Red  2921   
48  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  40MSS  40MSS  Red  3545   
49  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  30MSS  30MSS  Red  3389   
50  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  20MS  20MS  Red  3775   
51  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  30MS  30MS  Red  3701   
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52  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  30MS  30MS  Red  3077   
53  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  10M  10M  Amber  2995   
54  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  20M  20M  Amber  3216   
55  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  30MS  30MS  Red  3441   
56  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  10M  10M  Amber  2345   
57  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  15M  15M  Amber  2470   
58  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  30MSS  30MSS  Red  3255   
59  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  80MSS  80MSS  Red  3467   
60  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  10M  10M  Amber  3068   
61  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  15M  15M  Red  3515   
62  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  60MS  60MS  Red  4550   
63  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  20M  20MS  Amber  3047   
64  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  30MS  20S  Red  3549   
65  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  15M  10M  Amber  3064   
66  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  50MSS  15M  Amber  3571   
67  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  10MS  10MS  Amber  3606   
68  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  20MS  10M  Amber  2977   
69  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Brambling  0  15M  Amber  3246   
70  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Wblli2*/Brambling  0  20MS  Amber  4075   
71  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Wblli2*/Brambling  0  0  Amber  3304   
72  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Wblli2*/Brambling  0  20MS  Yellow Berry  2689   
73  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Wblli2*/Brambling  0  0  Amber  2715   
74  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Wblli2*/Brambling  0  20MS  Amber  3516   
75  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Wblli2*/Brambling  50MS  25MS  Amber  2853   
76  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Wblli2*/Brambling  30S  25S  Amber  2671   
77  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Wblli2*/Brambling  20M  5M  Amber  3607   
78  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  15M  15MS  Amber  2502   
79  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  15MS  0  Amber  3148   
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80  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  0  15MS  Amber  3074   
81  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  0  0  Amber  3352   
82  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  60S  20S  Amber  1956   
83  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  30MSS  30MS  Red  3256   
84  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  20MS  10M  Amber  2905   
 
Sr.No.  Cross  LR  YR  Grain Colour  Yield 
kg/ha  
in  
85  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  20MS  10MS  Amber  3213   
86  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  20MS  10M  Amber  2663   
87  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  10MS  10M  Amber  3213   
88  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  0  0  Amber  3113   
89  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati  0  20MS  Amber  2953   
90  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  0  0  Amber  2411   
91  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  40MSS  40S  Light Red  1792   
92  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  5MS  20MS  Amber  2515   
93  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  0  5M  Amber  3213   
94  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  0  0  Amber  2342   
95  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  50S  25MS  Amber  2650   
96  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  30S  40S  Red  2156   
97  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  30M  0  Amber  2983   
98  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  0  0  Amber  2862   
99  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  0  0  Amber  3737   
100  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  0  0  Amber  3217   
101  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  30MS  10M  Amber  2329   
102  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  15MS  20MS  Amber  2546   
103  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  50MSS  20MS  Amber  2069   
104  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  40S  10MS  Amber  2879   
105  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  30MS  20MS  Amber  2949   
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106  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/JuchiF2000  20MS  10MS  Amber  2398   
107  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/JuchiF2000  60MS  20MS  Amber  2333   
108  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/JuchiF2000  40S  10MS  Amber  2312   
109  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/JuchiF2000  10M  0  Amber  3417   
110  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/JuchiF2000  40S  10S  Amber  2294   
111  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/JuchiF2000  10MS  10M  Amber  3308   
112  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/JuchiF2000  20S  5M  Amber  3633   
113  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  10M  10M  Amber  3126   
114  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  30MS  20S  Amber  2498   
115  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  0  0  Amber  2671   
116  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  30S  20MSS  Amber  2693   
117  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  0  5M  Amber  2515   
118  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  10M  10M  Amber  2576   
119  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  20MS  15M  Amber  2749   
120  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  20MS  15M  Amber  3378   
121  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Dollarbird  30MS  60MS  Amber  3170   
122  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  30MSS  0  Amber  2216   
123  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  25MSS  20MS  Red  3200   
124  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  30MSS  0  Red  2611   
125  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  30MSS  0  Red  2780   
 
Sr.No.  Cross  LR  YR  Grain Colour  Yield 
kg/ha  
in  
126  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  30S  15M  Red  2472   
127  Pak-812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kambi/2*Khawaki  30S  10MS  Red  2498   
128  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  0  0  Amber  2403   
129  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  0  20MS  Amber  3885   
130  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  5MS  20MS  Amber  3113   
131  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  5MRMS  20MS  Amber  2866   
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132  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  40S  10MS  Amber  2810   
133  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  30MSS  5MS  Amber  2702   
134  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  15M  10M  Amber  2511   
135  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  10MS  10M  Amber  2975   
136  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  10MSS  40MSS  Amber  1935   
137  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  20M  10M  Amber  3087   
138  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  25M  5M  Amber  2333   
139  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  20MS  5M  Amber  2997   
140  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  20M  5M  Amber  3170   
141  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  30MS  10M  Amber  2654   
142  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  10M  10M  Amber  2633   
143  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  5M  15MS  Amber  2537   
144  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  20M  10M  Amber  2841   
145  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  0  15MS  Amber  3170   
146  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  0  0  Amber  2776   
147  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  0  20MS  Amber  3478   
148  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  0  0  Amber  2923   
149  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  20MS  0  Amber  2581   
150  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  50S  20MS  Amber  2797   
151  Luan/Kohistan/Pak-81/3/Kiritati  40S  5M  Amber  2234   
152  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  15MS  10M  Amber  2875   
153  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  40S  30MS  Amber  2381   
154  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  30MS  40MS  Amber  2949   
155  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  10M  10M  Amber  2373   
156  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  30MS  30MSS  Amber  1974   
157  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  60S  30S  Amber  2520   
158  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  20M  10M  Amber  3491   
159  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  60S  15M  Amber  1918   
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160  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  20M  20M  Amber  2429   
161  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  10M  20M  Amber  2464   
162  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  10M  30MS  Amber  2867   
163  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  20MS  20MS  Amber  3083   
164  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  20S  10M  Amber  2780   
165  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kiritati  40S  15MRMS  Amber  2191   
166  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  10MS  15MS  Amber  3352   
167  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  10MS  20MS  Amber  2689   
168  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  20M  20MS  Amber  2641   
 
Sr.No.  Cross  LR  YR  Grain Colour  Yield 
kg/ha  
in  
169  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  10MS  20MS  Amber  2927   
170  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  0  15MS  Amber  2451   
171  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak-81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq-06/4/Kingbird  40S  15MS  Amber  2390   
172  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  0  0  Amber  2789   
173  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  10M  15MS  Amber  2381   
174  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  0  0  Amber  2407   
175  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  0  20MS  Amber  2477   
176  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  0  0  Amber  2494   
177  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  30S  20MS  Amber  2472   
178  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  40S  30MS  Amber  2191   
179  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  5MS  5MS  Amber  2689   
180  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor  10MS  20M  Amber  2347   
181  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  100S  20MS  Amber  2407   
182  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  100S  20S  Amber  2758   
183  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  80S  30MSS  Amber  2273   
184  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  40MS  15MS  Amber  3057   
185  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  20MS  15MS  Amber  2884   
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186  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  30MS  40S  Amber  2438   
187  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  30S  20MS  Amber  2611   
188  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  100S  20MS  Amber  2810   
189  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  20MS  10MS  Amber  2498   
190  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  10MS  20MS  Amber  3252   
191  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  100S  25MS  Amber  3053   
192  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-08  100S  10MS  Amber  3759   
193  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  10MS  20MS  Amber  3361   
194  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  20MS  10MS  Amber  3296   
195  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  10MS  20MS  Amber  4752   
196  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  10MS  10MS  Amber  2858   
197  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  20MS  15MS  Amber  3174   
198  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  10MS  20MS  Amber  4496   
199  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  0  0  Amber  2550   
200  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  0  0  Amber  4457   
201  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  60S  20MS  Amber  3192   
202  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  5MS  0  Amber  3413   
203  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  10MS  20MS  Amber  3209   
204  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  5MS  0  Amber  3361   
205  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  10MS  0  Amber  4240   
206  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  5MS  20MS  Amber  4175   
207  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  30MS  30MS  Amber  2074   
208  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  0  10MS  Amber  3184   
209  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  10MS  10MS  Amber  3023   
210  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  15M  15MS  Amber  4414   
211  Shafaq-06/Luan//MH97  15MS  10MS  Amber  4007   
 





212  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  10M  10MS  Amber  4713   
213  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  20M  15MS  Amber  3244   
214  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  15MS  Amber  3383   
215  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  15MS  Amber  3140   
216  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  15MS  Amber  4024   
217  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  10MS  Amber  4020   
218  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  20MS  15MS  Amber  2950   
219  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  15MS  10MS  Amber  3821   
220  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  30MS  10MS  Amber  3548   
221  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  10M  10MS  Amber  4024   
222  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  20MS  10MS  Amber  4592   
223  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  20MS  Amber  3977   
224  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  15MS  Amber  3812   
225  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  0  Amber  3756   
226  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  15MS  Amber  4185   
227  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  20M  0  Amber  4024   
228  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  10MS  Amber  3769   
229  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  0  10MS  Amber  3500   
230  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  10M  0  Amber  4011   
231  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  25MS  0  Amber  3370   
232  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  20MR  0  Amber  3812   
233  Uqab-2000/Wattan/Lr28//yecora  5MRMS  0  Amber  4219   
234  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  30S  20MS  Amber  3010   
235  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  40S  30S  Amber  3777   
236  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  0  0  Amber  3283   
237  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  10M  0  Amber  4020   
238  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  40S  30S  Amber  3214   
239  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  10M  0  Amber  4423   
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240  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  0  0  Amber  3530   
241  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  40S  30MS  Amber  3617   
242  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  20MS  5M  Amber  3374   
243  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  50MSS  25MS  Red  3474   
244  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  60S  30MS  Amber  2252   
245  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  80S  20MS  Red  3010   
246  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  15MS  40MS  Amber  2859   
247  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  40S  20MS  Amber  2893   
248  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  20MS  10MS  Amber  3539   
249  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06  0  15MS  Amber  2659   
250  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  50MSS  20MSS  Amber  2980   
251  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  15MRMS  0  Amber  4349   
252  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  5MS  20MS  Amber  3318   
253  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  5MS  10MS  Amber  3886   
254  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  10MS  15MS  Amber  2629   
 
Sr.No.  Cross  LR  YR  Grain Colour  Yield 
kg/ha  
in  
255  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  40MSS  20MS  Amber  1914   
256  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  30S  20MS  Amber  2720   
257  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  10MS  20MS  Amber  3660   
258  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  10MS  15MS  Amber  2867   
259  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  0  20MS  Amber  3227   
260  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  40MSS  40MS  Amber  2343   
261  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  20MS  20MS  Amber  3682   
262  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  50MS  30MS  Amber  2386   
263  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  30S  20MS  Amber  3062   
264  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  30S  10MS  Amber  3062   
265  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  20M  20MS  Amber  2976   
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266  Wattan/2*ERA//V03138  5MS  10MS  Amber  3270   
267  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  70MS  15MS  Amber  2746   
268  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  20M  20MS  Amber  2564   
269  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  0  10MS  Amber  3296   
270  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  20M  15MS  Amber  3357   
271  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  20MS  10MS  Amber  3119   
272  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  20MS  10MS  Amber  3288   
273  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  20MS  5MS  Amber  3171   
274  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  20MS  25MS  Amber  2547   
275  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  50MSS  25MS  Amber  3717   
276  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  0  5MRMS  Amber  3439   
277  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  0  5MRMS  Amber  3810   
278  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  20M  5MRMS  Amber  2870   
279  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  30MS  10MRMS  Amber  3390   
280  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  15MS  10MRMS  Amber  3242   
281  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  10MS  10MS  Amber  3728   
282  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  100S  20MS  Amber  2878   
283  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  80MRMS  10MS  Amber  3593   
284  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  20MS  20MS  Amber  3234   
285  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  15MS  0  Amber  3463   
286  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  15MS  0  Amber  3754   
287  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  20MS  10MS  Amber  3104   
288  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007  40MSS  20MS  Amber  3572   
289  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  10MR  0  Amber  3515   
290  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  30S  20MS  Amber  3203   
291  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  10M  10M  Amber  3238   
292  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  10MS  30MS  Amber  2623   
293  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  5MS  20MS  Amber  2870   
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294  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora  10MS  0  Amber  3242   
295  Lasani-08/Seher-06  20MS  10MS  Amber  3000   
296  Lasani-08/Seher-06  10MS  10MS  Amber  4243   
297  Lasani-08/Seher-06  10MS  20MS  Amber  3975   
 
Sr.No.  Cross  LR  YR  Grain Colour  Yield 
kg/ha  
in  
298  Lasani-08/Seher-06  30S  10MR  Amber  3216   
299  Lasani-08/Seher-06  30MS  15MR  Amber  2757   
300  Lasani-08/Seher-06  40S  15MR  Amber  3004   
301  Lasani-08/Seher-06  15MS  10M  Amber  4217   
302  Lasani-08/Seher-06  20MS  20M  Amber  3043   
303  Lasani-08/Seher-06  15MS  10M  Amber  3411   
304  Lasani-08/Seher-06  20MS  0  Amber  4044   
305  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  20MS  10M  Amber  4304   
306  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  20MS  20M  Amber  3385   
307  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  20MS  0  Amber  3069   
308  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  15MS  10MRMS  Amber  3104   
309  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  20MS  15MR  Amber  3775   
310  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  20MS  0  Amber  3091   
311  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  40S  20MS  Amber  3489   
312  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  40S  0  Amber  2787   
313  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  15MS  20M  Amber  3832   
314  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  20MS  20M  Amber  3533   
315  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  10MS  10MS  Amber  3112   
316  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  30MRMS  30MSS  Amber  2896   
317  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  20S  5MR  Amber  3268   
318  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  70S  15MS  Amber  2315   
319  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  30MS  20MS  Amber  4152   
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320  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  10MRMS  0  Amber  4018   
321  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  60MS  20MS  Amber  2670   
322  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  30MRMS  0  Amber  3814   
323  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  60S  10MS  Amber  3251   
324  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  40MS  10MS  Amber  3797   
325  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  50S  20MS  Amber  3312   
326  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  40MSS  10MS  Amber  2887   
327  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  30MSS  20MS  Amber  2748   
328  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  15MR  20MR  Amber  3550   
329  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  20MR  10MS  Amber  3797   
330  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  20MS  20MS  Amber  3216   
331  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  30MS  20MS  Red  3706   
332  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  40MSS  10MS  Red  2753   
333  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  30MS  20MS  Red  3563   
334  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  30MS  20MS  Red  3775   
335  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  50MS  40S  Red  3732   
336  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  30MS  20MS  Amber  3151   
337  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  30MS  25MS  Red  2956   
338  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  40MS  20MS  Red  3260   
339  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  20MR  20MS  Amber  3134   
340  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  20MS  20MS  Amber  3801   
Sr.No.  Cross  LR  YR  Grain Colour  Yield 
kg/ha  
in  
341  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  40MSS  20MS  Red  3372   
342  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  20MS  5MS  Amber  4174   
343  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  10MRMS  10MS  Amber  3294   
344  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06  20MS  20MS  Amber  3455   
345  Lr19/V02192//Shfaq-06  70MS  20MSS  Red  4542   
346  AARI-2011  5MR  10MS  Amber  2589   
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347  Lasani-2008  5M  0  Amber  2742   
348  Fsd-2008  0  0  Amber  2708   
349  Shafaq-2006  0  20MS  Amber  2554   
350  Seher-2008  30MS  0  Amber  2938   
351  Inqilab-91  5MR  30MS  Amber  2720   
352  Wattan  50MSS  0  Amber  2627   
353  Uqab-2000  0  0  Amber  2503   
354  Punjab-2011  5MR  0  Amber  2737   
355  Chenab-2000  0  10MR  Amber  2663   
356  Millat-2011  0  0  Amber  2890   
357  Morocco  100S  100S  Amber  1650   
  
  
Appendix 4. List of 220 selected genotypes for molecular characterization for combining 
rust resistant genes and high yield potential    
Sr.  
NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL  
1  11190  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
2  11191  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/ Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
3  11192  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/ Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7-0A  
4  11193  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/ Pfau/Seri.1B// Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
5  11194  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/ Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
6  11195  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/ Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
7  11196  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/ Pfau/Seri.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
8  11197  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
9  11198  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
10  11199  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
11  11200  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
12  11201  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
13  11202  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
14  11203  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
15  11204  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
16  11205  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
17  11206  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
18  11207  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  





NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL  
20  11209  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
21  11210  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
22  11211  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
23  11212  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-1k-0a  
24  11213  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-2k-0a  
25  11214  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-22k-0a  
26  11215  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-25k-0a  
27  11216  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-26k-0a  
28  11217  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-29k-0a  
29  11218  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-32k-0a  
30  11219  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-34k-0a  
31  11220  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-37k-0a  
32  11221  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
33  11222  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
34  11223  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
35  11224  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
36  11225  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
37  11226  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
38  11227  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
39  11228  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
40  11229  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
41  11230  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
42  11231  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
43  11232  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
44  11233  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
45  11234  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
46  11235  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
47  11236  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
48  11237  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
49  11238  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
50  11239  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
51  11240  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM- 0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
52  11241  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
53  11242  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
54  11243  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
55  11244  Pak81*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
56  11245  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
57  11246  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
58  11247  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
59  11248  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
60  11249  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
61  11250  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/JuchiF2000 PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
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62  11251  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi F2000 PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
 
Sr.  
NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL  
63  11252  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi F2000 PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
64  11253  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
65  11254  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
66  11255  Pak8112*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
67  11256  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
68  11257  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
69  11258  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
70  11259  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
71  11260  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
72  11261  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
73  11262  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
74  11263  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
75  11264  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
76  11265  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
77  11266  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
78  11267  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
79  11268  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
80  11269  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
81  11270  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
82  11271  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
83  11272  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
84  11273  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  
85  11274  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
86  11275  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
87  11276  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  
88  11277  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
89  11278  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
90  11279  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
91  11280  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
92  11281  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
93  11282  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
94  11283  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
95  11284  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
96  11285  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
97  11286  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
98  11287  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
99  11288  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
100  11289  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
101  11290  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
102  11291  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
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103  11292  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
104  11293  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
105  11294  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
 
Sr.  
NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL  
106  11295  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
107  11296  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
108  11297  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
109  11298  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
110  11299  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
111  11300  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
112  11301  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
113  11302  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
114  11303  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
115  11304  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
116  11305  Shafaq/ Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
117  11306  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
118  11307  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
119  11308  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11-K-0A  
120  11309  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
121  11310  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
122  11311  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
123  11312  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
124  11313  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
125  11314  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
126  11315  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
127  11316  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
128  11317  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
129  11318  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
130  11319  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
131  11320  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
132  11321  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
133  11322  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
134  11323  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
135  11324  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
136  11325  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
137  11326  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
138  11327  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
139  11328  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
140  11329  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
141  11330  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
142  11331  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
143  11332  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
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144  11333  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
145  11334  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
146  11335  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
147  11336  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-31K-0A  
148  11337  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-32K-0A  
 
Sr.  
NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL  
149  11338  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
150  11339  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
151  11340  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
152  11341  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
153  11342  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/ Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
154  11343  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
155  11344  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
156  11345  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
157  11346  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
158  11347  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
159  11348  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
160  11349  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
161  11350  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
162  11351  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
163  11352  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
164  11353  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
165  11354  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
166  11355  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
167  11356  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
168  11357  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
169  11358  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
170  11359  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
171  11360  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
172  11361  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  
173  11362  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
174  11363  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
175  11364  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
176  11365  Wattan/ 2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
177  11366  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
178  11367  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
179  11368  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
180  11369  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
181  11370  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
182  11371  Wattan/2*ERA// V0 3007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
183  11372  Wattan/2*ERA// V0 3007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
184  11373  Wattan/2*ERA// V0 3007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-40K-0A  
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185  11374  Wattan/2*ERA// V4179 PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
186  11375  Wattan/2*ERA// V4179 PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
187  11376  Wattan/2*ERA// V4179 PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
188  11377  Wattan/2*ERA// V4179 PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
189  11378  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
190  11379  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
191  11380  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
Sr.  
NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL  
192  11381  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
193  11382  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
194  11383  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
195  11384  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
196  11385   Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
197  11386  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
198  11387   Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
199  11388   Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-38K-0A  
200  11389  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
201  11390  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
202  11391  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
203  11392  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
204  11393  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
205  11394  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
206  11395  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
207  11396  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
208  11397  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22-0A  
209  11398  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
210  11399  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
211  11400  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
212  11401  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
213  11402  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
214  11403  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
215  11404  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
216  11405  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
217  11406  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  
218  11407  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-41K-0A  
219  11408  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-42K-0A  












Appendix 5. Yield testing of 220 selected lines in 5 groups (each group having 44 new 
selected lines as well as 6 checks)  
  
Sr. NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL   
Group-1  
1  11190  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/SERI.1B//Ammad/3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
2  11191  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/SERI.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
3  11192  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/SERI.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7-0A  
4  11193  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/SERI.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
5  11194  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/SERI.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
6  11195  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/SERI.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
7  11196  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/SERI.1B//Ammad /3/Waxwing PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
8  Check  Seher-2006  
9  11197  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/WBLL12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
10  11198  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/WBLL12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
11  11199  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/WBLL12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
12  11200  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/WBLL12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
13  11201  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/WBLL12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
14  11202  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/WBLL12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
15  11203  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/WBLL12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
16  Check  Shafaq-2006  
17  11204  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/WBLL12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
18  11205  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/WBLL12*/Brambling PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
19  11206  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
20  11207  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/ Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
21  11208  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/ Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
22  11209  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/ Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
23  11210  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/ Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
24  Check  Lasani-2008  
25  11211  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/ Kiritati PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
26  11212  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling PB33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-1k-0a  
27  11213  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling PB33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-2k-0a  
28  11214  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling PB33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-22k-0a  
29  11215  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling PB33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-25k-0a  
30  11216  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling PB33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-26k-0a  
31  11217  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling PB33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-29k-0a  
32  Check  Faisalabad-2008  
33  11218  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling PB33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-32k-0a  
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34  11219  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling PB33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-34k-0a  
35  11220  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Brambling PB33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-37k-0a  
36  11221  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
37  11222  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
38  11223  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
39  11224  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
 
Sr. NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL   
40  Check  Millat-2011  
41  11225  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
42  11226  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
43  11227  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
44  11228  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
45  11229  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/3/Wblli/Brambling PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
46  11230  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
47  11231  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
48  Check  Punjab-2011  
49  11232  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
50  11233  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
Group-2  
51  11234  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
52  11235  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
53  11236  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
54  11237  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
55  11238  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
56  11239  Wattan/Fsd//Kiritati PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
57  11240  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
58  Check  Punjab-2011  
59  11241  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
60  11242  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
61  11243  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
62  11244  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
63  11245  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
64  11246  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
65  11247  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
66  Check  Millat-2011  
67  11248  Pak812*/Wattan//2*ShafaqQ/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
68  11249  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
69  11250  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi F2000 PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
70  11251  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi F2000 PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
71  11252  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi F2000 PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
72  11253  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
73  11254  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
74  Check  Faisalabad-2008  
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75  11255  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
76  11256  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
77  11257  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
78  11258  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
79  11259  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
80  11260  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
81  11261  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
82  Check  Lasani-2008  
 
Sr. NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL   
83  11262  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
84  11263  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
85  11264  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
86  11265  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
87  11266  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
88  11267  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
89  11268  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
90  Check  Shafaq-2006  
91  11269  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
92  11270  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
93  11271  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
94  11272  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
95  11273  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  
96  11274  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
97  11275  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kritati PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
98  Check  Seher-2006  
99  11276  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritat PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  
100  11277  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kiritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
Group-3  
101  11278  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
102  11279  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
103  11280  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
104  11281  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
105  11282  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
106  11283  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
107  11284  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kritati PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
108  Check  Lasani-2008  
109  11285  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
110  11286  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
111  11287  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
112  11288  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
113  11289  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafaq/4/Kingbird PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
114  11290  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
115  11291  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
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116  Check  Faisalabad-2008  
117  11292  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
118  11293  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
119  11294  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
120  11295  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
121  11296  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
122  11297  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2*Pastor PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
123  11298  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-8 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
124  Check  Millat-2011  
125  11299  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-8 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
 
Sr. NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL   
126  11300  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-8 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
127  11301  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-8 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
128  11302  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani-8 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
129  11303  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
130  11304  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
131  11305  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
132  Check  Seher-2006  
133  11306  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
134  11307  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
135  11308  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11-K-0A  
136  11309  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
137  11310  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
138  11311  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
139  11312  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
140  Check  Shafaq-2006  
141  11313  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
142  11314  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
143  11315  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
144  11316  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
145  11317  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
146  11318  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
147  11319  Shafaq/Luan//MH97 PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
148  Check  Punjab-2011  
149  11320  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
150  11321  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
Group-4  
151  11322  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
152  11323  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
153  11324  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
154  11325  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
155  11326  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
156  11327  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
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157  11328  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
158  Check  Millat-2011  
159  11329  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
160  11330  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
161  11331  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
162  11332  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
163  11333  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
164  11334  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
165  11335  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
166  Check  Punjab-2011  
167  11336  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-31K-0A  
168  11337  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-32K-0A  
 
Sr. NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL   
169  11338  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
170  11339  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
171  11340  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
172  11341  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
173  11342  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/ Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
174  Check  Seher-2006  
175  11343  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
176  11344  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
177  11345  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
178  11346  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
179  11347  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
180  11348  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
181  11349  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
182  Check  Shafaq-2006  
183  11350  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
184  11351  SH88/Pak81//MH97/3/Shafaq-06 PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
185  11352  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
186  11353  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
187  11354  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
188  11355  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
189  11356  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
190  Check  Lasani-2008  
191  11357  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
192  11358  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
193  11359  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
194  11360  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
195  11361  Wattan/2*ERA//V04178 PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  
196  11362  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
197  11363  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
198  Check  Faisalabad-2008  
170  
  
199  11364  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
200  11365  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
Group-5  
201  11366  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
202  11367  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
203  11368  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
204  11369  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
205  11370  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
206  11371  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
207  11372  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
208  Check  Shafaq-2006  
209  11373  Wattan/2*ERA//V03007 PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-40K-0A  
210  11374  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V04179 PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
211  11375  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V04179 PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
212  11376  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V04179 PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
Sr. NO   V-Code  NAME O F MATERIAL   
213  11377  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V04179 PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
214  11378  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
215  11379  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
216  Check  Lasani-2008  
217  11380  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
218  11381  Wattan/2*ERA//Wattan/Lr28//Yecora PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
219  11382  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
220  11383  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
221  11384  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
222  11385  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
223  11386  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
224  Check  Seher-2006  
225  11387  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
226  11388  Lasani/Seher PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-38K-0A  
227  11389  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
228  11390  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
229  11391  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
230  11392  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
231  11393  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
232  Check  Punjab-2011  
233  11394  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
234  11395  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
235  11396  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
236  11397  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22-0A  
237  11398  Lasani/Iqbal PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
238  11399  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
239  11400  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
240  Check  Millat-2011  
241  11401  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
242  11402  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
243  11403  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
244  11404  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
171  
  
245  11405  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
246  11406  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  
247  11407  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-41K-0A  
248  Check  Faisalabad-2008  
249  11408  Lr19/V02192//Shafaq-06 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-42K-0A  











Appendix 6. Brown and yellow rust severity along with AUDPC of 220 outstanding lines 
during the years 2010-11  
Selec -
tion  
V-Code  Advance line  Brown Rust  Yellow Rust  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUD 
PC  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  
1  11190  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//  
Ammad /3/Waxwing  
  PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  0  5MS  25  
2  11191  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//  
Ammad /3/Waxwing  
PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
0  0  5MS  25  0  0  0  0  
3  11192  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//  
Ammad /3/Waxwing     
PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7-0A  
10MS  20MS  30MS  400  0  0  0  0  
4  11193  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//  
Ammad /3/Waxwing     
PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
0  0  10MS  50  0  0  0  0  
5  11194  RT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//  
Ammad/ 3/Waxwing  
PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
5MS  10MS  20MRM 
S  
225  0  5MS  20MR 
MS  
150  
6  11195  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//  
Ammad /3/Waxwing    
PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
0  5MS  15MR  125  0  5MS  5MS  750  
7  11196  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/4/Pfau/Seri.1B//  
Ammad/3/ waxwing    
PB33879DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
0  5M  10MRM 
S  
100  0  0  0  0  
8  11197  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Bram 
bling    
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
10S  25S  40S  500  0  5MS  10MS  100  
9  11198  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Bram 
bling     
   PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
0  10MSM 
S  
20MS  200  0  0  0  0  
10  11199  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Bram 
bling    
PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
10MS  20MS  40MSS  450  0  10S  15S  175MS  
11  11200  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Bram 
bling  PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K0A  
5MS  10MS  10MRM 
S  
175  0  0  0  0  
172  
  
12  11201  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Bram 
bling  PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K0A  
5S  20S  40S  425  0  0  10S  50  
13  11202  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Bram 
bling  PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-
10K0A  
10S  25S  40MSS  500  0  5MS  10MS 
S  
100  
14  11203  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Bram 
bling  PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-
17K0A  
0  10MS  20MS  200  0  0  0  0  
15  11204  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Bram 
bling  PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-
21K0A  
5S  10S  30MSS  275  0  0  5MS  25  
16  11205  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Wblli2*/Bram 
bling  PB33880DRRM-0A-0K-0A-
22K0A  
0  5S  25MS  175  0  10MS  20MS 
S  
200  
17  11206  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/ Kiritati 
PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
0  10MS  15MS  175  5S  10S  30MS 
S  
275  
18  11207  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/ Kiritati 
PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
0  10MS  15MS  175  0  0  0  0  
19  11208  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/ Kiritati  
PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  0  10MS  50  
20  11209  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3 Kiritati  
PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
0  10MR  20MR  200  0  5MS  15MR  125  




V-Code  Advance line  Brown Rust  Yellow Rust  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUD 
PC  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  
21  11210  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati  
PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
0  5MR  10MRM 
S  
100  0  5MS  5MS  75  
22  11211  FRT/SA42//PRL/SA42/3/Kiritati   
PB33881DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
0  5MS  20MS  150  0  0  0  0  
23  11212  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling  
Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-1k-0a  
5MS  10MS  10M  125  0  0  10M  50  
24  11213  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq-06/3/Wblli/Brambling  
Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-2k-0a  
0  0  0  0  0  0  10M  0  
25  11214  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafa 
q/4/Brambling                              
Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-22k-0a  
10MS  30MS  50MSS  600  5MS  10MS  10M  225  
26  11215  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafa 
q/4/Brambling                         
Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-25k-0a  
0  10MS  20MRM 
S  
200  0  0  10M  0  
27  11216  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafa 
q/4/Brambling                                     
Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-26k-0a  
0  0  0  0  0  10MS  10M  150  
28  11217  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafa 
q/4/Brambling                           
Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-29k-0a  
10S  30S  60S  650  0  0  10M  0  
29  11218  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafa 
q/4/Brambling                                  
Pb33884DRRM-0a-0k-0a-32k-0a  
0  5MS  10MRM 
S  
100  0  0  10M  0  
30  11219  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafa 
q/4/Brambling                           
Pb33884drrm-0a-0k-0a-34k-0a  
0  10MS  20MSS  200  5MS  10MS  10M  200  
31  11220  Wattan/2*Era/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Shafa 
q/4/Brambling                                   
Pb33884-DRRM-0a-0k-0a-37k-0a  
0  0  0  0  0  0  10M  0  
32  11221  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/3/Wblli/Brambling   
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
0  10MS  20MRM 
S  
200  0  10MS  10M  225  
173  
  
33  11222  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/3/Wblli/Brambling              
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
0  10MS  25MRM 
S  
125  0  5MS  10M  175  
34  11223  Wattan/2*ERA/2/PAK81/2*Wattan/3/Sh 
afaq/3/Wblli/Brambling       
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  5MS  10M  75  
35  11224  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/3/Wblli/Brambling    
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
0  10MS  30S  250  0  0  10M  0  
36  11225  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/3/wblli/brambling   
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
0  10MS  25MS  225  0  0  10M  0  
37  11226  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/3/Wblli/Brambling    
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
0  10MS  30MS  250  0  0  10M  0  
38  11227  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/3/WbllI/Brambling 
PB33885DRRM0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
0  0  5MS  25  0  0  10M  0  
39  11228  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/3/wblli/brambling          
B33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  10MS  10M  175  
40  11229  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/3/wblli/brambling        
PB33885DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
10MS  25MS  40MR  500  0  10MS  10M  200  
41  11230  Wattan/Fsd-08// Kiritati   
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  




V-Code  Advance line  Brown Rust  Yellow Rust  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUD 
PC  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  
42  11231  Wattan/Fsd-08// Kiritati   
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  5MR  10M  100  
43  11232  Wattan/Fsd-08// Kiritati  
 PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
0  5MS  5MRMS  75  0  0  10M  25  
44  11233  Wattan/Fsd-08// Kiritati   
 PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
10MS  20MS  40MSS  450  0  10MS  10M  200  
45  11234  Wattan/FSsd-08//Kiritati   
 PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
5MS  10MS  30MSS  275  0  10MS  10M  150  
46  11235  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati   
 PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
5MS  25MSS  50MSS  525  0  0  10M  25  
47  11236  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati   
   PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
0  10MS  20MS  200  0  5MS  10M  100  
48  11237  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati   
  PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
0  10MS  30MSS  250  0  0  10M  0  
49  11238  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati   
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
0  10M  15MRM 
S  
225  5MS  10MS  10M  175  
50  11239  Wattan/Fsd-08//Kiritati     
PB33888DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
0  10MS  20MSS  200  0  0  10M  0  
51  11240  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq-06/3/Kiritati  
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
10MS  30MS  40MSS  550  0  0  10M  0  
52  11241  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
0  10S  20S  200  0  05MSS  10M  100  
53  11242  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
0  25MS  30MS  400  0  0  10M  0  
54  11243  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
20S  30S  50MSS  650  0  0  10M  0  
55  11244  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
10MS  15MS  25MSS  325  5MS  10MS  10M  225  
56  11245  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati  
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
0  10MS  10MS  150  0  0  10M  0  
174  
  
57  11246  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati  
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
10S  20S  30S  400  0  10MS  10M  200  
58  11247  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
0  0  10MS  50  0  0  10M  0  
59  11248  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati   
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
0  0  5MS  25  0  0  10M  0  
60  11249  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Kiritati    
PB33889DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
5S  20MSS  40MSS  425  0  10MS  10M  250  
61  11250  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi  
F2000  
PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
10MS  15MS  25MS  325  5MS  10MS  10M  175  
62  11251  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi  
F2000     
PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
0  20S  40MSS  400  0  0  10M  0  
63  11252  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Juchi  
F2000 PB33890DRRM-0A-0K-0A-
20K0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  10M  0  
64  11253  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird   
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
5MS  10MS  25MS  150  0  5MS  10M  100  
65  11254  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird    
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  




300  0  10MS  10M  225  
66  11255  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird    
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
0  10MS  20MRM 
S  
200  0  10MS  10M  100  
67  11256  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird   
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  




V-Code  Advance line  Brown Rust  Yellow Rust  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUD 
PC  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  
68  11257  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird    
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
10MS  15MS  40MS  400  0  10MS  10M  100  
69  11258  Pak812*/Wattan//2*Shafaq/3/Dollarbird    
PB33891DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
0  10MR 
MS  
15MR  175  0  10MS  10M  225  
70  11259  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati  
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
0  5MS  5MR  75  0  5MS  10M  100  
71  11260  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati   
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
0  20S  25S  325  0  5MS  10M  175  
72  11261  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati   
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
0  15MS  25MR  375  5MS  10MS  10M  275  
73  11262  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
0  5MS  15MR  125  0  0  10M  0  
74  11263  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
0  5MS  10MRM 
S  
100  0  0  10M  0  
75  11264  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati   
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
0  0  0  0  5MS  10MS  10M  475  
76  11265  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati   
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
10MS  20MS  30MSS  400  0  10MS  10M  250  
77  11266  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati   
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
10MSS  15MSS  40MSS  400  0  0  10M  0  
78  11267  Luan/Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  0  0  0  
79  11268  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
10MS  15MS  30MR  350  0  10S  20S  200  
80  11269  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
0  10MS  10MS  150  5S  10S  20S  225  
81  11270  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
0  10MS  15MS  175  0  0  0  0  
175  
  
82  11271  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
83  11272  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  0  0  0  
84  11273  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  
10MS  20MS  25MS  375  0  0  0  0  
85  11274  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
5MS  10MSS  30MSS  275  0  10MS  10MS  150  
86  11275  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati     
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  
10S  20S0  30S  400  0  5S  10S  100  
87  11276  Luan /Kohistan/Pak81/3/Kiritati    
PB33893DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
88  11277  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kiritati                         
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
89  11278  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kiritati                       
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
10MS  15MS  30MSS  350  0  5MS  10MS  100  
90  11279  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kiritati                      
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
0  10MS  20MS  200  0  5MS  15MS  125  
91  11280  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kiritati                       
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  10MS  15MR 
MS  
175  
92  11281  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  




V-Code  Advance line  Brown Rust  Yellow Rust  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUD 
PC  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  
93  11282  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  




175  0  5MS  5MS  75  
94  11283  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kiritati    
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  




325  0  10MS  10MS  150  
95  11284  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kiritati     
PB33896DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
10S  20S  40MSS  450  0  5MS  10MS  100  
96  11285  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/ Kingbird  
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
10MS  15MS  20MS  300  0  10MS  10MS  150  
97  11286  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/SH 
AFAQ/4/ Kingbird  
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
0  10MS  25MR  225  0  5MS  5MS  75  
98  11287  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/ Kingbird    
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
5MS  10MS  25MRM 
S  





99  11288  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kingbird    
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
0  10MS  15MRM 
S  
225  0  5MS  10MS  100  
100  11289  Wattan/2*ERA/2/Pak81/2*Wattan/3/Sha 
faq/4/Kingbird    
PB33897DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  5MS  5MS  75  
101  11290  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2* 
Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
5MS  15MSS  30MSS  325  0  10MS  25MS  225  
102  11291  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2* 
Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  









103  11292  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2* 
Pastor    
 PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
10MS  20MS  40MRM 
S  
450  0  0  0  0  
104  11293  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2* 
Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  




300  0  0  0  0  
105  11294  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2* 
Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
10MS  30MS  50MRM 
S  
600  0  0  0  0  
106  11295  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2* 
Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
0  0  0  0  10MS  25MS  60MR 
MS  
600  
107  11296  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2* 
Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  0  0  0  
108  11297  SH88/90A204//MH97/3/Kiritati//PRL/2* 
Pastor     
PB33900DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
5MS  10MS  20MS  225  0  0  0  0  
109  11298  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani       
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
0  10MS  25MS  225  0  0  0  0  
110  11299  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani     
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
0  10MS  15MS  175  0  15MS  20MS  250  
111  11300  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani     
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
10S  30S  80MSS  750  0  10MS  10MS  150  
112  11301  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani     
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
5MS  20MS  40MS  425  0  0  0  0  
113  11302  Wattan/2*ERA//Lasani      
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
20MS  30MS  60MS  700  0  0  0  0  
114  11303  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
10MS  15MS  30MSS  350  0  0  0  0  
  
Selection  V-Code  Advance line  Brown Rust  Yellow Rust  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  
115  11304  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97       
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  0  0  0  
116  11305  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
0  0  0  0  10 
MS  
25MS  50MR 
MS  
550  
117  11306  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97   
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
0  0  0  0  5M 
S  
15MS  25MR 
MS  
300  
118  11307  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97   
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  




100  0  0  0  0  
119  11308  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97   
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11-K-0A  
0  5MS  10MR 
MS  
100  0  0  0  0  
120  11309  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97   
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
10S  20S  60S  550  10 
MS  
20MS  30MS  400  
121  11310  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97   
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-0A  
10MS  25MS  40MS  400  0  5MS  10MS  100  
122  11311  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97   
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
10MS  20MS  40MS  450  0  10MS  15MS  175  
123  11312  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97   
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
10MS  15MS  25MS  325  0  10MS  20MS  200  
124  11313  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
125  11314  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
0  0  0  0  5M 
S  
25MS  70MR 
MS  
625  
126  11315  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
0  5MS  10MR 
MS  





127  11316  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
0  0  0  0  10 
MS  
20MS  30MR 
MS  
400  
128  11317  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
10MS  30MS  80MS  750  0  0  0  0  
129  11318  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97    
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
0  0  0  0  5M 
S  
15MS  40MR 
MS  
375  
130  11319  Shafaq/ Luan// MH97     
PB33822DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  




75  0  0  0  0  
131  11320  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
0  5MS  10MR 
MS  
100  0  0  0  0  
132  11321  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
0  10MS  20MS  200  0  0  0  0  
133  11322  Uqab/Wattan/Lr28//Yecora   
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
10MS  20MS  25MS  325  0  10MS  20MS  200  
134  11323  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  0  0  0  
135  11324  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-0A  
0  10MS  20MS  200  0  0  0  0  
136  11325  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
10MS  15MS  20MS  300  0  0  0  0  
137  11326  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
10MS  25MS  40MSS  500  5M 
S  
10MS  25MS 
S  
250  
138  11327  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-21K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
139  11328  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
140  11329  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
 
Selection  V-Code  Advance line  Brown Rust  Yellow Rust  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUD 
PC  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  
141  11330  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-0A  
0  10MS  20MS  200  0  0  0  0  
142  11331  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
10MS  30MS  60MS  650  0  10MS  15MS  175  
143  11332  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  
0  10MS  15MS  175  0  0  0  0  
144  11333  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-28K-0A  
0  5MS  10MR 
MS  
100  0  0  0  0  
145  11334  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
10MSS  25MS  70MS  650  0  10MS  20MS  200  
146  11335  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  
0  10MS  20MS  200  0  10MS  25MS  225  
147  11336  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora       
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-31K-0A  
5MS  10MS  10MS0  175  0  5MS  10MS  100  
148  11337  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-32K-0A  




100  0  0  0  0  
149  11338  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  




100  0  0  0  0  
150  11339  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  
0  10MS  20MS  200  0  0  0  0  
151  11340  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  5MS  5MS  75  
152  11341  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33817DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-0A  





153  11342  Uqab/ Wattan/Lr28//Yecora      
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-3K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  5MS  5MS  75  
154  11343  SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06   
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
5MS  25MS  60MSS 
0  
575  0  5MS  10MS  100  
155  11344  SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06  
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
10MS  20MS  40MS  450  0  10MS  15MS  1750  
156  11345  SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06  
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  10MS  20MS  200  
157  11346  SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06  
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  
10MS  20MS 
S  
50MSS  500  0  10MS  20MS 
S  
200  
158  11347  SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06  
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-13K-0A  
0  5MS  15MS  125  0  10MS  25MS  225  
159  11348  SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06  
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
0  10MS  20MSS  200  5MS  10MS  30MS 
S  
275  
160  11349  SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06  
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
10S  40S0  80S  850  0  5MS  10MS  100  
161  11350  SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06 
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-25K-0A  
0  10MS  10MS  150  0  10MS  20MS  200  
162  11351  SH88/ Pak81// MH-97/3/ Shafaq-06  
PB33826DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  
10S  30S  70S  700  10MS  15MS  20MS  300  
163  11352  Wattan/2* ERA //V04178      
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
0  10MS  25MS  225  0  5MS  10MS  100  
164  11353  Wattan/2* ERA // V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  




100  0  0  0  0  
165  11354  Wattan/2* ERA // V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-0A  
0  10MS  20MS  200  0  10MS  20MS  200  
166  11355  Wattan/2* ERA // V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-0A  









V-Code  Advance line  Brown Rust  Yellow Rust  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUD 
PC  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  
167  11356  Wattan/2* ERA V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-17K-0A  
0  5MS  5MS  750  0  5MS  5MS  75  
168  11357  Wattan/2* ERA // V04178  
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
10S  30S  80S  750  0  10MS  20MS  200  
169  11358  Wattan/2* ERA // V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-19K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  0  0  0  
170  11359  Wattan/2* ERA // V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-26K-0A  




100  0  0  0  0  
171  11360  Wattan/2* ERA // V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-34K-0A  




100  0  0  0  0  
172  11361  Wattan/2* ERA V04178   
PB33832DRRM-0A-0K-0A-35K-0A  
5MS  10MS  25MS  250  0  0  0  0  
173  11362  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
10MS  20MS  30MS  400  0  10MS  20MS  200  
174  11363  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-8K-0A  
20MS  30MS  60MR 
MS  
700  0  10MS  15MS  175  
175  11364  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-0A  
10MS  40MS  80MR 
MS  
650  0  10MS  20MS  200  
176  11365  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-0A  
0  10MS  15MR 
MS  
175  0  0  0  0  
177  11366  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-0A  
0  15MS  50MR 
MS  
400  0  10MS  30MS  250  
178  11367  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-23K-0A  
0  10MS  25MR 
MS  
225  0  5MS  10MS  100  
179  
  
179  11368  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-27K-0A  







180  11369  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007  
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-29K-0A  
10MS  20MS  40MS  450  10MS  15MS  30MS  350  
181  11370  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-30K-0A  




950  0  0  0  0  
182  11371  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007   
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-33K-0A  
10MS  20MS  60MS  550  0  10MS  25MS  225  
183  11372  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007    
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-36K-0A  
10MS  25MS  50MS  650  0  10MS  30MS  250  
184  11373  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V03007    
PB33823DRRM-0A-0K-0A-40K-0A  
5MS  10MS  20MS  225  0  0  0  0  
185  11374  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V04179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
10MSS  20MSS  30MS 
S  
400  5MS  10MS  20MS  225  
186  11375  Wattan/ 2*RRA// V04179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
187  11376  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V04179     
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
188  11377  Wattan/ 2*ERA// V04179    
PB33831DRRM-0A-0K-0A-9K-0A  
10MS  20MS  25MS  375  0  0  0  0  
189  11378  Wattan/ 2*ERA// Wattan/ Lr 
28//Yecora   PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-
0A-1K-0A  
10S  30S  60S  650  0  5MS  10MS  100  
190  11379  Wattan/ 2*Era// Wattan/ Lr 
28//Yecora   Pb33837drrm-0a-0k-0a-
8k-0a  
0  10MS  15MS  175  0  0  0  0  
191  11380  Wattan/ 2*ERA// Wattan/ Lr 
28//Yecora   PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-
0A-16K-0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  0  0  0  0  
192  11381  Wattan/ 2*ERA// Wattan/ Lr 
28//Yecora   PB33837DRRM-0A-0K-
0A-28K-0A  
10MSS  25MSS  40MS 
S  
400  10MS  15MS  25MR 
MS  
325  
193  11382  Lasani-08/Seher-06     
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
10MS  15MS  30MR 
MS  
350  0  10MS  15MS  175  
Selec -
tion  
V-Code  Advance line  Brown Rust  Yellow Rust  
1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  1st  2nd  3rd  AUDPC  
194  11383  Lasani-08 /Seher-06   
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  
20S  30MS  80S  800  0  10MS  20MS  200  
195  11384  Lasani-08/Seher-06   
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
10S  20MSS  60MSS  550  0  10MS  20MS  200  
196  11385  Lasani-08/Seher-06  
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-11K-
0A  
0  5MRM 
S  
10MRMS  100  0  0  0  0  
197  11386  Lasani-08/Seher-06   
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-12K-
0A  
0  20MSS  50MSS  450  0  0  0  0  
198  11387  Lasani-08/Seher-06   
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-
0A  
10S  25MS  50MS  650  0  5MS  10MR 
MS  
100  
199  11388  Lasani-08/Seher-06  
PB33819DRRM-0A-0K-0A-38K-
0A  
5MS  10MS  30MS  275  0  5MS  10MS  100  
200  11389  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000     
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
5MS  20MS  30MRMS  375  0  10MS  20MS  200  
201  11390  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-2K-0A  





202  11391  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
10MS  25MS  40MRMS  500  0  5MS  10MS  100  
203  11392  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-5K-0A  
0  10MR 
MS  
15MRMS  150  0  5MS  5MS  75  
204  11393  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-6K-0A  
5MS  10MS  10MS  175  0  5MS  10MS  100  
180  
  
205  11394  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-7K-0A  
0  20MS  40MRMS  400  0  10MS  20MS  200  
206  11395  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-18K-
0A  
5MS  10MS  20MRMS  225  0  5MS  10MS  100  
207  11396  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-20K-
0A  
0  10MR 
MS  
20MRMS  200  0  0  0  0  
208  11397  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-22-0A  
10MS  30MS  50MRMS  600  0  10MS  20MS  200  
209  11398  Lasani-08/Iqbal-2000  
PB33825DRRM-0A-0K-0A-24K-
0A  
10MS  25MS  40MS  500  0  10MS  20MS  200  
210  11399  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-1K-0A  
0  5MS  10MRMS  100  0  0  0  0  
211  11400  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06  
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-4K-0A  
0  10MS  50MS  350  0  0  0  0  
212  11401  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-10K-
0A  
10S  30S  80S  750  0  10MS  10MS  150  
213  11402   Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-14K-
0A  
5S  20S  80S  625  0  5MS  10MS  100  
214  11403  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-15K-
0A  
10S  25S  80S  700  0  0  0  0  
215  11404   Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06   
 PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-16K-
0A  
10S  20S  60MS  550  0  0  0  0  
216  11405   Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06    
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-37K-
0A  
10MS  25MS  40MSS  500  10 
MS  
20MS  30MS  400  
217  11406  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06     
PB33821DRRM-0A-0K-0A-39K-
0A  
0  5MS  10MS  100  5M 
S  
10MS  10MS  175  
218  11407  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06    
 Pb33821drrm-0a-0k-0a-41k-0a  
0  5MS  10MRMS  100  0  10MS  20MS  200  
219  11408  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06     
Pb33821drrm-0a-0k-0a-42k-0a  
10MS  20MS  40MS  450  0  10MS  20MS  200  
220  11409  Lr19/V02192// Shafaq-06     
Pb33821drrm-0a-0k-0a-43k-0a  
0  10MS  15MS  175  0  10MS  25MS  225  
221  Check  Seher-2006  0  10MS  25MSS  225  0  0  0  0  
222  Check  Shafaq-2006  0  0  0  0  0  10MS  20MS  200  
223  Check  Lasani-2008   0  0  0  0  0  0  10MS  50  
224  Check  Fsd-2008   0  0  10MR  50  0  0  0  0  
225  Check  Millat-2011  0  0  10MR  50  0  0  0  0  
226  Check  PB-2011  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
  
  
  
  
  
